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XSUMMARY
In order to test new three-component seismic attributes and 
processing techniques, model shear wave data were generated using 
the ANISEIS Package. The models utilized both isotropic and 
anisotropic media simulating a sedimentary basin. A number of 
models were used with varying crack orientations, crack densities, 
layer thicknesses and shear source orientations to generate test 
data.
New seismic attributes have been defined relating to anisotropy 
and shear wave polarization: The apparent azimuth, the eccentricity 
of the total wave field vector and the coordinates of the poynting 
vector with its apparent azimuth and the eccentricity. The analysis 
of the attributes from the wave field vector has shown that the 
azimuth angle may be used to determine the direction of anisotropy 
axes and the eccentricity can be used to either design a filter 
called the P-wave filter (PWF) to cancel P-wave energy from the 
horizontal components, or possibly to determine the tilt angle of 
the crack plane from the vertical axis .
A new technique for either determining the direction of particle 
motion or the direction of crack strike (tested on a uniformly 
cracked medium) is presented in Chapters 4 and 5 based on the 
computation of the maximum energy of the trace. The energy of the 
trace is computed over a window containing a reflected waveform, 
each time the horizontal components are rotated clockwise by an 
increment of 5°, from 0° to 180°.
It is found that the direction given by the maximum value of the 
energy of the rotated radial component for the considered three 
o ffse ts :
i) is the direction of the shear source, if the medium is 
iso trop ic .
ii) this direction deviates from the shear source orientation and 
the deviation is offset dependent, if the waveform within the 
window is reflected from the lower interface of an azimuthally 
isotropic medium.
iii) this direction is either the polarization direction of the fast 
shear wave or that of the slower one, depending on which has the 
highest energy.
It is demonstrated that the square roots of the maximum and the 
minimum energy values of the rotated waveform are directly 
proportional to the major and the minor axes of the ellipse, 
respectively, describing the particle motion within the window
xi
containing the waveform.
The new technique has been automated by computing the 
maximum, the minimum values and their corresponding angles over 
a window which advances through the horizontal seismogrammes. 
This has led to the definition of new seismic attributes. The 
instantaneous maximum energy; the instantaneous minimum energy 
and the instantaneous polarization angle. These three attributes, 
when combined together are a useful tool in monitoring anisotropy 
and shear polarization, as is demonstrated in the examination of 
test data.
A new filter called the energy filter has been designed to 
automatically separate split shear waves and enhance polarized 
shear waves. Each sample of the horizontal component is rotated by 
its corresponding instantaneous polarization angle then multiplied 
by its corresponding value of the energy function. It is found that 
the data has to be shifted by the length of the moving window. The 
window must be greater than or equal to the combined length of the 
two split shear waves.
The covariance matrix method restricted to the horizontal plane 
is used to compute the following attributes: the instantaneous 
largest and second largest eigenvalues and the instantaneous 
polarization angle. It is found that the two former attributes are 
similar to the maximum and the minimum energies, respectively; 
and the instantaneous polarization angle can be found from the 
direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eingenvalue and can be restricted to vary between 0° and 180° in a 
clockwise direction. Consequently, the energy filter can be 
computed by using the covariance matrix. This results in increasing 
the computation speed by more than 40 times, and the split shear 
waves are separated irrespective of the length of the moving 
window and the amplitude of the fast shear wave.
A comparison has been done between the energy filter and the 
polarization filter (Montalbetti & Kanasewich, 1970). It has been 
found that the energy filter is more appropriate in the presence of 
anisotropy, since it can separate the split shear waves and does not 
distort the signal of the reflected wave.
The methods have been tested on three-component reflection and 
VSP data. Reflection data were acquired using either dynamite 
(data supplied by BIRPS, the British Institution Reflection Profiling 
Syndicate) or vibroseis (recorded by the Department of Geology & 
Applied Geology of Glasgow University in Kola region, Russia); VSP 
data were acquired using a multisource, multireceiver technique by 
British Petroleum of America.
The results show that the application of the energy filter does 
improve the coherency and the resolution of shear wave data, as a 
result of the separation of the split shear waves irrespective of 
the type of source used. The instantaneous attributes computed 
from VSP data are in good agreement with theory.
INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal waves have been used worldwide in exploration 
seismology for imaging subsurface and locating hydrocarbon 
reservoirs. New interest in using combined longitudinal and shear 
waves has developed in the last decade, since their use may lead to 
more information about the nature of the rocks investigated by those 
waves.
Shear waves are sensitive to the presence of anisotropy within the 
rocks and may be used for discriminating rock types (Dominico, 
1984), detecting fractures and permeability trends. In shale, which is 
known as a transverse isotropic medium with vertical axis of 
symmetry, the velocity of the horizontally polarized shear wave when 
travelling horizontally is much bigger than that of when travelling 
vertically. Cracked media are known to be azimuthally anisotropic 
with horizontal axis of symmetry and it is well known that 
subsurface microcracks can be formed by the regional tectonic 
stress; differential stress can also cause significant cracking (Brace 
et al, 1966 ) with preferred orientation parallel to the maximum 
principal stress direction. The presence of a cracked medium is 
related to shear wave splitting and to the variation of the reflection 
coefficients with the azimuth. Evidence of azimuthally dependent 
reflection coefficients is considered indicative of azimuthally 
anisotropic media (Crampin, 1978; Thomsen,1988). Lithology can be 
investigated using the variation of Vp/Vs or the time ratio Tp/Ts 
(Erickson et al, 1968; Polskov et al, 1980).
To investigate crack orientation, crack density and Poisson's Ratio, 
hence characterizing an oil field reservoir, imaging the subsurface by 
both P-and S-waves is necessary. However, shear waves recorded at 
the surface have usually been of bad quality compared to P-waves. 
This is commenly due to the effect of the weathering layer, shear 
wave splitting, mode conversion and in general because most shear 
data recordings are done without taking into consideration the shear 
wave window. Also the generation of shear waves at the near surface 
using either a horizontal vibrator or an explosive source generates 
surface waves; including Love waves which have the same 
characteristics as horizontally polarized shear wave. Hence, it is 
difficult to remove the effect of this type of wave.
The objectives of this project are
i) Recording shear data with a better signal to noise ratio at near­
zero offset and study the variation of the reflection coefficients 
with azimuth, which could be diagnostic of anisotropy. For this
xiv
purpose a circular receiver array characterized by a symmetrical 
distribution of three-component geophones was designed; the source 
point was located at the center.
ii) Computation of new seismic attributes to be used in 
characterizing and recognizing anisotropy, azimuthal isotropy and 
azimuthal anisotropy.
iii) Improving shear data imaging by designing new processing 
techniques.
CHAPTER 1
Shear waves: Review of theory and applications 
1.1.INTRODUCTION
Most crustal and sedimentary rocks are found to be seismically 
anisotropic. The physical causes of anisotropy in sedimentary rocks 
are in general tought to be due to preferred orientation of 
anisotropic mineral grains; preferred orientation of cracks or thin 
bedding of isotropic or anisotropic layers (Jolly, 1956; Backus, 
1962 and 1965; Brace et al, 1966; Keith & Crampin, 1977c; 
Crampin, 1978; Winterstein, 1986; Obolentseva, 1987; and others). 
Most sedimentary rocks are only weakly anisotropic (Thomsen, 
1986), not exceeding 20%, even though many of their constituent 
minerals are highly anisotropic.
The two simplest cases in geophysical applications are 
transverse isotropy with vertical axis of symmetry or azimuthal 
isotropy, and transverse isotropy with horizontal axis of symmetry 
or azimuthal anisotropy. White & Agona (1955) and Postma (1955), 
have shown that a stratified section composed of alternating 
layers of different elastic materials (isotropic or not) may be 
considered as a single homogeneous transversely isotropic layer 
having a vertical axis of symmetry, provided that the wavelengths 
being propagated are large in comparison with the individual layer 
thicknesses. The outstanding feature of wave propagation in such a 
medium is that velocities of elastic waves travelling in the 
medium vary with angle measured from the axis of symmetry. For 
example, horizontal S-wave velocity is greater than vertical S- 
wave velocity in the medium having a vertical axis of symmetry.
Azimuthal anisotropy is most likely due to the presence of 
vertically aligned fluid filled cracks, particularly at greater depths 
where the vertical stress is larger than the minimum horizontal 
stress. In this situation the cracks and fractures tend to be
1
vertical, striking perpendicular to the direction of minimum 
horizontal stress or parallel to the maximum horizontal stress 
(Crampin,1989).
This chapter is a review of the theoretical background necessary 
for understanding anisotropy, and the use of shear waves in 
exploration seismology. Acquisition, generation and processing 
techniques for shear waves are also considered.
1.2. AZIMUTHAL ISOTROPY
For sediments deposited in horizontal layers or for rocks 
compressed by the increasing weight of later sediments, all 
properties may be expected to show symmetry about the vertical 
axis (White,1983) . A material with such an axis of symmetry is 
called transversely isotropic or PTL (from Periodic Thin Layers). 
Stonely (1949), was the first to investigate plane waves in such a 
medium.
For a transversely isotropic medium, five independent elastic 
constants are required to express the generalized Hoock's law. 
Consequently, the elastic modulus matrix has five independent 
components among twelve nonzero components (Crampin, 1984) 
giving the elastic modulus matrix the form
c , 2 C13 0 0 0
C „ C ,3 0 0 0
^ 3 3 0 0 0
C 44 0 0
C 44
with c12= ( c„ - 2 - c66)
The Voigt notation of the elastic constants is used here and the 
modulus matrix is symmetric.
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The stress-strain relations for this medium (White, 1983) are
G xx  ^ 1T ® x x  (^ 1 1  ^ ^ 6 6 )  ^ y y  ^ 1 3 ^
^yy “  (^ 1 1 — ^ 6^6^  *  + ^1 ieyy + S 3
° z z  — ^ 13^ x x " ^  ^ 'I3 ^yy"^” ^33 ^ z z  
G x y ~  ^66e  x y  
O yz ~  ^ 4 4 ^  yz  
Gzx ~  C 44 e zx
( 1 .2 )
Where x, y, z are the spatial coordinates with the z- axis directed 
vertically downward.
Gij and eij (i, j = x, y, z) are the elements of the second rank
tensors of the stress and the strain, respectively.
Stoneley (1949) initially solved the equation of motion for such 
a medium: the above expressions (1.2) were reproduced in the 
equation of motion for an anisotropic medium, and it is found that 
three types of waves propagate in such a medium, a quasi P-wave 
and two quasi S-waves, all three with mutually orthogonal 
polarizations. Their velocities are related to the elastic constants 
and to the direction of propagation by the following equations 
(Levin, 1979).
For SH-wave type
^ ^ Sir|2 e+ ^ C0s2 e <1-3)
For SV- and P-wave types
2 pv2= c^sin2 6 +  c33 cos2 0 + c44± { [ (c n -  c js in 2 0 -
P , 2 .2  . ~ ,1 /  2 (1 -4)
-  ( c 33 -  C jco s* 0] + (c13+ c44) sin2 2 0}
where the quasi P-wave velocity corresponds to the plus sign 
before the radical and the quasi SV-wave velocity is given by the
3
minus sign. 0  is the angle measured relative to the vertical axis, 
giving the direction of propagation of the incident wave.
For $ =  k ! 2 , i.e. a wave travelling horizontally, we have t
(1.5)
where P is the density of the medium. 
For 0 = 0 , a wave travelling vertically
Vsv= (c 44/ p)1 2 ; vp = (c33/  p)1/2 ( 1 .6 )
It is seen that the vertical SH-wave velocity, the vertical SV-wave 
velocity and the horizontal SV-wave velocity are identical.
Levin (1979) modelled a PTL medium consisting of three layers 
made of sandstone, shale and limestone. He found that
i) The SH-wave surface, which is the locus of points reached in 
unit time by a wave disturbance arising at the origin at time t=0, is 
an ellipsoid with horizontal velocity greater than the vertical 
velocity and neither the SV-wave surface nor the P-wave surface 
are ellipsoids. Only at a very near vertical (near zero-offset) is the 
P-wave surface approximately ellipsoid (see also Krey & Helbig, 
1956). This is equivalent to showing that P-wave anisotropy is 
negligible near the vertical.
ii) Regardless of the amount of anisotropy and the length of the 
geophone spread, velocity analysis of surface SH-wave data gives 
the velocity for travel in the horizontal direction and the t2 -  x2 
plots are straight lines.
iii) Even for fairly small amount of anisotropy, the SV-wave
2 2
t -  x plots deviate from straight lines. As anisotropy increases, 
the SV-wave surface becomes distorted and for very large amount 
of anisotropy forms cusps.
1.3. WAVE VECTOR AND RAY VECTOR
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When a plane P-wave propagates in an anisotropic medium, it is 
well known (Auld, 1973) that the wave vector k, the ray vector R, 
along which energy propagates, and the polarization vector u 
defining the direction of particle motion all deviate from a given 
axis by angles 0, <f> and y/, respectively.
For a plane wave propagating in a vertical plane of incidence in a 
transversely isotropic medium, the three vectors may be rewritten 
(Daley & Hron, 1977; Berryman, 1979) as
k=k(sinQx  + cos 0z)
u=u(sin\yx+ cos\\iz) ^
R=R( sinqx+ costfz)
They also, demonstrated that for a P-plane wave the departure of 
the wave vector from the polarization vector is very small and may 
be negligible in case of weak anisotropy. Thomsen (1986) also 
derived mathematical relations in case of weak anisotropy relating
the group angle 0  to the phase angle 0 . He also showed that for 
P-waves moveout velocity of such a medium is neither the vertical 
velocity nor the horizontal one.
1.4. AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY
Anisotropy or azimuthal anisotropy are used to describe 
symmetries with azimuthal variation of properties. Most of the 
effects of azimuthal anisotropy on seismic waves have been 
published only in earthquake seismology literature. Anisotropy in 
exploration seismology has generally been restricted to transverse 
isotropy with a vertical axis of symmetry.
Transverse isotropy with vertical axis of symmetry (or vertical 
transverse isotropy) is an exceptional form of anisotropy where 
there are no azimuthal variation and the shear wave source split
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into SV- and SH-wave types. Consequently, the geological media 
having this type of anisotropy are called azimuthal isotropic media 
(Thomsen, 1988).
Another type of transverse isotropy, called horizontal 
transverse isotropy, has a horizontal axis of symmetry in which 
the anisotropy is due to a single set of aligned, vertical, circular 
flat cracks. It seems likely ( Crampin, 1977 ) that forces orienting 
crystals in the upper mantle would result in the anisotropy having a 
horizontal plane of symmetry; and all the models used for the 
numerical calculations have a plane of elastic symmetry parallel to 
the interface.
When the wave propagates along the symmetry axis, there are 
two degenerate shear waves with polarizations normal to the 
direction of propagation having the same velocity. In a synthetic 
seismogram, the arrival time of the pulses are equal. Since the 
vertical plane is a plane of mirror symmetry the horizontal axis of 
symmetry is a direction of saggital symmetry.
Garbin & Knopoff (1975) examined the scattering of elastic 
waves by a thin circular crack and determined the following 
expressions for the velocity variation of body waves propagating 
through a dilute concentration of dry parallel penny-shaped cracks 
in an isotropic matrix:
(1.8)
for longitudinal waves and
for shear waves.
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v Po and vs0 are the longitidunal and shear velocities in the 
undeformed matrix. e=(N a3 / V) js the crack density; N is the 
number of craks with radius a, in volume V; c = c o s 0 f where 0, is 
the angle of the ray path to the crack normal and $ is the angle of 
the polarization of the shear wave to the normal of the plane of 
incidence. The terms in double brackets are to be omitted to obtain 
corresponding expressions for liquid filled cracks.
Crampin (1977) considered the variation of the velocity of the 
three body waves over the plane Z=0, which is a plane of symmetry, 
in a weakly anisotropic solid with elastic constants cijim referred 
to the x, y, z coordinate system, where x, y, z are not necessarily 
principal axes of anisotropy. When the direction of propagation is 
measured from the horizontal axis of symmetry x, which is a 
direction of saggital symmetry; he showed that velocities vary as :
p v * =  A+  E c o s 2 0 +  Ceos 40
pvsp2= D+ E cos40 (1.10)
pvsp2= F +  G cos 0
4 =  { 3 (0 ,^ +  c2222) + 2 (c1122 + 2 c121} } /  8
^ ( ^ i n r  2^ 2 2 2 ) /  ^
^ = { 1^111+ 2^222 _ ^ (^ 1122 + ^ ^ 121^  )  ^®
{^ 1111+ 2^222 ^ (^1122~ ^ 1212)}  ^® (1.11)
E = -  D
F — (^ 1 3 1 3  + ^2323^ ^
^ = (^1313_ 2^323)  ^ ^
where p is the density and vp j vSP and vSR are the velocities of 
the quasi-longitidunal wave qP and the two quasi-shear waves, qSP
and qSR. The qSP is specified as the quasi-shear wave with
polarization parallel to the plane of incidence and the qSR 
polarization is perpendicular to it. These are Crampin's notations. 
Hudson (1981) derived expressions for the computation of the
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velocities of the two waves of shear type in both dry and fluid 
filled cracks. One shear wave, qS1, polarized parallel to the crack- 
plane and the other, qS2, polarized parallel to the plane formed by 
the propagation vector k and the z axis. For waves propagating 
vertically downward in a cracked medium, where the crack-planes 
are vertical, Hudson's equations for fluid filled cracks reduce to
for shear waves polarized normal to the crack plane.
where (X, p) and P are Lame's constants and density of the medium, 
respectively.
N, a, are the number of cracks per unit volume and the mean
radius of the cracks, respectively.
Comparing Hudson's equations to Garbin-Knopoff equations, 
although they agree (Crampin, 1984) with each other, the wave
speeds are independent of the polarization of the shear source.
It is seen from relation (1.13) that with increasing crack density 
the velocity of the shear type polarized normal to the crack-plane 
decreases. The wave with polarization direction perpendicular to 
the crack can deform the rock easily because of the favourable 
orientation of the zones of weakness. Hence, this wave experiences 
a low (compliant) effective rigidity and its velocity vqs2 is slow.
By contrast, the wave having a polarization direction parallel to 
the crack-plane cannot take advantage of the zones of weakness, 
but must deform the uncracked rock. Hence this wave experiences a
1/ 2
(1.12)
for shear type polarized parallel to the crack-plane, and
(1.13)
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high (stiff) effective rigidity and its velocity vqsi is higher 
( vq& > vqsz) (Thomsen,1988). The wave with polarization parallel 
to the crack-plane advances faster than the wave with 
perpendicular polarization, as each one propagates vertically. The 
directions parallel and normal to to crack-plane are called 
principal axes of anisotropy; the parallel direction is also called 
fracture strike.
1.5. ANISOTROPY EFFECTS ON WAVE PROPAGATION
A fundamental property of wave propagation in anisotropic media 
is that for propagation in any direction there are always three body 
waves with mutually orthogonal polarizations. Such body waves are 
called quasi-longitudinal (qP) and quasi-shear (qS1 and qS2). In 
isotropic media the polarization vectors of the quasi-S-waves can 
be in any two orthogonal transverse directions. In anisotropic 
media this degeneracy is removed and the polarization vectors are 
mutually orthogonal and fixed in the medium, depending only on the 
direction of propagation (Crampin, 1977).
Crampin (1976) modelled wave propagation in the three 
orthogonal planes of symmetry of transverse isotropic olivine, 
which is likely to be the configuration in the oceanic upper mantle. 
Keith and Crampin (1977) computed the reflected and transmitted 
energy for an incident wave at interface separating an isotropic 
and an anisotropic half space, the orthorhombic olivine. The 
continuity of displacements and the stresses at interface 
separating either isotropic and anisotropic medium or two 
anisotropic media imposes the coupling of three waves. An incident 
P-wave propagating at an angle e from the vertical will 
decompose at the interface into three reflected waves
( qP*, qS?, qS?) and into three transmitted waves ( QPT, 
one quasi-longitidunal and two quasi-shear with mutual orthogonal 
polarization directions. The computed results, amplitude (square- 
root energy) versus angle of incidence of an incident plane wave of
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SH-type are shown in Figure 1.1 for various orientation of the 
anisotropic material, i.e. the plane of incidence was oriented at 0°, 
30°, 45°, 60° and 90° measured from plane (100) towards plape 
(010). Planes oriented at 0° and 90° are coincident with symmetry 
planes of the anisotropic olivine. From this Figure the effect of the 
presence of anisotropy is clearly evident. There is an azimuthal 
variation of the reflection properties and an SH-wave is coupled to 
a quasi-P-wave and quasi-SV-wave when the plane of incidence is 
off the plane of symmetry. Thus, for incident planes (0° and 90°) 
parallel to an anisotropic plane of symmetry, no qP-wave nor qSV- 
waves are generated.
Thomsen (1988) also computed the reflection coefficients for 
incident P-waves and SH-waves at the interface separating an 
isotropic and an anisotropic rock (cracked sandstone), where the 
anisotropy is due to vertically aligned fractures. The results are 
shown in Figure 1.2, showing reflection coefficients versus 
azimuth (survey line to fracture strike). It is seen from this figure 
that P-wave amplitudes are independent of azimuth. By contrast, 
SH-reflectivity shows a strong azimuthal dependence at all angles 
of incidence. This strong azimuthal dependence may be used in the 
detection of anisotropy from recording at the surface.
Also, in anisotropic media the group velocity of plane waves is 
not parallel to the propagation vector and the group vector will be 
out of the incident plane, unless this plane is a plane of elastic 
symmetry. Keith and Crampin (1977) showed that for non symmetry 
planes of incidence the propagation of energy diverges out of the 
incident plane by up to 20° for some orientations of orthorhombic 
olivine. The projection of the group vector on the plane of incidence 
always deviates from the propagation vector and this deviation is 
dependent on the angle of incidence. However, those two anomalies 
are difficult to observe in a weakly anisotropic medium and 
considered small enough to be neglected in an azimuthally isotropic 
medium of sedimentary rocks (Berrymann, 1979 ; Thomsen, 1986).
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1.6. SHEAR WAVES IN EXPLORATION SEISMOLOGY
1.6.1. Previous work
Most of the work in exploration seismology using shear waves has 
been done by the oil industry and only few works have been 
published so far (Alford, 1986; Lynn & Thomsen, 1986; Mueller, 
1992). Nowadays, the use of shear wave VSP data (Vertical Seismic 
Profiling) is highly promising in characterizing hydrocarbon 
reservoirs (Crampin, 1985; Naville, 1986; Johnston, 1986; Ahmed, 
1990; Queen & Rizer, 1990; Winterstein & Meadows, 1991a, b).
The first thorough experimental study on the use of shear waves 
in exploration was done by Jolly (1956). His experimental test was 
confined to a site where there is a fairly thick, uniform section of 
shale near the surface. To generate shear waves he used a recoil 
device shaped like a gun. His work, based on refraction profiles and 
some subsurface data, demonstrated that shear waves are sensitive 
to an anisotropic medium, since the shapes of the theoretical and 
experimental time-distance curves are entirely different. The 
theoretical curves were computed assuming an isotropic medium. 
Theoretical curves computed assuming a transversely isotropic 
medium fitted the experimental data points well.
The first attempt in recording SH-waves using continuous signal 
methods was done by Cherry & Watters (1968, part 1). They found 
that in order to attenuate horizontally travelling waves (refraction 
and surface waves) and to obtain shear wave data with the same 
quality as the P-wave reflection, more geophones and larger 
patterns of sources and receivers were needed. They also 
demonstrated:
i) Most of shear energy is lost within the weathering layer, due 
to high impedance contrast between this layer and the layer just 
below it because of the velocity contrast; and this layer 
contributes to the degradation of the quality of an SH-reflection.
ii) The horizontally polarized surface waves (Love waves) are 
well cancelled by using a well-designed in-line pattern of
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geophones and vibrator positions.
Using eight hundred feet of in-line pattern coverage at both 
source and receiver, near kingfisher, Oklahoma, they obtained the
i
first interpretable SH-seismic section, which is seen in Figure 1.3. 
However, they could not establish an absolute correlation between 
Vs/Vp and lithology.
Seismic studies conducted in Tataria, USSR, by Polskov et al 
(1980) used combined longitudinal and transverse waves to derive 
lithological information. The shear waves were recorded by cross­
line receivers.
For recording S-waves, an in-line receiver array of 24 cross­
line receivers, with a group interval of 40 m, was used with a large 
offset of 800 m. Plane shear waves were generated by means of 
specially designed pairs of polarized shots. Those pair of shots 
were generally assumed to generate two shear waves of opposite 
polarization directions normal to the survey line; the data recorded 
from both shots was subtracted so that P-waves generated by 
those shots and recorded on the cross-line components are 
cancelled and S-waves enhanced. Also, a coefficient D was 
computed for estimating the generation of shear waves and their 
polarity. Theoretically, D tends to infinity if the two shots 
generate shear waves with exactly opposite polarization 
directions, or to zero when the shear waves have the same 
polarization direction. In their experimental work the value of the 
coefficient D has never exceeded 5.0 and computed values were 
below 0.5. This suggest that the two opposite pair of shots may 
not generate shear waves with exactly opposite polarization 
direction and that the polarization direction of the explosive shear 
source varies with depth and offset, as it will be seen in chapter 6 
when processing BIRPS data.
Dohr and Janel (1982) recorded and processed P- and converted 
pS waves by reflections at the free surface or the base of the 
weathering layer in order to obtain the shear wave velocity and the 
Vp/Vs ratio. The processing of pS-waves was based on the
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knowledge of the velocity of P-waves, which were determined by a 
conventional velocity analysis.
Ensley (1984, 1985) used combined P-and S-wave seismip 
sections for detecting hydrocarbon reservoirs. Direct Hydrocarbon 
Indicators on stacked data, such as bright/dim spots, flat spots, 
shadow zones, low frequency, are often found in seismic sections 
are either associated with hydrocarbon reservoirs or are caused by 
low velocity rocks, changes in stratigraphy and beds. The use of a 
combined interpretation of P-and S-w aves may allow  
discrimination between direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHI) 
associated with gas and those associated with lithological 
phenomena. Winterstein (1986) demonstrated that the anisotropy of 
a subsurface layer may be taken as the ratio of the thickness 
computed using SH-interval velocity and correlated it to lithology. 
P- and S- wave interval velocities were computed using the well 
known Dix's formula. His studies showed that layer thicknesses 
calculated from S-wave are not significantly different from the 
P-wave, when the layer consists of interbeded sandstone and shale. 
However, where well logs indicated a transition zone from 
sandstone to shale the discrepancies become evident. So using 
interval velocities of both P-and S-waves, it was possible to 
investigate intrinsic anisotropy.
Recent surveys have shown that azimuthal anisotropy, due most 
plausibly to aligned fractures, is widespread but not universal and 
has an important effect on shear waves. Lynn & Thomsen (1986) 
collected for the first time P- and SH-reflection, i.e. cross-line 
source and cross-line receivers were used, along two lines, lying 
approximately parallel and perpendicular to a major oriented 
vertical fracture set, so that the effect of shear wave splitting 
(Crampin, 1985) are minimized. The processed data as seen in 
Figure 1.4, evidenced a mis-tie between the SH-wave lines, which 
is time variant, and a difference in reflection amplitudes (Figure
1.5). These two features characterize the existence of fracture 
sets. Intersection of P-wave lines have shown that P-wave
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reflection tie well to within seismic reflection method.
Shear wave splitting is another factor which accounts for 
erratic data quality attributed to shear data recorded over 
azimuthally anisotropic media. It is well known that a conventional 
SH-survey in exploration seismology is often run at an angle 
oblique to the fracture strike. This type of survey has a cross-line 
source, generally generated by a vibrator and cross-line receivers, 
i.e., oriented parallel to the shear source motion.
The equation of wave propagation in an anisotropic medium 
(Crampin, 1981) asserts that a shear wave entering this medium 
will split into two shear components with mutual orthogonal 
polarization propagating with different speeds. When the wave 
propagates vertically down and up, i.e. recording reflections at near 
zero-offset, the two shear waves will have polarizations parallel 
to the fracture strike and perpendicular to it. Hence, recording at 
near zero-offset is a good approximation to the theoretical model, 
if the cracks are vertical. This effect was demonstrated by Alford 
(1986) on shear data, cross-line source and cross-line receiver 
acquired at Delly, Texas. Contrary to Lynn and Thomsen's work, the 
acquisition line were off the principal axes of anisotropy and the 
processed data exhibited very poor lateral continuity. Alford, 1986 
derived a simple mathematical operation for rotating the data to 
the principal axes of anisotropy and the data quality greatly 
improved. The rotation angle is the angle between the acquisition 
line and the direction of strike.
Thomsen (1988) derived similar formulas for rotating the data 
with a criterion control on the recorded data whether it fits the 
model or not, and presented a thorough study of the possibility of 
determining an azimuthally anisotropic medium by studying the 
reflection coefficients of an acquired shear data.
It is seen from the previous review on shear data recording that 
most of the shear data was acquired at large offsets without 
taking into consideration the shear-window, which is defined as 
the critical angle given by s in " 1(vs / VP)> Crampin (1987). Outside
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this window shear data quality deteriorates and polarization 
diagrams or hodograms become uninterpretable (Crampin,1981). 
Few work on recording S-vyave reflection using a near zero-offset
i
has been done (Becker et al, 1989; Murtha et al, 1989 and Beckham 
& Glassman, 1989; and others) which might be of importance in 
detecting fractured reservoirs, thus reducing drilling costs. Most of 
the studies have been carried out on VSP data to characterize 
fractured reservoirs (Winterstein & Meadow, 1991a, b; Shuck, 
1991; Cliet et al, 1991; Lefeuvre et al , 1992). A seismic array for 
recording reflection data at near zero offset and studying the 
reflection coefficients with azimuth is presented in Chapter 2.
1.7. GENERATION OF SHEAR WAVES
Shear waves are generated either by explosive sources or by 
horizontally mechanical forces applied at the free surface. Jolly 
(1956) used a recoil device, which is like a gun. It consists 
essentially of a thick-walled tube and coupled to the ground by 
steel pegs. The detonation of an appropriate explosive charge gave a 
horizontal recoil, which provided a horizontal force. However this 
device generated shear waves with very small energy and their 
penetration was limited only to very shallow depths.
Geyer & Martner (1969) concluded that SH-waves from explosive 
sources are common. They have been identified in almost any area 
where three component geophones were used. Their study also 
showed that strong SH-motions are produced when the shot is 
either in the limestone or near the interface separating the shale 
having a low velocity and the limestone having a high velocity, 
giving a high impedance contrast.
The camouflets produced by underground explosion when studied 
by Wright & Carpenter (1962) showed that in addition to the 
formation of cracks, assymmetries associated with an explosion in 
the soil may be mechanisms of generating SH-motion. Knowing that 
explosive sources generate SH-waves, Brodov in 1968 developed a
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technique, which was used in a joint cooperation project between 
French and Russian scientists, for an exploration survey using 
combined P- and S-waves (Polskov et al, 1982). This is the thrjee 
hole technique, based on the creation of assymmetric boundary 
conditions to generate SH-motion. It consists of drilling three 
shotholes, 1m apart, in the chosen direction of polarization. The 
central hole is detonated first, creating an assymmetric cavity or 
camouflet, and cracks and providing a conventional P-wave source. 
Each of the two remaining holes will be detonated in turn creating 
a shear source polarized in the direction of the line joining the 
central cavity to the detonated hole. The two seismic traces 
recorded by the same geophone from those opposite shots will be of 
reversed polarity, because of the opposite directions of 
polarization generated by the opposite shots.
For the efficiency of the technique and to create plane waves, 
Polskov et al, 1982 replaced each of the three holes by equidistant 
holes aligned parallel to the survey line, making three lines of 
holes of 16 m long. The interval distance separating the holes and 
the lines was of the order of 1m. This technique proved to be 
successful in most shot points, but sometimes geological media 
imposed their own conditions and the directions of polarization 
from the opposite shots may become random, shear reflections 
polarized normal to survey line or SH-motions, are severely blended 
with P-wave reflections when using explosive sources; and the aim 
of the technique is to produce high shear energy and to cancel 
recorded longitudinal waves by the transverse geophones, hence 
enhancing SH-motion.
This technique of three holes was also used in England by BIRPS, 
in 1988, in its program of deep seismic data acquisition and proved 
to be unsuccessful as it will be demonstrated later in chapter 6.
Wright & Johnston, 1982, used a sliding weight for generating P- 
and SH-motions in a crystalline rock body at Chalk-River, Ontario. 
The source consists of a 700kg weight that could be dropped 
vertically (Figure 1.6.a) guided by two rails, onto a steel baseplate
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to produce P-waves. For SH-waves the tower was allowed to tilt 
45° either side (Figurel .6.b, 1.6.C ). The weight then slides down a 
rail. The tower is then tilted to the opposite side to produce an SH- 
motion with opposite polarity to the first and keeping P-wave 
phase constant. Subtracting the shear data of the opposite shots 
allows the removal of P-wave from the horizontal component. This 
technique has been used by Turpening et al (1980) in his 
investigation of fracturing techniques using three-component zero- 
offset VSP data.
1.8. A SUGGESTED TECHNIQUE
The technique of three holes for generating SH-energy resulted in 
the creation of a horizontal assymmetry created by the explosion 
of the central shot. It would be worth also to try the following 
technique for creating a strong vertical assymmetry, which could 
be of importance in the generation of SH-energy. Three explosive 
charges should be put at different levels in each of the three holes. 
The central hole is first shot, creating a cavity with a vertical 
assymmetry. This cavity may focus the energy from the central 
charge of the two other holes to propagate horizontally and 
creating a strong polarization in the horizontal direction.
Generating SH-motions by mean of explosive sources at a certain 
depth is a mean of cancelling Love wave and using simple receiver 
array, hence reducing considerably survey costs. Also shooting 
beneath the weathering zone will increase the depth of penetration, 
since the travel time of the wave within this zone is reduced by 
half. Consequently, diminishing the absorption by a factor of 10 
(Cherry & Waters, 1968). Because of the high impedance contrast 
between the weathering zone and the overlying medium, shooting 
near the interface separating them will contribute to the 
generation of strong SH-motion (Geyer & Martner, 1968). However 
the depth of the hole should be appropriate to avoid generating Love 
waves.
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1.9. NEAR-ZERO OFFSET DATA ACQUISITION
f
Shear data quality recorded conventionally in exploration 
seismology has always been a problem and are still expensive 
compared to P-wave. Good quality S-wave data is essential for an 
appreciable correlation between the seimic horizons obtained by 
the two type of waves. By recording at near zero-offset S-wave
data quality may be improved, since:
i) The signal of the reflected event is recorded within the shear
wave window, so that further distortions of the signal are avoided
or minimized.
ii) The noise from mode conversion is highly reduced, 
attenuation minimized and the deviation angle of the particle 
motion of the reflected longitudinal wave, recorded by the 
transverse geophone when an explosive source is used, from the 
vertical plane containing the axis of the transverse receiver will 
be small, so that at near zero offset their effect is minimized. 
Consequently, reflection coming from deep interfaces and recorded 
by the transverse components may only be of S-wave type.
ii) The interference of surface waves with reflected S-waves 
may only be confined to very shallow data if a shallow explosive 
source is used. However, the best way of attenuating Love waves 
when an explosive source is used is to shoot deeper, because the 
greater the depth of the explosive source, the more the amplitude 
of the surface waves is reduced (Kisslinger, M ateker & 
Evilly,1961). The shooting depth may be determined by tests. The 
second possibility when either a horizontal vibrator or a shallow 
explosive source is used is to choose an optimum length spread so 
that surface waves strike the horizontal component before any S- 
wave reflection coming from deeper interfaces. In this case, only 
very shallow data will be mixed with surface waves.
1.10. SPLITTING OF SHEAR WAVES
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In exploration seismology SH-wave types are defined as shear 
waves with polarization direction normal to the plane of incidehce 
and SV-wave types are defined as shear waves with direction of 
polarization parallel to the plane of incidence. When the plane of 
incidence is a plane of symmetry, either the SH-or the SV-waves 
are pure shear and there is no splitting phenomenon. When the plane 
of incidence is not a plane of symmetry, which is usually the case 
in exploration seismology, the generated S-wave, either of SH- or 
SV-type will split into two shear components, whose polarization 
directions are fixed in the media with crack anisotropy (Crampin, 
1978). Figure 1.7 shows the splitting of an SH-wave in a cracked 
medium. The cracks are vertical; the normal to the crack-plane, 
which is a plane of symmetry makes an angle 0  with the survey 
line. The plane of incidence ( P) and the plane of symmetry make 
and angle equal to ( A _ # ) .  Consider an incident SH-wave type
travelling vertically; just as it enters the cracked medium it splits 
into two components S_L and (Thomsen's notation, 1988). One 
with polarization direction normal to the plane of symmetry 
travelling with a lower velocity { v_\_) and the other polarized 
parallel to the plane of symmetry and propagating with a faster 
velocity ( Vj,). Both of them will be travelling vertically and will be 
recorded by the transverse and the radial geophones; but one will be 
delayed from the other because of their different velocities. The 
recorded wavelet is the result of the superposition of the two 
wavelets, the fast and the slow one, respectively; this results in 
the deterioration of the reflected signal.
The time delay between the two split waves is dependent on the 
crack orientation, the thickness of the medium traversed by the 
two waves and the crack densities. Both, crack orientation and 
small values of crack densities can cancel wave splitting. However 
with large crack densities, the split shear pulses separate 
(Crampin, 1978).
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The most distinctive phenomena associated with the presence of 
anisotropy are anomalies in polarization and the degree of 
anisotropy may be seen from the variation of amplitudes in the 
polarization anomalies (Crampin, 1978). Thomsen (1988) in 
studying shear wave reflection data acquired over fractured rocks 
concluded that the difference in amplitude of the separated time 
series of the two split shear waves constitutes a detection from 
the surface of intensely fractured beds at depth.
The problem is to use the delay between those split waves and 
the variation of their amplitudes and to produce a model of 
anisotropy.
The delay At between the fast and the slow waves is
r - 1
(1.17)
Since travel time is inversely proportional to the velocity, we have
The anisotropy factor for such a cracked medium is defined as
^ll ^  L  ^ I l^l
v ~ - t ~ 7 (1 *19)- L  4 ii
Hence,
A t=yt . .  (1 .20)
It is seen that the more t, increases, the more At increases, the 
deeper the seismic reflector .
The P- and SH-field data collected along two lines (Lynn and 
Thomsen, 1986) lying approximately parallel and perpendicular to
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a major oriented vertical fracture set demostrated that one line 
shows progressive time delays of the shear wave reflection 
arrivals relative to the corresponding arrivals on the other line and 
this time delay is increasing with depth. Some reflections
displayed a marked difference in shear wave reflection amplitudes 
on the two lines (see Figures 1.4 and 1.5). S-wave zero-offset VSP 
data from sources polarized parallel and normal to fracture
orientation recorded using three component geophones (Johnston, 
1986 ), in the Marcelina Creek field, Wilson County, Texas, about 30 
miles South of San Antonio, documented significant S-wave 
velocity anisotropy of 27.5 % associated with preferentially 
aligned vertical fractures in the Austin Chalk sediments. Figure1.8 
shows VSP derived interval velocities for S-waves polarized 
parallel and perpendicular to fracture orientation (Johnston, 
1986). The separation of the two curves is evident within the 
fractured medium, where it is a maximum. Fracture orientation and 
shear wave splitting in the Austin were also demonstrated by 
Becker et al (1986) using polarization diagrams. The polarization
diagram is a plot of the particle velocity in orthogonal coordinates,
as a function of time over a limited time window.
Crampin (1978) showed with synthetic seismograms recorded 
over a cracked medium simulating a dilatant zone that the 
polarization diagrams in the window covering the shear motion 
display a characteristic cruciform pattern showing the separate 
arrival of the two split shear waves with orthogonal polarizations 
and if the two shear pulses are not completely separated, elliptical 
motion links the two orthogonal sections.
Using polarization diagrams it is possible to identify the 
splitting phenomenon when a complete measure of the elastic wave 
field is made utilizing three component detectors. However, with 
real data it is difficult to do so, due to the complicated time series 
recorded resulting from interference with other wave types. This 
stimulates the search for new techniques to detect shear wave 
splitting.
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1.11. PROCESSING OF SHEAR WAVE DATA
f
f
Before the effect of azimuthally anisotropic media on shear waves 
was recognised, most bad quality of shear data was attributed to 
the weathering zone or Low Velocity Layer (Erickson et al, 1968). 
Cherry & Waters (1968) showed that the ratio of vp/ vs for 
consolidated sedimentary sections penetrated was close to 0.5, and 
a time compression of the SH-records facilitated the comparison of 
SH- and P-wave reflection records. Tatham & Goolsbee (1984) used 
processing techniques in the tau-p domain to separate P-waves and 
mode converted S-waves recorded in a marine environment. For an 
initial estimates of the SV-wave NMO velocity limits, those 
authors started by taking one-half of the P-wave velocity value, 
assigning it twice the reflection time associated with P-wave 
value. Further, limits in angle of incidence of 0°-15° for P-wave 
energy and 15°-60° for S-wave energy were applied by limiting the 
range in the slowness p-values during the tau-p transform. The 
tau-p processing consisted of a forward transform, applying the 
NMO velocity values, followed by an inverse tau-p transform back 
to the record space. However, the seismic section with 
predominantly S-wave energy showed no continuity of reflections 
compared to P-wave seismic section, particularly at deeper 
horizons.
In recording shear waves at longer offsets those authors ignored 
the effect of shear wave window on the distortion of the signal and 
the effect of anisotropy, particularly the splitting phenomenon, 
where two S-waves with mutually orthogonal polarizations having 
different velocities travelling within an anisotropic medium.
Fertig & Hentschke (1987) processed converted pS-waves 
generated by reflection at the free surface and recorded by an in­
line receiver. They designed a filter called the geometrical-mean 
balancing filter to balance the spectra of the individual traces 
within a shot gather to have approximately the same spectrum to
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compensate for the filtering effect of the weathering zone on such 
waves. The stacked data with spectral balancing showed an 
improvement over stacked data processed conventionally.
Stacking is generally done on the assumption that the time 
distance curve is hyperbolic. However, this is not the case for 
converted PS-waves (not to be confused with pS-waves), from the 
subsurface as shown by Dohr & Janel (1980).
In recent years, azimuthal anisotropy has been evidenced in many 
exploration surveys (Lynn & Thomsen, 1986; Becker & Perlberg, 
1986; Navill, 1986). These recent studies demonstrated that 
reflection shear data acquired at an angle to one of the principal 
axes of an azimuthally anisotropic medium may be improved if the 
data are rotated by an appropriate angle toward the direction of 
crack-strike or the normal to it. A common approach for processing 
shear data is to rotate the recorded horizontal components about 
the vertical axis, and search for angles at which some form of 
discriminant function is optimum. Discriminants may consists of 
calculation of maximum vectorial displacement (Igel & Crampin, 
1990) or maximum energy of the rotated radial trace (Boulfoul & 
Watts, 1991).
Alford (1986) linearly combined two shear sources with 
mutually orthogonal polarization directions and rotated in 
synchronism both the source and the receiver. This is equivalent to 
rotating the medium whilst the original source and geophone 
orientations are maintained. The rotation angles which both 
minimize the reflected energy detected on the seismograms 
constituting the off-diagonal stacks (in-line source recorded on 
cross-line receivers, and vice versa), and focus energy on to the 
principal diagonal stacks (in-line source in-line receivers, and 
cross-line source cross-line receivers), are the optimal positions. 
The rotation procedure is done on stacked data; this has a 
drawback, since stacking geophone components containing shear 
waves, which have not been rotated to separate the split shear 
waves, can seriously degrade the information in the shear
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wavetrain (Li & Crampin, 1989). Obolentseva et al (1987) developed 
a method for the separation of direct waves (VSP data) based on 
the similarity of the record ( patterns. The similarity of pulse shape 
was established by computing the cross-correlation function 
between the components for different coordinate systems. The 
solution was the coordinate system for which the cross­
correlation function attained its maximum. However, the cross­
correlation function is insufficient for recognizing the similarity 
of the record patterns, and amplitude spectra were also used. This 
makes the technique sensitive to noise, since it operates in the 
frequency domain. MacBeth & Yardley (1992) formulated the non 
uniqueness of fracture orientation, but did not solve the problem of 
extracting the crack strike, as it changes with depth, from one 
medium to another. The 2x2 data matrix from both reflection and 
VSP data may not be symmetric due to the change in the crack- 
strike within the medium (Winterstein & Meadow,1991b). Layer 
stripping method (Winterstein & Meadow, 1991a) and the 
propagator matrix method (Lefeuvre et al, 1992) are useful 
techniques in processing VSP data when the fracture strike changes 
discontinuously with depth. The energy filter presented in Chapter 
5 acts as a time varying rotation process along the horizontal 
seismograms. Therefore it has the potential to deal with multiple 
splitting, particularly for reflection data where sufficient time 
delay may exist between the two split S -w aves.
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Figure 1.1. Square-root energy ratios for incident SH-waves, for waves generated 
at interface between an isotropic half-space and a transversely Isotropic half-space 
with horizontal axis of symmetry. The orientations of the incident planes on the 
anisotropic half-space are at 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, measured from the axis of 
symmetry. After C. Keith and S. Crampin, 1977.
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recorded near Kingfisher County, Oklahoma, conventional processing steps had been 
carried out. Splitting phenomenon were not known at that time, i.e. azimuthal 
anisotropy had not been taken into consideration. After E. L. Erickson, D. E. Miller & K. 
H. Waters, 1968.
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Figure 1.4. Intersection of two SH-wave lines with time zero aligned. Reflections do 
not exhibit same travel time at tie points compared to P-wave reflections; reflections 
on line 1 have progressively greater travel time than same reflections on line 2. This 
demonstrates that shear velocity East-West is slower than North-South, evidencing 
that the area surveyed is azimuthally anisotropic. After H. B. Lynn & L. Thomsen, 
1986.
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Figure 1.5. Enlargement of intersection of shear lines 1 and 2 of Figure 1.4; zone of 
interest circled (2,4 sec.). Weak reflections on line 2 (North-South) is attributed to the 
presence of North-South fractures, associated with production, which decreased 
velocity contrast between overlying shale and reservoir sandstone on North-South line. 
After H. B. Lynn & L. Thomsen, 1986.
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Figure 1.6. Sliding weight longitudinal and shear wave source. The dropping mass is 
of 700 Kg. (a) is the vertical orientation of the source; (b) and (c) the two shear wave 
configurations (opposite polarities), courtsey shear wave technology corporation.
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Figure 1.7. Schematic representation of the splitting of a cross-line shear 
source along the principal axes of an azimuthally anisotropic medium. (1) is 
the crack strike parallel to the crack plane; (2) the normal to the crack plane 
and (3) the direction of the survey line.(P) and A are the plane of incidence 
and the angle between the survey line and the crack strike respectively. S1 
and S2 are the polarization vectors of the fast and the slow shear waves, 
respectively. After Thomsen, 1988.
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CHAPTER 2
Synthetic Modelling of Shear Waves in an 
anisotropic sedimentary basin.
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Geological models representing an azimuthally isotropic medium on 
top of two azimuthally anisotropic media having the same crack 
orientation but with different crack densities, simulating a 
sedimentary basin, are investigated in this chapter. The synthetic 
data is recorded at near-zero offset using three component
receivers equidistantly distributed along three concentric circles, 
to investigate the behavior of shear waves as the ray path deviates 
from the vertical axis. Even for small offsets, say 300 m, SH- and 
SV-waves may arrive at slightly different times at the first 
interface.
The seismograms recorded by the three-component detectors, i.e., 
computed using the ANISEIS Package, have been, first analysed. 
They showed that recording at near-zero-offset might be most
appropriate for obtaining shear data of better quality, as the signal 
should be less distorted. *
2.2. OPTIMUM NEAR-ZERO OFFSET
For Love waves to interfere only with very shallow shear-data 
when using a horizontal mechanical force or shooting at shallow 
depth for generating shear waves, ^L , the arrival time of this wave
must be less than t s, the arrival time of a reflected S-wave from
an interface at depth H.
Consider a horizontal layer having an interface at depth H, and x, 
be the near zero-offset, the distance between the source and the 
receiver, since a Love wave is a horizontally travelling wave (also, 
horizontally polarized) with velocity VL, we have
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For S-wave reflections coming from depth H recorded by a receiver 
at distance x, we have the well known hyperbolic equation relating 
x, H and V, the S-wave medium velocity.
9 2
(2 .2 )
We need an offset x so that , hence
2 . H
2
1 / 2 (2.3)
For example, a Love wave having a velocity vL =350 m/sec and an 
S-wave medium velocity V=1000 m/sec all geophones laid out at an 
offset x less than 74m record traces of Love waves followed 
separately by S-wave reflections coming from interfaces lower 
than 100 m (H=100 m). For S- wave reflections coming from upper 
interfaces, having a depth less than 100 m will probably be mixed 
with Love waves.
From this simple example, we conclude that, the optimum near 
zero-offset may be determined by field test and to what extend 
shallow S-wave deteriorated data is acceptable.
2.3. RECEIVER ARRAY
To investigate anisotropy by studying the azimuthal variation of 
the reflection amplitudes and possibly recording shear data of 
better quality a circular receiver array characterized by a 
symmetrical distribution of three component receivers was
designed. Eight three component receivers are set along a circle, 
each 45°, sampling the whole azimuth (360°). The two horizontal 
components are oriented North and East, respectively. The shot 
point was situated at the centre of the circular array with a shear 
source. To cancel random noise coming from all directions and 
enhance signal to noise ratio by a factor of 2, every receiver 
station was comprised of 3 three components seismometers. All 
the geophones of the same type are connected in series, giving 
three channels for every recording station. However, this array has 
not been yet tested in the field. It has only been used for the 
computation of synthetic seismograms with the horizontal 
components oriented parallel and normal to the survey line.
2.4. GEOLOGICAL MODELS
The geological models used for this project are based on the 
assumption that the sequence of layers at shallow depth in 
sedimentary basins are most likely to be transverse isotropic with 
vertical axis of symmetry (Jolly, 1956; Levin, 1979 and Thomsen, 
1986), and that at an appropriate depth, when the minimum 
horizontal stress as mentioned in the first chapter is horizontal. 
The sedimentary layers below this depth are fikely dominated by 
vertically aligned-fluid-filled-cracks, and preferentially oriented 
pore-spaces (Crampin,1989).
In order to investigate the two types of anisotropy using shear- 
wave sources with different polarization directions, a geological 
model representing a homogeneous anisotropic medium, simulating 
a sedimentary basin with shale overlying two cracked media,
sandstone and limestone, having the same crack orientation but 
different crack densities, above an isotropic granite half-space. 
The azimuthal isotropic layer has a thickness of 800 m and that of 
the two anisotropic layers is 1000 m (Figure 2.1).
The shale material has a velocity anisotropy of 30%, a density of
2.38 gl cm3, an isotropic P-wave velocity of 2.5 km/s and a
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horizontal S-wave velocity of 1.5 km/s.The velocity anisotropy has 
been taken to be the percentage by which the minimum vertical 
velocity (Levin, 1979) is less than the maximum horizontal 
velocity.
V- - ~  v- x 1 00 (2.4)
h
is the anisotropy percentage, where and are the horizontal and 
the vertical velocities, respectively.
The sandstone and limestone have an isotropic P-wave velocity of 
3.5 km/s and 4.5 km/s; a density of 2.3 g/ cm3 and 2.25 g / cm3 
with a Poisson's ratio of 0.32 and 0.28, respectively; both have an 
aspect ratio of 0.001 and the same orientation of the principal axes 
of anisotropy and a thickness of 1000 m. The direction of the strike 
is oriented 30° toward North from West-East orientation, N60E.
To see how the time delay between the two split shear waves is 
affected by the crack density, by the crack orientation and by the 
presence of fluids within the cracks, 5 geological models have been 
used (figure 2.1). Model 2 and model 3 are for anisotropic media 
with dry-cracks but having different crack-densities. Model 5 and 
model 6 are for saturated cracks. Model 7 has the same geological 
material as Model 3, but for this case the ‘ three component- 
receivers are fixed in the direction of the survey line, and the 
direction of the strike, which is parallel to the crack-plane is 
varied so that the relation between the crack-orientation and the 
extrema of the energy of the trace is investigated. The energy of 
the trace is computed within a time window containing the 
reflected event from each interface for each crack orientation and 
its maximum or minimum value is related to the strike orientation. 
This technique proved to be efficient in the determination of 
crack-orientation or the polarization direction of the reflected 
waveform as it will be demonstrated later in chapter 4.
Changing the direction of the strike is simply obtained by 
rotating the initial elastic tensor about the axis of symmetry by
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the appropriate angle to obtain the new anisotropic medium with 
the desired crack orientation (Auld,1973).
All models are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Model 1 is for an isotropic 
medium made of uncracked sandstone, uncracked limestone and 
isotropic shale. No splitting is to be expected within this medium. 
The two excited shear waves with mutual orthogonal polarizations 
are degenerate, i.e. travelling in the isotropic medium with the 
same velocity whatever the direction of propagation.
In model 4, a thin layer with a horizontal axis of symmetry was 
introduced to investigate the efficiency of the energy attributes in 
the determination of small time delays of the order of the sample 
rate.
A rectangular cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z), 
corresponding to West-East, South-North and Vertical has been 
set, respectively. Coordinate axes do not coincide with the 
principal axes of anisotropy.
2.5. ZERO OFFSET SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS.
For this experiment a circular receiver array was designed where 8 
three-component-geophones are equidistantly distributed over a 
circle. Since the shot point will be at the centef of the circle and 
the receiver array is symmetrical about the center, half of the 
array has only been used for recording synthetic data. This array is 
also designed so that azimuthal variation of the recorded data is 
investigated. Thomsen, 1988, showed that if the medium is 
anisotropic and a shear source polarized normal to survey line is 
used, the reflection coefficients vary as functions of azimuth even 
at a vertical angle of incidence. The azimuth is the angle between 
the survey line and the crack-strike.
Vertically propagating S-waves are modelled using three offsets 
with radii of 75 m, 150 m, 300 m, making a receiver array of three 
concentric circles. This is also for optimizing the appropriate 
offset, so that SV- and SH- waves propagate vertically, near the
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axis of symmetry, in the shale to become degenerate and arrive at 
the same time at the shale/sandstone interface to avoid a 
successive splitting at this interface, since the velocities of those
t
two waves are dependent on the angle of incidence and the time 
delay increases with increasing offset. Converted energy on the 
horizontal components is also minimized at zero offset. Figure 2.2 
illustrates the half circular array.
Two shear sources with mutual orthogonal polarizations have 
been used at the center of the receiver array. One oriented West- 
East, corresponding to line 1 in Figure 2.2 and the other oriented 
South-North normal to it. This enables us to see the effect of the 
source orientation on the seismograms for both anisotropic and 
isotropic media. Also, as it will be demonstrated later that, if the 
medium on which the shear source is generated, (say shale for our 
case ), is transverse isotropic with vertical axis of symmetry, the 
maximum value of the energy of the rotated trace computed within 
the time window containing the reflected event from this medium 
is coincident with the polarization direction of the shear source if 
the offset is less than 150 m. However, if this medium is 
azimuthally anisotropic, the maximum and the minimum value of 
the energy of the trace computed within the time window 
containing the reflected waveform from the * interface of any 
cracked medium gives the direction of the principal axes of 
anisotropy of this medium.
The synthetic seismograms for the models, which have been just 
mentioned were computed using the ANISEIS modelling package at 
BGS (British Geological Survey) at Edinburgh. This package allows 
the calculation of the synthetic seismograms in horizontally 
stratified isotropic or anisotropic structures, based on the 
reflectivity technique on isotropic and anisotropic media (Fuchs, 
1971; Booth and Crampin, 1983a, b).
The radial and the transverse components are set so that their 
axes are parallel and normal to each survey line, respectively.
To generate shear synthetic data, the medium is excited by a
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surface horizontally polarized shear source directed along a 
desired orientation with a dominant frequency of 25 Hz. This 
generates a vertically propagating linearly polarized plane wave, 
travelling through the medium and reflected back to the surface 
from each interface.
The most commonly used formulas for the computation of the
phase velocities of the three body waves propagating in the
symmetry planes of a cracked solid have been provided by 
Hudson, 1981; and to estimate the elastic constants of such a 
cracked medium the reduced equations derived by Crampin (1977)
are equated to the numerical values of the velocities given by
Hudson's formulas and solved for elastic constants.
The software is designed so that a trace length cannot exceed 
1024 samples, when it is recorded using a sample interval of 4 
msec. However it is possible to extend trace length by choosing a 
greater sampling frequency as long as it is greater than twice the 
highest frequency component in the the waveform to be sampled.
2.6. ANALYZING DATA FROM MODEL 2.
Figure 2.3 shows 9 synthetic seismograms obtained using a shear 
source making 45° with the survey line, (line 2* in Figure 2.2) and 
three three-component-receivers at offsets of 75 m, 150 m and 
300 m. Traces 1, 2 and 3 are the radial, the transverse and the 
vertical, respectively corresponding to 75 m offset. Traces 4, 5 and 
6 similarly correspond to a 150 m offset; and 7, 8 and 9 are for 
300 m offset. The two split shear waves are clearly seen on both 
the radial and the transverse component seismograms, reflected 
from the cracked media, sandstone and limestone. Also the delay 
between the two split shear waves is increasing with depth, since 
one shear mode is travelling faster than the other.
On the vertical component, we can see the arrival of a P-wave at 
830 msec, a converted shear-wave at 1100 msec, where its 
amplitude has slightly increased at 300 m offset, as the particle
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motion of the SV-wave tends to deviate from the horizontal motion 
as the propagation direction moves away from the vertical 
direction, and a reflected S-wave arriving at 1340 msec. Hence 
the incident shear wave has been coupled to another shear wave and 
a P-wave, all three having mutual orthogonal polarizations fixed 
with the direction of propagation. This is characteristic of 
anisotropic media (Crampin, 1977).
Two reflected shear events from the interface separating shale 
and sandstone are recorded by the radial and the transverse 
components, for offsets 75 m and 300 m, corresponding to angles 
of incidence of 2.7° and 5.35°, respectively, have the same arrival 
time, since for those offsets the wave is travelling (nearly) 
vertically along the axis of symmetry. The two shear waves are 
said to be degenerate. Consequently the two shear velocities are 
equal.
For offset 300 m, corresponding to an angle of incidence of 10.6° 
the two shear waves arrive at slightly different times; the time 
difference is of the order of 3 to 5 msec. This is due to the fact 
that at this angle of incidence, for such an anisotropic shale the 
SV-surface wave velocity exceeds that of the SH-surface wave 
velocity as it is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.4  
(Kelvin,1979).
As the angle of incidence increases, the two surface waves
might well separate, first with the SV-surface wave above the SH-
surface wave. At a certain angle of incidence the two surface 
waves intersect again and from the point of intersection the SH- 
surface wave will be above the SV-surface wave. Because of this 
the velocity difference increases, the length of the ray path 
increases with increasing offset. Consequently, the time delay 
between the SV- and SH-waves increases.
In the case of our experiment the time delay, of the order of 3 to
5 msec, is too small. Hence the SV- and SH- waves split 
simultaneously as if only the original shear polarization has just 
split at the interface separating shale and sandstone. This simple
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result demonstrates the important fact that reflected shear 
signals recorded at longer offsets in the presence of anisotropy 
will be distorted. Consequently, at zero-offset this distprtion is 
minimized by avoiding the phenomenon described just before.
When the source polarization has the same direction as the 
radial component (in-line source), the transverse one records a 
reflected event having a very small amplitude coming from the 
interface of the anisotropic shale-anisotropic sandstone. When the 
polarization source is parallel to the transverse component (cross­
line source), it is the radial component, which records a very small 
amplitude coming from the same interface mentioned just before. 
This slight energy on the mismatched components is due to the 
small deviation of the ray path from the vertical axis of symmetry.
2.7. PROCESSING SYNTHETIC DATA
2.7.1. Separation of the two split shear waves
As it is shown in the previous section, the radial and the 
transverse components record two seismic traces, R(t) and T(t), 
each one containing two split shear waves coming from each 
reflector separating two anisotropic media. Alford (1986) derived 
mathematical formulas for the separation of the two split.shear 
modes by synchronous rotation of the two orthogonal shear sources 
and the recorded data of the horizontal components to conform with 
the principal axes of anisotropy. This rotation by the angle 
separating the survey line and the direction of the strike leads to 
two synthesized seismic sections, one made of seismic traces of 
the faster shear waves and the other made of slower ones. Thomsen 
(1988) derived an algorithm for the separation of the two split 
shear waves, identical to that of Alford with an additional 
criterion control of the recorded data, if it fits the the azimuthal 
anisotropic model.
For example, given a shear source with polarization direction 
making 45° with the survey line, the horizontal receivers will
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record the projection of the particle motion vectors of the two 
split shear modes. Consequently, it can be demonstrated (Thomsen, 
1988) from simple geometrical constuction (as shown in Figure
2.5)
T(t) = Cos(<p- 6) SinO- FS(t) + Sin{(p- 0)CosG- SS(t)
(2.5)
R{t) = Cos((p- 0)Cos0- FS(t) -  Sin((p- 0)sin G-SS( t )
Where FS(t) and SS(t) are the time series of the faster and the 
slower modes, respectively. Each one is the result of a convolution 
between the input impulse and the medium filter which is different 
for each mode, since they have different polarization directions. 
However, in sedimentary basins where the anisotropy is considered 
to be weak, of the order of 5%, the two filters are approximately 
the same (Thomsen,1986).
G and <P are the angles between the fracture strike and the 
survey line, and the angle between the direction of the polarization 
source and the survey line, respectively. From Figure 2.5, rotating 
the horizontal components toward the anisotropic axes will 
directly separate the two split shear waves into the fast and the 
slow one giving two new seismic traces. In Chapfter 5, the values of 
the new attribute, instantaneous polarization angle, are used to 
autom atically separate the two split shear waves by 
instantaneously rotating each sample of the recorded data toward 
the direction of maximum energy computed within a moving window 
each time it slides down by a sample rate over the horizontal 
components.
The resulting seismograms of the two separated time series for 
a West-East oriented shear source are shown in Figures 2.6, and 2.7 
corresponding to models 2, 3, respectively. Each figure shows the 
time series of the faster and the slower modes derived using a 
simple rotation of the horizontal components toward the 
anisotropic axes. Traces numbered 1 to 5 are the faster modes
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derived from the receivers 1 to 5 equidistantly distributed along 
the half circle; traces numbered 6 to 10 are their corresponding 
slower ones.
i) The faster modes are in phase with one another, as are the 
slower ones due to near vertical incidence and the horizontal layer 
model.
ii) The arrival time of the reflected fast shear modes coming 
either from the interface separating sandstone and limestone or 
the interface separating limestone and granite is the same for all 
the models, corresponding to 2440 msec for the former interface 
and to approximately 3260 msec for the latter one. This is due to 
the fact that, for vertically cracked media there is no variation of 
the velocity with the azimuth, as it is stated in the Hudson's 
formulas. For vertically travelling shear waves, the velocity of the 
faster one is only dependent on the Lame's constant P and the 
density P
characterizing the uncracked medium, i.e. the vejocity is that of the 
uncracked medium.
The velocity anisotropy in the sandstone due to a crack-density 
of 0.06 (model 2) is of the order 6% ; for a crack-density of 0.1 
(model 3) it is equal to 10%. The velocity anisotropy is defined as:
Where vf and vsl are the velocities of the faster shear travelling 
within the uncracked medium and the slower one, respectively.
The velocity anisotropy in the limestone due to crack-density of 
0.04 (model 2) and 0.06 (model 3) are 4 .3% .and 6.4%, respectively. 
Model 5 and model 6 show the same results as models 2 and 3.
Two common features may be seen in all figures:
1/2
(2.6)
v — vf si M 7}  x 1 00
f
(2.7)
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Consequently, shear waves travelling vertically are not sensitive 
to the presence of fluids filling the cracks. All the results are 
summarized in table 2.1.
2.8. CONCLUSION
The previous studies have shown that anisotropy should be taken 
into consideration when exploring sedimentary basins by shear 
waves. The crack density may be estimated from the anisotropy 
percentage if the model is azimuthally anisotropic. Increasing 
density will increase the time dealy between the two split shear 
waves. The variation of the time delay may be monitored by the 
energy attributes as it will be demonstrated later in chapter 6.
Shear waves could be seriously degraded if recorded at long 
offsets, particularly when the upper medium is strongly azimuthal 
anisotropic or at offsets beyond the shear wave window.
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Figure 2.1. 7 Geological models. Isotropic model 1; anisotropic models 2, 3 and 4 
with dry-cracks; anisotropic models 5 and 6 with saturated cracks; model 7 has the 
same materials as model 3 but the crack-plane has been rotated by 0°, 22.5°, 45°, 
67.5° and 90°, respectively.
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The receiver array
f
NORTH
Normal to crack
line 3
line 4
line 2
7 5 m
line 5
1 5 0 m
3 0 0  m
Figure 2.2. The receiver array. The stations numbered are three-components receivers. 
Each line joining three aligned stations is the survey line. All the receivers are distributed 
over three-concentric circles with radii 75 m, 150 m and 300 m. The shear source is at the 
center of the circle and the distance between the point source and the receiver is the offset. 
Line 1 is oriented East-West and line 3 South-North. The symbol L represents the orientation 
of the horizontal components.
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F igure  2.3. 9 Seismograms obtained using a shear source oriented parallel to survey line 1 
and three component receivers with 75 m, 150 m and 300 m offset aligned with survey line 
2. Traces 1, 2 and 3 are the radial, the transverse and the vertica l, respective ly, 
corresponding to 75 m offset.
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SV-wave surface
S H - w a v e ,  s u r f a c e
z
0
x
Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of the wave surface velocities of SV- and SH- waves 
for the anisotropic shale of the models considered.
FS<t)
Figure 2.5. Computation of the split shear waves. FS(t) and SS(t) are the faster and the 
slower shear waves, respectively. Axes 1 and 2 are the direction of maximum and minimum 
horizontal stresses. Angles A and B are the angle of the strike and the angle of polarization of 
the shear source, respectively. The arrows are the projections of the polarizations of the 
split wavelets onto the axes of the radial and the transverse geophone axes given by the 
vectors R and T, respectively.
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Figure 2.6. The seismograms of the faster and the slow wave separated by a simple 
rotation of the horizontal components toward the direction of anisotropic axes, recorded by 
the half-circular array of radius 75 m, i.e. three-component receivers numbered 1 to 5 in 
Figure 2.2, over model 2 having a crack density of 0.06 and 0.04 in Sandstone and Limestone, 
respectively. Traces numbered 1 to 5 are the faster modes and traces numbered 6 to 10 are 
their corresponding slower ones, respectively. A shear source polarized parallel to survey 
line 3 has been used.
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F igu re  2.7. Similar to Figure 2.6 and corresponds to model 5 having the same crack- 
densities but are fluid filled. Note that fluid-filled-cracks have no effects on the delay 
between the split shear waves travelling vertically.
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F igu re  2.8. Sim ilar to Figure 2.6 and corresponds to model 3 having larger crack- 
densities than model 2. Note that increasing crack-density increases the time delay 
between the split wavelets.
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fTable 2.1
SANDSTONE LIMESTONE
Models MODELS
2 and 5 3 and 6 2 and 5 3 and 6
jf (m /sec) 1800 1800 2500 2 5 0 0
61 (msec) 1180 1235 845 85 5
sf / - {f (msec) 70 125 110 1 75
£1 (m /sec) 1700 1 620 2370 2340
ooX(/.
■
5.5% 10% 5.2% 6.4%
Crack density 0.06 0.1 0.04 0.04
vf and s i  are the velocities of the fast and the slow 
shear wave, respectively, 
is the difference in travel time between two successive 
horizons
rs / -  H is the time differnce between the slower and the faster 
shear modes
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CHAPTER 3
f Seismic attributes in isotropic and anisotropic  
media from three component synthetic data.
3.1. INTRODUCTION
The seismograms recorded by a three component detector may be 
considered as the projection of a wavefield vector (Kanasewich, 
1981) onto the geophone axes. This leads to the investigation of 
new seismic attributes in the presence of anisotropy, such as the 
apparent azimuth angle, the eccentricity and, the components of the 
poynting vector corresponding to the wavefield vector. The 
variation of those attributes in isotropic and anisotropic media are 
investigated in this chapter. Attributes of the complex traces of 
the horizontal components are also computed using The Hilbert 
Transform and investigated. Two shear sources mutually orthogonal 
have been tested and the attributes are computed for each source 
orientation.
In this Chapter we will show that the apparent azimuth gives the 
direction of principal axes of anisotropy if the medium is 
azimuthally anisotropic; or the shear source * orientation j f  the 
medium is isotropic or azimuthally isotropic. The eccentricity may 
be useful in controlling the deviation of the polarization of the 
reflected waveform from the horizontal plane and may be used to 
design a new filter called the P- Wave Filter (PWF) for attenuating 
P-waves recorded by the horizontal components.
3.2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
The three component receiver may be considered to record the 
instantaneous components of an instantaneous vector
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V (t) = x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k (3.1)
This gives a three-dimensional pictdre of particle motion. x(t); 
y(t) and z(t) are the instantaneous displacement vectors recorded 
by the radial, the transverse and the vertical receivers, 
respectively. The geophone axes form a rectangular cartesian 
coordinate as seen in Figure 3.1. Benhama et al (1988) used this 
representation to design a spatial directional filter to cancel 
waves with undue polarization and enhance signal-to-noise ratio by 
selecting polarization in a given direction, the radial, the 
transverse or the vertical direction.
v(t) is called the instantaneous wave vector and the modulus |v(t)| 
is called the total reflection strength.
w (t) = x(t)i + y(t)j is the projection of the wave vector onto the 
horizontal plane
is called the horizontal reflection strength of thfe wave vector 
The two following instantaneous attributes (p(t) and e(t) are 
needed to define the instantaneous wave vector in a spherical 
coordinate system (Kanasewich, 1981).
1/ 2
(3.2)
(3.3)
or
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(p(t) and 6(t) are the two seismic attributes which are 
investigated in case of isotropy and anisotropy due to induced 
cracks. The variation of those attributes with source orientation is 
also examined.
(p(t) and o(t) are called the apparent horizontal azimuth and the 
eccentricity, respectively. Those two attributes have been used to 
design (Kanasewich, 1981) a filter which discriminates between 
surface waves, the Rayleigh and the Love waves based on their 
motion within the vertical and the horizontal plane, respectively.
3.3. ISOTROPIC MEDIUM AND THE ATTRIBUTES
As mentioned before, the isotropic model is made of three layers: 
isotropic shale, isotropic sandstone and limestone. Three aligned 
three-component geophones have been used to record synthetic 
seismograms, having 75m, 150 m and 300 m, respectively. Two 
shear sources polarized parallel and normal to the survey line were 
utilized for generating shear energy. The half circular array has not 
been used because of the isotropic properties of the medium. The 
seismic properties do not vary with the azimuth.
3.3.1. Cross-line and In-line source •
When the polarization direction is normal to the survey line, i.e. 
parallel to the transverse geophone, only SH-waves are generated 
and recorded. No mode conversions are excited by the interface 
separating two isotropic media. Hence, the radial and the vertical 
will record no seismic motion, i.e. x(t) and z(t) are set equal to 
zero, and the instantaneous phase angles become:
(3 .4 )
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With the polarization direction parallel to the survey line SV- 
waves are generated and conversion modes occur at interfaces 
separating isotropic media. SV-waves generate P-waves and vice 
versa, but no SH-motion is converted at the interface. Hence, the 
transverse component records no seismic motion and y(t) is set 
equal to zero.
For this source orientation the instantaneous attributes become:
At 75 m offset, a near-zero offset, mode conversions are highly 
attenuated. Consequently, Z(t) tends towards 0.0 and o(t) tends to
7Uf 2
3.4. ANISOTROPIC MEDIUM AND SEISMIC ATTRIBUTES
All the synthetic data used for this experiment are derived from 
model 2 using the half circular receiver array, where 5 three- 
component geophones are equidistantly distributed along the circle, 
having a radius of 75 m, i.e. 75 m offset (see Figure 2.2). A shear 
source parallel to survey line 3 has been used. The problem is to 
study the seismic attributes and their variations as source 
orientation varies, i.e, the direction of the survey line changes and 
the source orientation is kept fixed.
It is well known that, whatever the type of source is used, three 
body waves are always coupled when a type of wave is travelling in 
an anisotropic medium ( Keith & Crampin, 1977). Three reflected 
and three transmitted waves are generated at the interface 
separating two anisotropic media or isotropic-anisotropic media, 
when an incident wave is impinged on it and travelling off the
tff) = 0
and (3.5)
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symmetry plane. Hence each component will record a seismic trace. 
Consequently the azimuth angle and the eccentricity will differ 
from the ones of the isotropic case. Figure 3 f2a, b shows the 
apparent azimuth (fit) computed within the windows 1300-1440 
msec and 2400-2640 msec, respectively. The former window 
contains the reflected wavelet from the shale/sandstone interface 
and the latter one from the sandstone/limestone interface. Each 
Figure contains 5 traces, each one computed from each of the 5 
equi-spaced three-components of the circular receiver array, for 
investigating the variation of this attribute with source 
orientation. Traces 1 to 5 are from stations 1 to 5 (see Figure 2.2). 
A larger scale has been chosen for an appropriate reading of the 
values of those attributes. Taner et al., 1979, used color display for 
a better quantification of the instantaneous phase angle. The 
variations of (fit) within each anisotropic medium are different as 
seen from the Figure. Because of the vertical incidence, (fit) is 
constant and equal to zero within the first window for a in-line 
source (trace 3 Figure 3.2a); equal to 90° for an cross-line source 
(trace 1 Figure 3.2a), giving the direction of the shear source in an 
azimuthally isotropic medium.
Figure 3.2b shows the azimuth angle computed for each survey 
line (Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) within the window containing the 
waveforms of the fast and the slow shear. The azimuth angle is 
measured from the survey line. Within the window containing the 
fast shear wave it is constant and gives the direction of the crack 
strike; within the slow shear it also constant and gives the 
direction of the crack-strike normal. For example, when 
considering survey line 1, the apparent azimuth numbered by 1 in 
Figure 3.2b is constant and equal to 30°, then changes to 60°, 
within the fast and the slow shear, respectively. For line 2 
(numbered by 2 in Figure 3.2.b), it varies from 15° to 75°, giving 
the direction of crack strike and the normal to it , respectively, 
relative to the survey line. (All angles are measured in radians, and 
in terms of a degree, 1mm corresponds to 10°). Consequently, if
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there is any splitting the azimuth angle may be used as an attribute 
to identify the direction of principal axes of anisotropy. However, 
it is more efficient as it will be demonstrated later in Chapter 5 
that anisotropy may be better assessed and quantified by the 
instantaneous polarization angle and the energy attributes, when 
combined together.
The variation of eccentricity 0(f) within the considered windows 
are seen in Figures 3.3a, b. Those Figures show that 0(f) is constant 
and nearly equal to 90°, showing that the particle motion occurs in 
the horizontal plane whether there is a splitting or not. 
Consequently, this angle may be used to control the behavior of a 
horizontally polarized shear wave whether it remains in the 
horizontal plane or not, particularly in the presence of a tilted 
crack plane about the vertical axis of symmetry. Liu & Crampin, 
1991, reported strong coupled energy on vertical and radial 
components from a transverse horizontal shear source, indicating 
the presence of non vertical cracks in the rockmass, i.e., inclined 
from the vertical axis.
If a wave from a horizontal shear source splits along the 
principal axes of anisotropy in a non-vertical crack geometry, then 
the angle between the normal to the crack-strike and the horizontal 
plane is equal to the tilt angle. Consequent^, the polarization 
direction of the slower shear is off the horizontal plane by the tilt 
angle, as it is polarized along the crack-strike normal. The 
eccentricity may be then defined as the angle between the 
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue and the 
vertical axis, giving the direction of polarization, computed from 
the covariance matrix within a window of N samples. Hence, if the 
window contains the slower shear wave, then the eccentricity is 
the complement of the tilt angle. Winterstein & Meadows,1991, 
found that some Lost Hills (in southern San Joacquin Valley of 
California) rocks have non-vertical crack geometry and modelled 
them to extract the tilt angle. Unfortunately, no synthetic nor real 
data was available to experiment with the use of such attributes in
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extracting information about the the tilt angle.
The eccentricity may have another important practical use, if 
the recorded tl^ree component data are generated by an explosive 
source, in attenuating reflected P-waves recorded by the horizontal 
components. The reflected P-wave energy is expected to be 
polarized in all directions, within a cone with its axis the axis of 
the vertical component.
Shear waves are expected to be polarized horizontally or nearly 
horizontally, but neither radially nor transversely because of the 
presence of azimuthal anisotropy in sedimentary rocks, and even in 
isotropic media the shear source rotates as offset increases (Liu & 
Crampin 1990). Consequently, 0(f) may be defined, as mentioned 
just above, as the angle between the eigenvector corresponding to 
the largest eigenvalue and the vertical axis to design a filter. The 
filtered seismograms may be expressed as:
Xf ( t )=  RL().  sin2 0(f)
Y,(t)= Rl(t). sin2 6(t) (3 '6)
W here RL(t) is the rectilinearity function (Montalbetti & 
Kanasewich, 1970). Relation (3.6) shows that linearily polarized 
waves near the horizontal plane (the role of 0 (f)) are expected to 
be enhanced within the horizontal components. This new filter is 
called P Wave Filter (PWF), as it can attenuate P-wave energy from 
the horizontal components
3.5.THE POYNTING VECTOR AND ITS ATTRIBUTES
3.5 .1 . D efin ition
The acoustic poynting vector p is defined as the dot product of the 
particle velocity displacement v and the stress T applied to the 
considered medium (Auld, 1973).
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p = v.T
p (t) = Px(t)i + Py(t)j + Pz(t)k
(3.7)
r
(3.8)
v and T are first and second rank tensors.respectively with v in 
m/sec and T in newton / rrf ; the acoustic poynting vector has the 
appropriate dimension w a t t / rrf • Hence the power flow through a 
surface may be computed as the flux of this vector, which is
J p. nds (3.9)
Where n is the normal to the surface ds 
In matrix form relation (3.9) becomes
~Px 7~xy
i----------
N
Py = v y 7 y x Tyy Ty,
i 
■■ 
i y z. 1----
---
---
L y \N
(3.10)
T,j(i, j  -  x, y, z) are stress components
The three components of the poynting vector are time variant and
may be strictly expressed in terms of particle velocity components
as
P*(t) = y{t) • z ' ( t ) - z ( t )  y *{t)
py(t) = z(t)  • t f(f) -  x( t ) • ?(t)  (3.11)
Pz(t) = x(t) • / ( f )  -  y(t)  • x*(0
These are also called the instantaneous components of the acoustic
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poynting vector.
In exploration seismology x(t), y(t), z(t) will be the velocity 
displacements of the three-component geophones, the radial, the 
transverse and the vertical, respectively; ^ ( t ) , y*(t) , z*(t) are their 
imaginary parts, which can be computed using Hilbert transform 
(see paragraph 3.6).
The module
is called the instantaneous reflection strength of the poynting 
vector
Also as we have defined the instantaneous phases for the total 
seismic vector; the same definitions can be used so as the poynting 
vector is represented in a spherical coordinate system.
where P*y(0  is the projection of the poynting vector into the 
horizontal plane.
The variation of those attributes with the polarization direction 
and the azimuth are investigated whether the medium is isotropic 
or anisotropic.
3.5.2. Isotropic medium and the poynting vector
3.5.2.1. In-line and cross-line source
In the case of an in-line source there is no coupling to the 
horizontally polarized shear wave. Only SV-wave and converted
1/ 2
(3.12)
(3.13)
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modes, SV- to P-wave and P-wave to SV-wave are excited. Hence, 
only the radial and the vertical components will record those types 
of waves; the horizontal corrponent records a null trace.
Since y(t), the trace recorded by the transverse is null its complex 
conjugate y*(t) is also null and the components of the poynting 
vector are:
P* = y -  2T - Z  - / s  O
P y =  Z  •  X* -  X  •  Z*
pz = x • y* -  y • x‘ = 0 (3.14)
IpCOl = |Py(0|
is the instantaneous reflection strength of the poynting vector.
The instantaneous phases (pP(t) and QP(t) are identical 
<PP{t) = 6p(t) = 0 (3 .15)
So those two phases are the same as that of the total seismic wave 
vector in the case of a polarization direction parallel to the survey 
line.
Using a cross-line, only reflected SH-waves are recorded, so that 
we have
x { t ) = z ( t )  = 0
PAO = Py(t) = PzU) = 0 (3 -16)
<Pp(0 and ep(t) become undefined for this case.
3.5.3. Anisotropy and the poynting vector
For the anisotropic case, whatever the polarization direction 
(except for, when it is normal or parallel to a plane of symmetry), 
all the three-components traces are non null traces, as are
PAt), Py(t), pz{t).
Figure 3.4a, b, and c show those attributes, respectively, obtained 
using seismograms recorded from model 2 with 75 m offset and a
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shear source oriented South-North, parallel to line 3 (see Figure 
2.2). each Figure contains 5 traces computed from each of the 5 
three-component stations distributed over the semi-circle. Each
t
trace reproduces the reflected events coming from each interface.' 
Mode conversions are easily evidenced, particularly in trace 3 of 
Figure 3.4b. However they are highly attenuated in trace 3 of Figure 
3.4a. and completely extinguished in Figure 34c.
Whether a cross-line or an in-line source is used, traces 1 and 3 
in Figure 3.4c. representing p2(t) do not have P-wave and SV- to P- 
wave converted modes (trace 1 is computed from a cross-line 
source and trace 3 is from an in-line source). This situation
corresponds to when one of the the axis of the horizontal receivers 
is parallel to the source orientation.
The computed reflected signal of pz(t) from the shale/sandstone 
interface is distorted compared to the original one from the
seismogram; the split wavelets in pz(t) are highly enhanced for a
shear source polarized parallel to survey line (trace 3 of pz(t)).
Figure 3.5a, b shows the apparent phase azimuth of the poynting 
vector and its eccentricity, respectively. From those, attributes 
information about anisotropy is difficult to be extracted.
3.6 COMPLEX TRACE ANALYSIS
A seismic trace f(t)  is considered as the real part of an analytical 
signal or complex trace defined as
F(t) = f ( t ) + j f ( t )  (3 .17)
f*(t) is called conjugate or imaginary component and j is the 
complex number.
f*(t) may be computed using the discrete form of Hilbert 
transform
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= 00 H s*mn
f ( t ) = ^ f { t - n A t ) ^ -  (3-18)
Where At is the sample interval and f (t)  is the real part.
(Taner et al., 1979) used this definition and computed the following 
attributes for conventional P-waves seismic data.
1/ 2
| f ( j ) I = [ / 2( o +  r  (o ]
(3 .19)
m .0(t) = tan
Equations 3.18 are the reflection strength and the instantaneous 
phase, respectively. These attributes have been computed and their 
plots displayed in a color-encoded manner by Taner et al, 1979, 
which helps an interpreter see their interrelationships and spatial 
changes. For example, high reflection strength is often associated 
with major lithological changes between adjacent rock layers. 
Lateral variation in bed thicknesses produce gradual changes in 
reflection strength. High reflection strength is also associated 
with gas accumulation.
Instantaneous phase often makes weak coherent events cjearer; 
also phase displays are effective in showing discontinuities, 
faults, pinchout and events with different dip attitudes, which 
interfere with each other. (Taner et al., 1979).
The complex seismic trace and its attributes of either the radial or 
the transverse components may be computed in the same manner as, 
Taner, may help in correlating between SH-events and their P- 
waves counterparts, since this task has always proved doubtful and 
difficult.
In the past (Winterstein, 1986) only processing steps such as band­
pass filtering have been used to enhance similarities between P- 
waves and SH-wave sections. The same author also used the ratio
vp! vs for establishing event correlations. Using both P- and SH-
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wave attributes may be of real importance in the contribution of 
identifying the same events or features on each separate seismic 
section. t
Figure 3.6a shows the radial and the transverse components (traces 
1 and 2) with their imaginary parts, (traces 3 and 4), respectively. 
Figure 3.6b represents the instantaneous phases of the complex 
radial and transverse, respectively. The real traces and their 
imaginary parts are similar, except for the scale. Imaginary parts 
present lower amplitudes. Consequently, the instantaneous phases 
are expected to be different (they are similar within the reflected 
waveforms) from each other and different from the azimuth angle, 
so they may not be appropriate in assessing anisotropy.
3.7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The assessment of anisotropy from the new seismic attributes 
is possible, specifically, the azimuth angle may be used to identify 
the principal axes of anisotropy where the experimental results 
have shown that this angle varies in a constant form from the 
direction of the crack strike (relative to the survey line) to the 
direction of the normal to crack strike when it is evaluated within 
the composite wavelet containing the two split Shear waves.. Color 
codes should be used to facilitate reading the apparent phase 
azimuth angle and correlating events with the same polarization 
direction (Taner et al., 1979). However, for more stability, as it is 
shown in Chapter 5, the covariance matrix should be used to 
compute the azimuth angle and the eccentricity.
By using equations (3.6) it is possible to construct a filter which 
will attenuates P-wave energy in the horizontal components. This 
filter can be implimented for practical use in the processing of 
three-component data generated by explosive or vibroseis sources.
The instantaneous phase angle and the instantaneous reflection 
strength of the horizontal components may be useful for 
correlating seismic events present in both P-wave and S-wave
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seismic sections, but the shear data should be processed 
(separation of the split shear waves) prior to any correlation. 
Attributes computed from the poynting vector have shown no 
practical use, and even more expensive to compute, as convolution 
is needed to compute the imaginary parts of the horizontal 
components through Hilbet transform.
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The w ave  v e c to r
f f
y(t)
x(t)
F igure  3.1. The wave vector in a spherical coordinate system. Cp is the
apparent azimuth and is the eccentricity. x(t), y(t) and z(t) are the
velocity  d isp lacements record,ed by the radial, the transverse  and
thevertical components, respectively. After Benhama et al, 1988.
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Figure 3.2. (a) and (b) are the apparent azimuth computed within windows 1300-1440 
msec, and 2400-2640 msec, respectively, using a shear source parallel to survey line 3. 
The former window contains the reflected wavelet from shale/sandstone interface and the 
latter one from the sandstone/Limestone interface. Each Figure contains 5 traces, each one 
computed from each of the 5 equi-spaced three-components of the circular receiver array 
for investigating the variation of this attribute with source orientation. Traces 1 to 5 are 
from stations 1 to 5 (see Figure 2.2). The azimuth angle gives the direction of anisotropy 
axes relative to the survey line and 1mm corresponds 10 degrees
6 6
(a)
1300
2520
1400
2420
2620
i 2 3 t ~
F igu re  3.3. (a) and (b) is the eccentricity computed within the windows 1300-1440 
msec, and 2420-2460 msec, respectively. This Figure is obtained in the same way as 
Figure 3.2.
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Figure  3.4. (a), (b) and (c) are the components of the poynting vector Px(t), Py(t) 
and Pz(t), respectively. These are computed from seismograms recorded from model 2. 
A shear source oriented parallel to line 3 has been used. Each Figure contains 5 traces, 
each one is computed from each of the 5 three-component receivers of the half-circular 
array of radius 75 m.
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F igu re  3.5. (a) apparent phase azimuth, and (b) the eccentricity of the poynting 
vector. This Figure is obtained in the same way as Figure 3.2., except for, the 
attributes are computed over the whole trace. It is difficult to extract any information 
about anisotropy from those attributes.
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Figure 3.6. (a) 4 traces: (1) and (2), are the radial and the transverse components 
recorded at 75 m offset computed from a cross-line source oriented in the direction of 
survey line 3. (3) and (4), are their imaginary parts, respectively, (b) plots of the 
instantaneous phases of the complex radial and the complex transverse, respectively
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CHAPTER 4
Energy fof the trace and Anisotropy: Synthetic
modelling.
SUMMARY
The horizontal components from three-com ponent seismic 
reflection data are rotated about the vertical axis by small angular 
increments to simulate the trace of a radial geophone directed an 
angle 0 from the survey line. The energy of this trace is computed 
using a zero lag auto-correlation function over an appropriate 
window after each rotation increment. The extrema of the energy 
as a function of rotation angle will coincide with the axis of 
anisotropy if the shear wave data are split. Otherwise the extrema 
will coincide with the direction of polarization of the source. 
Theoretical considerations of the technique are presented testing 
various source orientations and offsets using synthetic  
seismograms; demonstrating the possible use of this method in 
investigating anisotropy. The fully automated technique with new 
anisotropy attributes is presented in Chapter 5.
*
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The recent studies have shown that azimuthal anisotropy may have 
important effects on seismic shear wave data. Such effects are 
discussed for VSP data by Crampin (1985), and reflection shear 
wave data acquired at an angle to one of the principal axis of an 
azimuthally anisotropic medium may be improved if the data are 
rotated by an appropriate angle toward the direction of the crack 
strike or the normal to it. This angle is defined as the angle 
between the direction of the crack strike defining the crack plane 
orientation and the survey line. Alford (1986) and Thomsen (1988) 
derived similar formulas for the computation of this angle using
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shear-wave data recorded from two orthogonal shear sources at the 
same shotpoint, one polarized in-line and the other polarized 
normal to the survey line. Also, Igel & Crampin (1990), used 
different source orientations for extracting shear wave  
polarizations. Other methods for determining the principal 
directions of anisotropy apply to earthquake data or to vertical 
seismic profiling (VSP) data (see Macbeth & Crampin, 1991 for a 
review).
In this chapter a new technique is presented by the author based 
on the computation of the energy of a rotated trace using data from 
only one shear source, is investigated. The method is tested using 
different source orientations, offsets and crack strike directions 
from synthetic data as described below. The automation of the 
technique is presented in chapter 5.
4.2. EXTREMA OF THE ENERGY OF THE TRACE
Alford's method is the most commonly used technique in processing 
shear wave data, particularly in VSP surveys, (Winterstein & 
Meadow, 1991a, b). The method involves the use of stacked data 
recorded from two shear sources with mutual orthogonal 
polarizations. The rotation angle which minfmizes the energy 
detected on the seismograms constituting the off-diagonal stacks 
(in-line source recorded on cross-line receivers, and vice versa), 
and focuses energy onto the principal diagonal stacks, is considered 
the optimum position.
The technique we are presenting, may be used to automatically 
separate the split shear waves and to extract the polarization 
direction of the leading shear wave, i.e., the angle between the 
crack strike and the survey line, and the time delay, as it will be 
demonstrated in this chapter and Chapter 5 .
The method described here involves a simple rotation of the 
horizontal components about the vertical axis to simulate the 
traces recorded by a radial component geophone directed at an
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angle Or from the seismic line. The technique may be illustrated by 
considering an in-line shear source consisting of a unit impulse 
over an anisotropic medium in which the principal axis or crack 
strike makes an angle $c with respect to the source orientation as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
For a unit shear impulse with an orientation parallel to the x axis 
of Figure 4.1 and travelling through the anisotropic medium, the 
radial and the transverse component of the fast ( Tf ) and slow 
( FI., Ts ) waves will be:
’ cos2 6C
.  L  . _ cos Ocsin 9C
and
R* ] ’ s ir f  ec
I
__1 -  cos 0C sin ec
Where 0C is the angle between the axis or between the unit shear 
impulse orientation and the crack strike. We can apply a counter­
clockwise rotation by an angle 9r to both horizontal components 
about the vertical axis, as follows:
' R, " " cos6r sinQr " cos2 6C
_ -  siner cos6r _ cosOc sinGc
and
Rs ] ‘ cos 6r sin 0r ' Sirf 6C
i---
-
i -  sin er cos er -  cos 6C sin 0C
(4.4)
The energy of the rotated radial component is defined as:
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and is found over af window containing the fast and the slow 
components. The energy may be calculated from the above equations 
as a function of 0r and 0C as:
^  = cos2 0ccos2(0c-  0r) + sin2 0csin2(0c-  0r) (4.6)
Computing the derivative with respect to &r, to find where the 
function has its extrema we get:
dE
~ (cos2 6>c-  sin2 ec)[2co s(ec -  er)sin( -  0r)]  (4.7)
It is seen that
dE
dOL = 0 , if 0f = 0C; 0r = Qc -  n /  2 ; 0r = 0C -  n;  0C -  3 n /  2 , etc...
or cos2 0 = sin2 0„=> 0 = k /  4
When the energy of the rotated radial is found over a window 
containing only one of the split shear waves, for example the 
waveform of the fast shear, it can be written as:
• 2 2 
Er = (Rf)  = (cos 0r cos2 0c+ s in  0f cos 0csin 0C) (4.8)
Computing again its derivative with respect to 0r as before to find 
its extrema, we get.
If 6, = 6C then J L  = 0  (4.10)
f
Hence, the function E, will in both cases have extrema when Gr 
coincide with an axis of anisotropy. However, if the window chosen 
contains the two split shear waveforms, as it might always be the 
case, since the delay between the fast and the slow one could be 
very small, the condition (cos2 0c = sin2 6C) shows that the 
method will not work in the special case where 0C = n!  4 .
4.3. CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY OF THE TRACE
It is well known that the cross-correlation function of the function 
f(t)  an d .£ (0  is given by
+ ©°
(4.11)
When the cross-correlation becomes the autocorrelation of, that is
+  ©O
4>itf= \ f ( t ) f ( t +  $ d t  • J4.12)
When t = 0 the equation becomes
+  «x>
J l (4.13)
* 4 0 ) is the zero-lag autocorrelation function and, in this case it 
is identical to (<^(0)= Er).
In practice the signal will not be an impulse but a split wavelet, 
rotated into a trace f(t). The energy of the trace ^ , is computed
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from the zero-lag auto-correlation function, which is written in 
the following discrete form:
n
t =  m
(4.14)
where t is the summation index from the start of the window on to 
the end n.
In exploration seismology f(t) represents the particle  
displacement velocity, recorded either by the vertical or the
horizontal components, so that is proportional to the energy.
Hence, ^  is called the energy of f(t) or the energy of the trace. In 
the experimental work described below, the quantity (4.14) has 
been computed within the windows considered (m,n) after each 
increment (5° being the increment used for search ) of rotation of 
the data for a given shear source of known orientation.
The total energy ^  is defined as
depending whether using data from three compbnents or the data 
from two only..
w h e re ^ , is the energy of the trace of each of the orthogonal 
unrotated components over the appropriate window. The energy 
percentage is computed as the ratio of the energy of the 
corresponding rotated component to the total energy multiplied by 
100%, i . e . ( ^ /  Er)x 1 0 0 %  . Er \s a constant value, i.e. does not 
depend upon the rotation angle. In the following, the total energy is 
computed using data from the horizontal components.
4.4. ENERGY PERCENTAGE AND PARTICLE MOTION
3
X  e, , i = 1, 2, 3 or, i=1, 2. (4.15)
/ =  1
Consider two samples and 7) from the horizontal components,
the radial and the transverse, respectively. Their corresponding 
amplitudes Ar are AT and . Rotating the axes of the horizontal 
components so that the rotated radial axis coincides with the 
direction of maximum energy. The amplitudes of the samples 
become A^ ancj Aft where R and T indicate the new rotated axes. 
The maximum £^ax and the minimum ^nin values of the energy of 
the rotated traces are directly proportional to the square of A^ 
and Ar t respectively.
In terms of energy percentage, ^ ax and ^nin may be expressed as 
^ax+  ^in = 1 (4.16)
Considering the rotated amplitudes, equation (4.16) may be 
rewritten as
>frt+ A2f =1  (4.17)
Equation (4.17) is that of an ellipse with the major and the minor 
axes oriented toward the direction of maximum and minimum 
energy. Consequently, the root of maximum and minimum energy 
may be taken as directly proportional to the length of the major and 
the minor axes of the ellipse, respectively.
From either equation (4.16) or (4.17) it is seen that if the 
minimum energy is zero the motion is rectilinear along the 
direction of maximum energy; it is circular if ^ ax = ^ in •
4.5. MODEL
The geological model is model 2 shown in Figure 2.1, representing a 
homogeneous anisotropic medium, simulating a sedimentary basin, 
with shale overlying two cracked media, sandstone and limestone, 
having the same crack orientation but different crack densities, 
above an isotropic granite half-space. The idea of the maximum
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value of the energy of the rotated trace and its relation to the 
shear source orientation is applied to this model.
To generate synthetic data, the medium is excited by a 
horizontally polarized surface shear source directed along a 
desired orientation and having a dominant frequency of 25Hz. This 
generates a vertically propagating, linearly polarized plane wave, 
travelling through the medium and reflected back to the surface 
from each interface. The seismograms have been computed using 
the ANISEIS Package (see Chapter2). The record length of each 
seismogram is 4.0 sec, with three events coming from the 
interfaces separating the four media. The windows are at 1.3-1.5 
sec, 2.4-2.7 sec and 3.2-3.5 sec. (Figure 2.3), each containing the 
waveform of a reflected event. The first window represents the 
reflected event from the shale/sandstone interface, the second 
from the sandstone/limestone interface and the third from the 
limestone/granite interface. Both last waveforms are composed of 
two split shear wavelets, the fast and the slow ones.
Three source orientations have been tested (Figure 4.2). These 
include a shear source polarized at 45° to the survey line (line 2), 
an in-line source, parallel to the survey line (line 1), and a cross­
line source normal to line 1 (parallel to line 3) . Three offsets, 75 
m, 150 m and 300 m have been used to investigate their effect on 
the energy of the trace relative to the source orientation and to 
the direction of the crack strike.
4.6. SYNTHETIC MODEL-RESULTS
4.6.1. Source polarized at 45° to the survey line
Survey line 2 (Figure 4.2) is 15° from the crack strike. The shear 
source orientation is in-line with line 1, i.e., at 45° to the the 
survey line and 30° to the crack strike. Beginning with a 75 m 
offset, the energy of the trace is computed as a function of 
rotation angle (Figure 4.3a) for the first window representing a PTL 
medium. The maximum is attained after a clockwise rotation by an
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angle of 55° corresponding to a deviation of 10° from the source 
orientation and its energy percentage is 99.78%, [ ( ^ /  £r)x 1 0 0 % ]. 
The energy percentage in the rotated transverse component 
corresponding to the minimum value is 0.22%. It is seen from those 
values that there is no shear energy on the rotated transverse, 
since all the energy is transferred by the rotation process to the 
radial. This reveals a shear wave linearly polarized along the 
direction given by the maximum energy, i.e., 10° away from the 
source orientation. Note that only the un-normalized energy of the 
trace is displayed in the figures showing a polar plot of energy of 
the trace versus angle of rotation.
Considering the second window containing the event coming 
from the interface between sandstone and limestone, the maximum 
value of the energy of the trace is attained when the angle of a 
clockwise rotation is equal to 20°, as in Figure 4.3b. At this angle 
of rotation, the rotated axis of the radial geophone deviates only by 
5° from the direction of the principal axis of anisotropy called the 
crack strike. The energy percentage of the maximum and the 
minimum values correspond to 61.74% and to 38.26%, respectively. 
The increase of the minimum value relative to the first window, 
where there are no cracks, is due to the splitting of energy along 
the anisotropic axes. Similar results have beeh obtained for the 
third window containing the event reflected from the interface 
separating cracked limestone and the granite as half-space (Figure 
4.3c). The similarity of those results is obvious, since the two 
layers, sandstone and limestone have the same anisotropic axes.
The maximum value of the energy of the trace for the first 
window corresponding to 300 m offset (Figure 4.3d) is attained 
when the angle of rotation is 60° and the energy percentage of the 
maximum and the minimum values are 81.17%  and 18.83%, 
respectively. The results are significantly different from those 
obtained from the 75 m offset. The energy percentage of the 
maximum value has decreased from 99.78% to 81.17%, and that of 
the minimum has increased from 0.22 to 18.83%. This is related to
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the larger angle of incidence of the wave, so that the coupling 
between SH- and SV- waves increases at greater offset for this 
source orientation, leading to an increase of ellipfticity due to the 
presence of two shear waves orthogonally polarized, as it is 
clearly seen by comparing Figure 4.3a to Figure 4.3d.
The deviation of the maximum value of the energy from the 
source direction is the result of the rotation of the direction of 
polarization with offset as a result of varying amplitude reflection 
coefficients, from the shale/sandstone interface, with increasing 
angle of incidence (Liu & Crampin, 1990), for any incident source 
polarization that is not pure SV or pure SH. However, as it is 
expected, except for this source orientation, this deviation for a 
cross-line or an in-line is never larger than a single increment of 
5°, as it is demonstrated in the following examples.
For the remaining two windows (Fig. 4.3e, f), the results are the 
same whether using a 75 m, 150 m or 300 m offset. The deviation 
of the maximum value by 5° from the the direction of the crack 
strike is simply due to the increment used for search.
4.6.2. In-line source.
In this experiment, the crack strike and the Survey line, Jine 1 
(Figure 4.2), are 30° away from each other. For the first window 
the maximum value of the energy of the trace is achieved when the 
rotated axis of the radial component makes an angle of 5° with the 
source direction (Fig. 4.4a) and its energy percentage is 99.99%  
while that of the minimum value is nearly 0.01%, evidencing a 
linearly polarized shear wave along that direction.
The maximum and the minimum value of the energy of the trace 
for the remaining two windows (Figure 4.4b, c) are achieved after 
both axes of the horizontal components have been rotated counter­
clockwise by 35°. Hence, again the maximum value of the energy of 
the trace is attained when the axis of the radial deviates by 5° 
from the crack strike and its energy percentage is 70.56% , while
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that of the minimum is 29.44% evidencing an elliptical motion due 
the presence of both split shear waves
Using a 300 m offset with the same source orientation, the 
results obtained are identical to those for 75 m offset for each 
window considered (Figure 4.4d, e, f).
4 .6 .3 . Cross-line source.
The survey line is line 1, and the source orientation is coincident 
with line 3 in Figure 4.2. For all offsets, the maximum value of the 
energy of the trace corresponding to the first window is achieved 
when the rotated axis of the radial component has been rotated 
counter-clockwise by 85°, i.e. the angle between the axis of the 
radial and the source orientation is reduced to 5° as shown in 
Figure 4.5a. Also the energy percentage of its maximum and 
minimum values are 99.93% and 0.07%, respectively. This means 
that for this type of anisotropy nearly all the energy is recorded by 
the transverse component when a cross-line source is used. The 
coupling between the two shear waves is not significant at zero 
offset and the motion is linear. For the remaining two windows the 
data have been rotated counterclockwise and the maximum value is 
found when the rotated axis of the radial deviates by 5° from the 
normal to the crack strike, corresponding to an angle of rotation of 
115°, (Figure 4.5b, c, d, e, f). Their corresponding energy 
percentages are 76.85%  and 23.15%, respectively showing an 
elliptical motion.
4.7. ENERGY OF THE TRACE AND CRACK ORIENTATION
The crack-plane of model 2 has been rotated counterclockwise from 
East to North by 0°, 22,5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90°, respectively. The 
calculation is carried out only for the record time window 2.4-2.7 
sec, since the sandstone and limestone may be considered as a 
single layer having the same crack orientation, although having
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different crack densities. Three three-component stations with 75 
m, 150 m and 300 m have been set along a survey line oriented 
East-West, as seen tin Figure 4.6. Two mutually orthogonal shear 
sources, are tested, one oriented East-West (in-line ) and the other 
North-South (cross-line).
When the source orientation is normal to the crack-plane or 
parallel to it there is no splitting, and the shear wave generated is 
either a pure SH- or a pure SV-wave. Consequently, when the crack 
strike is coincident with the source orientation and is taken as the 
survey line, a pure SV-wave is generated with no coupling between 
it and the other shear wave, so only mode conversions occur. Hence, 
no motion is recorded by the transverse component and the radial 
component records the faster shear wave. However, when the crack 
strike is normal to the source orientation, the transverse 
component records the slower one. These two situations correspond 
to 0° (Figure 4.6) and 90° (Figure 4.7) of the crack-plane 
orientation, respectively and the maximum value of the energy of 
the trace is computed when the axis of the radial is rotated so as 
to coincide with the source orientation.
When the source orientation is away from the crack strike, say 
by 22.5° and 67.5°, we fall into the situations described earlier. 
The maximum value of the energy of the trace i£ attained when the 
rotated axis of the radial deviates by only a few degrees (less than 
or equal to 5°) from the crack strike or the normal to it, as 
illustrated in (Figure 4.6) and (Figure 4.7). Only when the shear 
source orientation is away from the crack strike by 45° does the 
maximum value deviate considerably from the crack strike or its 
normal. However, this is to be expected, as seen from the 
discussion in Section 4.2.
4.8. ENERGY PERCENTAGE AND PARTICLE MOTION
If the energy of the rotated trace is computed within a window 
containing, for example, the waveform of the fast shear, the
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maximum value of the energy (or the minimum of it) is attained 
when the rotated radial axis coincides exactly with the direction of 
the crack strike (or the normal to it). The energy percentage 
corresponding to the maximum and the minimum values becomes 
equal to 100% and 0.0%, respectively, this is to be expected as it is 
seen from section 4.2.
Figure 4.8 shows a polar plot, energy of the trace versus angle 
of rotation in case of an in-line source (Figures 4.8a, b, c.)with 
survey line 1 and a source polarized 45° to survey line 2 (Figures 
4.8d, e, f.). The energy is computed within three windows, with data 
being rotated clockwise. A window containing two split shear 
waves and the two others contain the fast and the slower one, 
respectively.
From the polar plot Figures and the values of the energy 
percentages computed before, it becomes evident that the type of 
motion within any time window of a seismic trace may be easily 
described by the maximum and the minimum energy. The major and 
the minor axis of the ellipse may be taken as directly proportional 
to the square root of the two energy attributes. This is clearly seen 
that when the minimum correspond to 0.0% and the maximum is 
100% the motion is linear; similarly, when both attributes are 
equal the motion is circular. The motion in Figure 4.8a is less 
elliptical than the motion in Figure 4.8b, as evidenced by the plots 
and their corresponding energy values.
4.9. SOURCE ORIENTATION AND ENERGY OF THE TRACE
The last results showed that, if there is a splitting the maximum 
energy of the rotated trace computed over a window containing the 
two waveforms gives either the direction of the fast or the slow 
shear wave; when there is no splitting, i.e., the generated shear 
energy is travelling (vertically) within an isotropic or azimuthally 
isotropic medium, the polarization direction given by the maximum 
value of the energy of the rotated trace may be that of the shear
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source.
In this experiment, the computation of the energy of the trace 
over a window has been extended to the entire data length, the 
whole trace. Three shear sources have been tested. An in-line, a 
cross-line and the third one is oriented 45° to the survey line. The 
energy of the trace is computed over the entire trace for each shear 
source and every offset, 75 m, 150 m, 300 m. Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 
4.11 show the graphical results. In the case of an in-line source the 
maximum value of the energy of the trace is attained when the 
angle of rotation deviates only by 10° from the polarization 
direction and the deviation is not offset dependent; for the cross­
line source this maximum is attained when the axis of the rotated 
component coincides with the polarization direction of the shear 
source and there is no deviation for the considered offsets; for the 
shear source polarized 45° to the survey line the deviation is 
offset dependent.
When computing the energy of the trace after each rotation there 
is a transfer of energy from the fast to the slow shear wave or 
vice-versa so that, the energy of the trace containing those split 
shear waves remains constant for all rotations. Only the amplitude 
of the unsplit shear event increases or decreases as shown in 
Figure 4.12. This Figure shows trace 1 recorded by the transverse 
component using a shear source polarized 45° to the survey line, 
rotated 9 times (traces 2 to 10) by 10° increment. The amplitude of 
the event within the window 1.3-1.5 sec. decreases until a 
minimum and then increases again by reversing it polarity. This 
minimum is attained when the axis of the rotated transverse 
component deviates by 5° from the normal to the polarization 
direction of the shear source for 75 m offset.
From those experimental results an attempt has been made to 
estimate the shear energy released by an explosive source and 
possibly its polarization direction, especially the polarization 
directions given by the opposite shots of the technique of three 
holes. The case of BIRPS data has been studied in chapter 6.
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4.10. DISCUSSION
When an in-line source is used, the maximum value of the energy of 
the trace for two windows representing a cracked medium is found 
when the rotated radial axis is parallel to the crack strike . 
Conversely, when a cross-line source is used, this maximum value 
is found when the rotated radial axis is normal to the crack 
strike. This is related to the position of the crack strike relative 
to the source orientation. The maximum of the energy of the trace 
will indicate either the crack strike direction or the normal to this 
direction, depending on which direction makes the smaller angle 
with the source orientation. So, we can say that whenever an in­
line or a cross-line source is used it is possible to recover the 
anisotropic axes using the energy of the rotated trace, but the 
identification of fast and slow axes may be ambiguous. However, 
this ambiguity can be resolved after plotting the anisotropy 
attributes or automatically separating the split shear waves 
(Chapter 5).
The results obtained from this experiment are based on a model 
that is a mixture of two type of anisotropy: azimuthal isotropy 
(PTL) and azimuthal anisotropy (EDA-cracks). It *is most likely that 
in the real earth PTL dominates near the surface, since at the free 
surface, the vertical stress is small, and hence the fractures at 
shallow depth are likely to be horizontal, behaving as a PTL 
medium. At greater depths, the vertical stress is larger than the 
minimum horizontal stress, so the cracks and the fractures tend to 
be vertical, striking perpendicular to the direction of minimum 
horizontal stress, to give an EDA type anisotropy.
Those results are obtained using noise free synthetic data. Real 
data are always contaminated by noise of different types. However 
this technique is based on squaring the amplitudes of both signal 
and noise. Consequently, if seismic data is of good quality, having a 
reasonable signal to noise ratio, the noise may not undermine the
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robustness of the technique, as a better signal to noise ratio is 
obtained by weighting each sample by its energy. Multiples in case 
of of surface recorded data might be a problem, but they can be 
attenuated at the early stage of processing if recognized.
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F igu re  4.1. The axes (a) and (b) are the anisotropic axes; FS(t) and SS(t) are the two split 
shear waves, the fast and the slow , respectively, of the unit impulse {parallel to axis x); 
angle# is the angle of the crack strike, i.e. the angle between the survey line (direction x) and 
axis (a), defining the crack strike; Rf, Tf, Rs and Ts represent the projections of the two split 
shear waves on both the radial and the transverse geophone; the arrows R and T give the 
direction of the radial and the transverse geophone, respectively.
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F ig u re  4.2. (a) Line and source polarization configuration for which the models were 
computed. The stations numbered are three component receivers. All the receivers are 
equidistantly distributed over the three concentric circles with radii 75 m, 150 m and 300 m. 
The shear source is at the centre of the circle (point O). Line 1 is oriented East-West and line 3 
South-North. The large arrows indicate the source orientations.
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F igure  4.3. Energy of the rotated trace versus angle of rotation obtained using a shear 
polarized at 45° to the survey line and with crack strike at 15° to the survey line, a), b) 
are from 75 m offset corresponding to w indow s l .3-1.5 sec, 2 .4-2.7 and 3.2-3. 
respectively; d), e) and f) obtained from 300 m offset and for the same windows. In 
Figures showing the energy of the trace versus angle of rotation, the values shown 
vertical axis are not normalized. They are a scaled version of the computed values 
energy of the trace.
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F igure  4.4. Similar to Figure 4.3., but an in-line shear source has been used for this case.
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F igure 4.5. Similar to Figure 4.3., but a cross-line shear source has been used. The maximum 
value of the energy of the trace indicates the normal to the strike.
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R1. R2 and R3 are three component receivers
The crack plane is rotated by 0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90°
F ig u re  4 .6 . Rotated radial trace energy versus angle of ro tation corresponding to 5 
orientations of the crack plane: 0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90°, respectively. All plots are for 
an in-line source and a 75 m offset. The same results are obtained for offsets of 150 m and 300
m.
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R1. R2 and R3 are the three component receivers
The crack plane is rotated by 0°. 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90°
Figure 4.7. Similar to figure 4.6, except a cross-line source has been used.
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IN-LINE SOURCE SOURCE POLARIZED AT 45°
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F igu re  4.8. Polar plot, energy of the trace versus angle of rotation in case of an in-line
source (a, b and c) with survey line 1 and a source polarized 45° to survey line 2 ( d, e and f).
The energy is computed within three windows, with data being rotated clockwise. A window 
containing both split shear, (a) and (d), and the two others contains the fast and the slower one, 
respectively. The polar plots of the separated split shear show a linear motion (percentage of 
minimum energy is 0.0%) along the crack strike and its normal. Polar plot (a) shows less
elliptical motion than in polar plot (d), as evidenced by their energy percentages.
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source polarized at 45°
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F igure  4.9. Energy versus angle of rotation for three offsets 75 m, 150 m and 300 m using a 
shear source making 45° with the survey line. The energy is computed over the whole record 
length (4 sec.). For this type of polarization the direction given by the maximum energy 
deviates from that of the shear source as offset increases.
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F igure  4.10. Similar as figure 4.9., but obtained when an in-line source is used. The direction 
given by the maximum energy deviates by 10° from the source orientation and is not offset 
dependent.
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Figure 4.11. Similar to Figure 4.9, but a cross-line source is used. The direction given by the 
maximum energy is that of the shear source polarization for the considered three offsets.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 2 .  Same trace, trace 1 recorded by the transverse component, rotated 9 times 
(traces 2 to 10) by 10° increment. A shear source polarized 45° to the survey line and a 75 m 
offset have been used.
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CHAPTER 5
Seismic Anisotropy Attributes and a Filter to 
automatically separate and enhance split shear 
waves.
SUMMARY
The horizontal traces are shifted (padded with zeroes) by the 
length of a moving window and the maximum and the minimum 
energy values are computed each time the window moves a step 
through the horizontal seismograms. This lead to new seismic 
attributes. Energy attributes and the instantaneous polarization 
angle are used to extract the time delay between the two split 
shear waves as well as the polarization direction of the leading 
shear wave.
A new polarization filter called the energy filter is 
implemented by
i) either rotating sample by sample the horizontal seismograms by 
the instantaneous polarization angle and weighting by the energy 
function to automatically separate the split shear waves and 
attenuate elliptically polarized waves. It is fotind that the split 
shear waves may well separate if the length of the moving window 
includes the two split wavelets and the amplitude of the fast shear 
wave is greater than that of the slower one.
ii) or rotating the horizontal seismograms toward the anisotropy 
axes by automatically computing the polarization direction of the 
fast one as the moving window passes through both split wavelets. 
This results in the complete separation of the split shear waves, 
irrespective of the length of the moving window and the amplitude 
of the fast shear wave.
The instantaneous largest and the second largest eigenvalues of 
the covariance matrix computed over the window are found to be 
equivalent to the instantaneous maximum and minimum energies,
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respectively. Consequently, the energy filter may be computed 
using the covariance matrix by simply replacing the energy function 
by the rectilinearity function (Montalbetti Kanasewhich,1970) 
and constraining the instantaneous polarization angle to vary 
between 0° and 180°, which is computed as the angle between the 
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue and the radial 
axis. This increases the computation speed by more than 40 times 
compared to the conventional rotation technique when an increment 
of 5° is used for search of maximum energy.
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Azimuthal anisotropy and azimuthal isotropy (Crampin,1989) are 
common place and have been reported in exploration literature 
whenever horizontal components receivers have been used (Alford, 
1986; Lynn &Thomsen, 1986; Becker & Perlberg, 1986; Obolentseva 
1987; Thomsen 1988; Ahmed 1990; Queen & Rizer, 1990; Lynn, 
1991; Winterstein & Meadow,1991a, b; Liu & Crampin,1991). In the 
last decade an extensive modeling have been done to understand the 
behavior of shear waves in anisotropic media (Keith & Crampin, 
1977a, b, c; Crampin,1978,1981; Levin,1979; Berryman,1979; Liu & 
Crampin, 1990a, b, and others). *
Several techniques have been implemented for extracting the 
polarization and the time delay. Macbeth (1989) developed an 
automated technique for extracting the polarization of the leading 
split shear wave as well as the time delay between them. His 
method involves a correlation of the observed three component data 
with the source orientation. Aster et al (1989) used two linearity 
functions as functions of the eigenvalues derived from the 
covariance matrix, each corresponding to the fast and the slower 
one. Those functions are computed over a window which slides 
down by a step along the horizontal seismograms. Macbeth & 
Crampin (1991) presented a detailed review of some of the 
techniques. Obolentseva et al (1987) presented an algorithm for
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wave separation. It involves the rotation of the receivers to search 
for the angle which maximizes the lag between the two S-waves; Li 
& Crampin (1989) showed that stacking geophone components 
containing shear waves, which have not been rotated to separate 
the split shear waves, can seriously degrade the information in the 
wavetrain, and they proposed a procedure that finds the most 
appropriate rotation to apply at each arrival at each geophone.
Several polarization filters have been developed for enhancing 
polarized shear waves in the direction parallel to the plane of 
incidence or normal to it. Shimsoni & Smith (1964) used the time 
average product of, for example, the vertical and the radial 
components of ground motion, to be multiplied by the original 
signal producing a function of ground motion, in which rectilinearly 
polarized motions are enhanced. This filter had been applied to 
earthquake data. However, this filter has the drawback of 
distorting the signal. Montalbetti & Kanasewich (1970) developed a 
new polarization filter using the covariance matrix. This filter 
enhances shear waves polarized in the radial and the transverse 
directions; Benhama et al (1988) computed a polarization filter 
called the spatial directional filter to select particle motions 
whose polarization axes (major axes of the pseudoellipses) are 
nearly parallel to a given direction. •
In the present technique the horizontal seismograms from a 
single shear source are rotated toward the anisotropy axes by the 
instantaneous rotation angle (computed from horizontal traces 
shifted by the length of the moving window) which is kept 
constant as the moving window goes through the two split shear 
waves to automatically separate the two split shear waves, 
irrespective of the length of the moving window and the amplitude 
of the fast shear wave. It is emphasized that the shifting of the 
horizontal traces by the length of the moving window is the key of 
this technique. This leads to the automatic computation of two 
time series, the fast shear and the the slower one. After the 
separation process is performed, the separated seismograms are
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then multiplied by the energy function to attenuate elliptically 
polarized waves. This process is called energy filtering. The energy 
filter is more apprqpriate than other polarization filters, as in the 
presence of anisotropy the polarization direction of a seismic 
signal is neither oriented in the radial nor in the transverse 
direction, but fixed with the direction of crack strike or the normal 
to it.
Energy attributes are used to monitor the time delay between 
the two split shear waves, and the instantaneous polarization angle 
to extract the polarization direction of the leading split shear 
wave. Through this chapter, we mean by instantaneously rotated 
seismograms, that each sample vector of the horizontal 
seismograms is rotated toward the direction of its corresponding 
maximum energy.
The analogy made between the energy function and the 
rectilinearity function has made it possible to compute the energy 
filter by using the covariance matrix. This has the advantage of 
increasing the computation speed by more than 40 times compared 
to the conventional rotation technique when an increment of 5° is 
used for search of maximum energy.
5.2 . INSTANTANEOUS ENERGY ATTRIBUTES AND _ THE 
SPLITTING
The method may be easily automated by computing the maximum 
and the minimum value of the energy of the rotated trace and their 
corresponding angles over a window which advances through the 
horizontal seismograms. The length of the window and the step size 
can be specified.
Let us define the instantaneous angle, which measures the angle 
between the direction of polarization given by the maximum energy 
each time the window slides down by a step and one of the 
horizontal axis, say, the radial one in this case, as the 
instantaneous polarization angle; the maximum and the minimum
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values computed over the whole trace may also be called 
instantaneous maximum energy max(t), and instantaneous minimum
and the instantaneous energy ratio is
If the motion is linear within a time window, then E(t)=1; if the 
motion is circular, then E(t)=0. Consequently, the instantaneous 
values of the major and the minor axes may be known at any instant 
time, since they may be taken as proportional to the the roots of 
the instantaneous energy attributes as demonstrated in Chapter 4. 
Hence, five new attributes are defined which are related in the 
following to anisotropy.
The experimental work has been carried out on synthetic free 
noise reflection seismic data computed using model 2 (see Chapter 
4) with a shear source polarized 45° to the survey line 1 and model 
4 using a cross-line source. The latter model simulates a thin 
cracked layer, so that this technique is fully investigated even for 
small time delay. It consists of sandstone with a crack orientation 
of N75E overlying a sandstone with a different crack orientation 
N55E. Two thicknesses of 20 m and 10 m, have been modelled, 
respectively. Figure 5.1a, b, shows model 4 with 20 m thickness of 
the thin layer and its computed horizontal reflected seismograms 
at 6m offset. Seismograms 1 and 2 are unrotated horizontal radial 
and the transverse traces, respectively; seismograms 3 and 4 are 
their rotated version toward the anisotropic axes of the thin layer. 
Contrary to data from model 2, where the two split shear waves
energy min(t). The energy function may be defined as:
N
(5.1)
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are clearly seen; reflected split events from model 4 overlap, 
making a distorted wavelet and it is difficult to determine the 
small time delay (phase difference) or to see any splitting even 
using polarization diagrams, since the motion becomes highly 
elliptical and it is difficult to identify the polarization direction 
of the split shear waves with any reliability, because of this 
overlap.
In the following, the methodology of the automated technique is 
described using only data from models 2 and 4.
The instantaneous maximum energy, its corresponding 
instantaneous polarization angle and the instantaneous minimum 
energy are computed for a specified time window of length N A t , 
where N is the number of samples and At is the sample rate. The 
time window slides down a step, which can be equal to or a 
multiple of the sampling rate, for the next computation. The 
process is repeated until the end of the trace. Before any 
computation the data of the horizontal components are shifted 
(padded with zeroes) by the length of the moving window, so that 
the onsets of the attributes are not delayed by the length of the 
moving window compared to the time arrival on the seismograms 
from which they are computed, i.e., the first sample of each 
attribute is set at the time origin to allow automatic separation of 
the split shear waves. The shift of the data is extremly important. 
The technique simply does not wotk without the shift.
As the window advances through the seismograms, the data 
within the window are rotated so that the maximum and the 
minimum energy are extracted. If a waveform is encountered and 
composed of a superposition of two split wavelets, windows 2.4- 
2.8 sec and 3.2-3.6 sec, the instantaneous polarization angle giving 
the instantaneous maximum and minimum energy will be equal to 
that of the direction of the strike, 15°, as seen in Figure 5.3b, c, as 
the moving window first encounters the fast shear, relative to the 
acquisition coordinate system. The instantaneous minimum energy 
will remain nearly equal to zero (or confounded with noise) in case
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of real data, until the moving window reaches the onset of the 
slower shear wavelet ,i.e. within the time separating the split 
shear waves or the time delay. Af that time it begins to enter the 
slow shear and advances through both of them. The instantaneous 
minimum energy will be no longer weak but increases rapidly to 
become proportional to the amplitude of the slower one.
When the sliding window gets through the fast shear, but 
remaining within the slower one, the instantaneous minimum 
energy falls to zero or to the noise level and the instantaneous 
maximum energy drops sharply to become proportional to the 
amplitude of the slower one, remains somewhat constant for the 
time delay and then falls to zero (noise level). This makes the 
shape of the graph instantaneous maximum energy versus time 
looks like a deformed rectangle within, for example, the window
2 .4 -2 .8  sec. The instantaneous polarization angle, also, 
simultaneously varies from 15° to 105° to give the direction of the 
normal to the strike (Figure 5.3b, c), and remains constant, until 
the moving window is completely out of the slower shear. Out of
this window the variation of this angle is random.
In case of no splitting, as in window 1.3-1.6 sec. (Figure 5.3a), 
all the energy is transferred to the rotated radial seismogram as 
the instantaneous polarization angle becomes etjual to the source 
polarization angle defined as the angle between the radial axis and 
the polarization of the shear source, when the moving window 
moves into the wavelet, until it gets through it. Consequently, the 
instantaneous minimum energy remains very weak (nearly zero).
The working procedure of the moving window is well illustrated 
in Figure 5.2, showing two delayed wavelets. 3 positions of the 
moving window are considered: when it reaches the onset of the
fast shear (position 1), then the onset of the slower shear (position
2) and at the time when it leaves the fast one (position 3).
Several windows and step sizes have been tested. From the 
analysis of synthetic data, it seems that windows less than 100 
msec, in length may be appropriate with a step size less than or
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equal to 16 msec present better figures for analyzing the splitting 
phenomenon. A step size equal to the sample interval could be the 
most appropriate.
Figure 5.3a, b, c, shows the results obtained from the horizontal 
components recorded at 75 m offset using a sliding window 160 
msec long and a step size of 4 msec, equal to the sample rate. The 
plots with increasing dashed lines are for the instantaneous 
maximum and the minimum energy, the solid line is for the 
instantaneous polarization angle; all three plots are computed each 
time the window slides down by a step of 4 msec., to the end of the 
trace. Observe that within the window 2.4-2.8 sec (Figure 5.3b) 
containing the two split wavelets, the plot of the minimum energy 
is delayed from that of the maximum and has parallel edges. The 
instantaneous polarization angle is constant and changes sharply 
from 15° to 105° at the time when both energies decreases sharply, 
remains constant (105°) again for a while and changes sharply and 
randomly. Those characteristics are seen in all Figures computed 
using moving windows larger than 60 msec and step size less than 
32 msec.
The time delay separating the two edges or the two onsets, is 
exactly the same as that of the time delay between the two split 
shear wavelets. The values 15° and 105° are exactly the direction 
of the strike and the normal to it relative to the radial axis or 
survey line. Figure 5.3c corresponds to window 3.2-3.6 sec. The 
attributes are similar to those of Figure 5.6b, except for the time 
delay is increased. When there is no splitting, .i.e., at window 1.3- 
1.6 sec (Figure 5.3a) , the instantaneous minimum energy is nearly 
equal to zero and the maximum energy has drastically increased. 
The instantaneous polarization angle becomes constant, equal to 
50° giving approximately the polarization direction of the shear 
source, as the moving window gets through the reflected event 
contained within this window.
The effects of the step size and the length of the moving window 
on the instantaneous attributes are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5,
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respectively, calculated over the window 2.4-2.8 sec. Figure 5.4a, b 
and c are computed with a 100 msec, moving window and three 
steps,, 8 msec., 32 msec, and 64 msec., respectively. For Figure 
5.5a, b, and c the step is kept constant, equal to the sample rate 
and three moving windows of 100 msec. , 80 msec, and 60 mesc., 
respectively.
Figure 5.6a, b ,c shows results from model 4 with 20 m
thickness of the thin layer, obtained using the same step, 4 msec, 
and three windows of 100 msec, 50 msec, and 20 msec,
respectively. The time delay, 8 msec, and the crack strike direction
are easily extracted. As the moving window first reaches the 
leading shear the instantaneous polarization angle becomes equal 
to 170° giving the direction of the strike (counted clockwise from 
the original radial axis), then drops abruptly to 80° which is 
approximately equal to the normal of it. Figure 5.7a, b, c shows 
results from 10 m thickness. The time delay, equal to the sampling 
rate (4 msec.), is difficult to extract as this time is either not
enough to allow the two split shear waves to separate or the 
sample rate is too large to allow small time delays to be picked. 
The constant value of the polarization angle within the plots of the 
energy attributes is that of the shear source direction, because 
this time is not enough to allow the two spltt shear waves to 
separate.
The width of the deformed rectangular shape of the plot 
instantaneous maximum energy versus time within the considered 
windows is dependent on the length of the moving window, the time 
delay (if there is any splitting) and on the wavelength of the 
processed wavelet. It is clearly seen from the Figures that the 
onsets of either the fast or the slower one when picked from the 
energy attributes ( or the energy ratio) are equal to arrival time of 
the fast and the slower one, when picked from the rotated 
seismograms toward the principal axes of anisotropy.
Figures 5.8a and 5.9a, shows plots of energy function and 
instantaneous energy ratio with plots of the energy attributes,
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respectively. The instantaneous energy ratio increases drastically 
as the moving window reaches the fast one and decreases abruptly 
when it begins to move through both split shear waves, i.e. 
identifying the arrival (or the onset) of the slower one. It remains 
very small (because of high ellipticity due to the presence of both 
shear waves) then increases sharply, as the moving window is out 
of the fast one, until a maximum is reached. Consequently, when 
two shear waves are identified by the energy attributes, their ratio 
may be used to pick the onset of either the fast or the slower one 
and may help in choosing appropriate windows where polarization 
diagrams are to be drawn for their identification to be confirmed.
5.3. COMPUTATION OF THE ENERGY FILTER
The computed values (from shifted horizontal traces by the length 
of the moving window) of the instantaneous polarization angle are 
now used to allow the separation of the two split wavelets. Each 
sample vector of the horizontal (unshifted) components is rotated 
by its corresponding value of the instantaneous polarization angle 
to allow the split wavelets to be automatically separated.
The separation process may be mathematically expressed by an 
instantaneous clockwise rotation of each sample of the horizontal 
components
-  FK, ' " cos 0;. sin 0j
-s in  6i o o (/>
%
Y. i=1, 2, .N (5.3)
where N is the number of samples; ^  and Yt are two sample 
vectors of the recorded radial and the transverse components, 
respectively. ^  and ^  are their rotated versions toward the 
direction of maximum energy; and 0, is the value of the 
instantaneous polarization angle giving the direction of maximum 
energy.
It has been demonstrated that the energy function is equal to 1,
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if the reflected wavelet is linearly polarized or equal to 0.0, if it 
is circularly polarized. Hence, by multiplying each sample by its 
corresponding energy function th\h technique will enhance linearly 
polarized shear waves and attenuate elliptically polarized waves. 
The final processed seismograms may be expressed as
x ,(f)=  RX(t). E(t)
(5.4)
yf( t ) = R / ( t ) . E ( t )
Where RX(t) and RY(t)are the instantaneous rotated seismograms, 
and E(t) is the energy function.
It is shown from Figures 5.10 and 5.11 that the success of this 
separation is dependent on the length of the moving window. Figure 
5.10 shows 10 seismograms grouped into five pairs, from right to 
left, (1,2); (3,4); (5,6); (7;8); (9,10). The first trace and the second 
one making a pair are the instantaneously rotated radial and the 
instantaneously rotated transverse (their original versions are 
traces 1 and 2 in Figure 2.3), respectively. The lengths of the 
sliding windows utilized to calculate the instantaneous  
polarization angles for rotating the original data to get those pairs 
vary from 40 msec, to 120 msec., with an increment of 20 msec.
Consider the waveform contained within the window 2.4-2.U sec. 
As the length of the moving window increases the amplitude of the 
slower shear decreases in the rotated radial component and appears 
partially on the rotated transverse. When the length of the moving 
window becomes equal to 100 msec., pair (7,8), the slower shear 
appears in its total form on the rotated transverse and vanishes 
completely from the rotated radial. This is not the case for the 
split wavelets contained within the window 3.2-3.6 sec., since the 
length of the sliding window is still smaller than the length of the 
composite wavelet. However, both split wavelets separate for a 
giving window length greater than or equal to 140 msec., as seen 
from pair (1,2) in Figure 5.11, which is the same as Figure 5.10,
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except that the length of the sliding window increases from 140 
msec to 220 msec by an increment of 20 msec.
The amplitude of the reflected wavelet within 1.3-1.6 sec 
increases drastically when the axis of the radial component is 
rotated toward the direction of maximum energy. This shows that 
rotating by the instantaneous polarization angle enhances shear 
waves linearly polarized, thus, improving the quality of the seismic 
signal. This could be an important achievement in using this 
technique for improving data quality of shear waves on shot 
records for imaging.
It is found that, when the amplitude of the leading shear wave is 
less than that of the slower one, the separation is not complete. 
However, by using the coordinates of the first eigenvector given by 
the covariance matrix, the two split shear waves may well 
separate irrespective of the length of the moving window and the 
amplitude of the fast shear, as will be demonstrated later in this 
chapter.
5.4. ENERGY FILTER COMPUTED BY THE COVARIANCE MATRIX 
5.4.1 Introduction
The energy filter is computed using the covafiance matrix,. The 
instantaneous polarization angle is computed as the angle between 
the radial axis and the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue and restricted to vary between 0° and 180°. The energy 
function is taken as the rectilinearity function. The horizontal 
seismograms are rotated by the instantaneous polarization angle 
then weighted by the rectilinearity function. When the 
instantaneous polarization angle is kept constant within the 
composite split wavelet for rotating it toward the anisotropy axes, 
the two split shear waves separate irrespective of the length of 
the moving window and the amplitude of the fast shear wave. 
However when rotating sample by sample, for the two split shear 
waves to separate the length of the moving window should be equal
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or exceed the length of the composite split wavelet.
By applying the energy filter on a set of traces recorded from 
explosive sources it is shown that, the quality of the signal is
where the signal is distorted.
5.4.2. A review of the Polarization Filter
The design of the polarization filter is based on measuring both the 
rectilinearity and directionality of particle motion by computing 
the covariance matrix for a set of N samples taken over each of the 
three orthogonal components of ground motion, the radial (X), the 
transverse (Y) and the vertical (Z).
Let us consider a time window N A t , where N is the number of 
samples and A t ,t h e  sample rate. The mean value for each 
component, for example the radial one, can be defined over the time 
window as
The covariance between N samples of two variables and_ *2 is 
given by
The quantity cov{x, x) is defined as the autocovariance or the 
variance of the variable x. Hence the covariance matrix can be 
written as
’ cov(x, x) cov{xt y) cov(x, z) "
improved compared to that of obtained using the polarization filter,
(5.5)
COV[xv X2) = 4 r  £ ( * , -  X,)(x2 -  X2) 
/ V  / = 1
(5.6)
V = cov(y , x) cov(y , y) cov(y, z) 
cov(z, x) cov(z, y) cov(z, z)
(5 .7 )
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The covariance matrix is computed over a specified time window of 
length N A t , centered about f0; the measure of rectilinearity forf
the time t0 is given by
N
(5.8)
where A, and K  are the largest and the next largest eigenvalues of 
the covariance matrix, respectively. The direction of polarization 
is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, 
which is the direction of the major axis of the ellipse describing 
the particle motion within the considered window.
Considering only the two horizontal components, the lengths a 
and b of the semi-major and the semi-minor axis of the ellipse are 
a = m j \ and b=  with m close to V5" (Benhama et al,
to the largest eigenvalue, giving the polarization direction within 
the horizontal plane. The direction functions at times tQ are given
0 <  ^ -^ 1 , since the eigenvector is normalized.
The two weighting functions (5.8) and (5.9) were used by 
Montalbetti & Kanasewich, 1970, as a point by point gain control to 
modulate the seismograms, so that at any time the filtered 
seismograms are given by
1988).
Let (vx* vy) be the coordinates of the eigenvector corresponding
by
D.(l0) = ( v . ) * -------- / = * ,  y (5.9)
* , ( / ) =  x(t). RLf).  Dx(t) 
y , ( t )=  y(t).  RL1). Dy(t) (5 .10 )
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5.4.3. Computation of the energy filter
5.4.3.1. Rotating sample by sample
The covariance matrix of the shifted horizontal seismograms may 
be written as:
N
£ x(t -  NAt)x(t  -  NAt) X x(t ~ NAt)y( t  -  NAt) 
y(t -  NAt)x(t  -  NAt) £ y(t -  NAt)y{t  -  NAt) (5.11)
from which the largest, the second largest eigenvalues and the 
instantaneous polarization angle (using equation 5.13) are
computed and set at the end (not at the centre) of the moving 
window each time it slides down by a step. Figure 5.8b shows plots 
of the first largest eigenvalue, the second largest eigenvalue and 
the rectilinearity function with increased dashed lines and solid 
line, respectively. The similarity of the energy function (Figure 
5.8a, solid line) with the rectilinearity function is straightforward. 
Figure 12a, b, shows plots of the maximum energy versus first
largest eigenvalue and minimum energy versus second largest 
eigenvalue, respectively, computed over the window 2.4-2.6 sec 
using a sliding window of 120 msec. Each plo  ^ is a straight line
passing through the origin with a slope equal to 1. Hence, the first
largest and second largest eigenvalues as computed are equivalent 
to the maximum and the minimum value of the energy of the trace, 
respectively. They may be used as new seismic attributes for 
investigating azimuthal anisotropy. The energy function may also 
be replaced by the new rectilinearity function in designing the 
energy filter.
Equation (5.4), giving the filtered seismograms may be rewritten
as
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*,(0
y,(t) = m -
cos 0(f) sin 0(f) 
_ -  sin 0(f) cos 0(f)
*(0 
L y)t) ( 5 .1 2 )
Utilizing the covariance matrix, the energy function may be 
replaced by the rectilinearity function; the instantaneous  
polarization angle is the angle between the eigenvector 
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue and may be computed as 
follows:
0(f) = tan -1
' V y i t ) '
vAt)
i f, vy(t) <0, or, vAt) <0  
or
0(f) = k - ta n - 1^
A t ) '
(5 .13)
\VAt)
/ f , vy(t) <0andvx(t) <0, or, vy(t) >0andvx(t) > 0
This is simply to restrict the instantaneous polarization angle to 
vary between 0° and 180°, from the radial axis in a clockwise 
direction, so as to conform with the design of the energy filter.
Figure 5.13a, b, c, shows the instantaneous largest and second 
largest eigenvalues with increasing dashed lines, and the 
instantaneous polarization angle (computed from equation 5.13) 
with solid lines, calculated over the three windows: 1.3-1.6 sec,
2.4-2.8 sec, 3.2-3.6 sec, respectively, using the same input data 
as for obtaining Figure 5.3a, b, c. The comparison of the two Figures 
shows a straightforward similarity between the energy and the 
eigenvalue attributes. Plots of the polarization angles of both 
Figures are identical (except for the scale).
The application of the computed energy filter by the covariance 
matrix on the radial and the transverse components of Figure 2.3 
(traces 1 and 2) is shown in Figure 5.14. The length of the moving 
window has been varied from 60 msec, to 180 msec, with an
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increment of 20 msec., and applied to the original data. This results 
in 7 pairs of filtered seismograms, (1,2), (3,4)...............  (13,14), from
right to left. The split wavelets at 2.4-2.8 sec. and at 3.2-3.6sec., t
\
separate well for a window length greater than or equal to 140 
msec. This figure is similar to Figures 5.10 and 5.11, as expected.
The application of the polarization filter does not separate the 
split wavelet, by attenuating either the fast or the slow shear 
wave, since neither of them is polarized along the radial or the 
transverse axis, as it is shown in Figure 5.15. This shows the 
extreme importance of shifting the horizontal traces to compute 
the instantaneous rotation angle to be used for rotation.
5.4.3.2. Automatic rotation of the acquisition coordinate 
frame toward the anisotropy axes.
Let us divide the plane of the acquisition coordinate frame (ox, oy), 
where ox and oy are the in-line and the cross-line directions, into 4 
(four) quadrants or regions, as shown in Figure 5.16. The 
coordinates (v*» vy) of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue are used to identify each quadrant
The polarization direction of the fast and the slow shear waves 
are supposed to be orthogonal. Consequently, * if the direction of 
polarization of one is within quadrant 1 and quadrant 3, the other 
direction is within quadrant 2 and quadrant 4. For example , 
suppose the direction of polarization of the fast wave is within the 
quadrants 1 and 3 at angle e from the inline direction. 
Consequently, the direction of polarization of the slow one is 
within the quadrants 2 and 4 at an angle <P from the inline 
direction, the complement of angle o, from the inline direction 
(see Figure 5.16). As the moving window remains within the fast 
shear, the data is instantaneously rotated by %- e ; as it begins to 
enter the slower shear and advances through both of them, the 
polarization angle is either equal to e or (p , depending on whether 
the amplitude of the fast is greater or smaller than the slower one
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(see chapter 4), and the angle «p of rotation (clockwise) is kept 
constant and may expressed as:
n7C- 6 = -£ +  (p (5.14)
When the sliding window gets through the fast shear but remaining
within the slow one, the polarization angle given by the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is equal to <p and the
rotation angle is n!  2 + <p . Hence, the angle of rotation is kept
constant within the composite split shear wavelet and the
aquisition coordinate frame are rotated automatically towards the
anisotropic axes, with the inline direction always rotated toward
the axis of anisotropy found within the quadrantl and the quadrant
3, which could be either that of the crack strike or the normal to
it, depending on whether the fast one is polarized within quadrants
1 and 3 or within quadrants 2 and 4. This leads to an automatic
separation of the split shear waves; and as the moving window
slides down the horizontal components, each split wavelet is
processed separately. This technique could deal with multiple
splitting, and is appropriate for reflection data as polarizations of
«
reflected events change with offset.
The instantaneous polarization angle used to rotate the data may 
be computed as follows:
tF =  k -  tan - 1
v,(t)
i f ,  vy(t) < 0 andvx(t) <0, or, vy(t) >0andvx(t) > 0  
CR
tan
v,(t)
\ V x( t )
(5.15)
i 1, vJt)  <0. or, vJt)  < 0
in case of a counter-clockwise rotation, the instantaneous
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polarization angle is:
K¥  = tan -1
' M O '
M O
i f , vy(t) <0andvx{t) <0, or , vy(t) >0andvx(t) > 0  
CR
tan -1 MO 
MO
(5 .16 )
V  '  A 
i f, vJt)  <0, or, vx( t ) < 0
Figure 5.17 shows the results of the application of the energy 
filter using equation 5.16, over the horizontal seismograms 
recorded along survey line 3 at 75 m offset (Figure 4.1) by using an 
inline shear source. In this case the amplitude of the fast shear is 
smaller than that of the slower one. This Figure shows 14 
seismograms which are grouped into 7 pairs, from right to left; (1,
2); (3, 4);.................. ; (13, 14). Each pair represents the rotated radial
and the rotated transverse, respectively. The length of the moving 
window used to compute the instantaneous polarization angle for 
rotating the original data varies from 40 msec to 160 msec., 
respectively. It is seen that the separation of the split wavelets is 
neither dependent on the length of the moving Vvindow nor on the 
amplitude of the fast shear. However, it is suggested that the 
length of . the moving window should be greater than or equal to 40 
msec., for a better average of the instantaneous polarization angle.
5.5, DISCUSSION
The instantaneous polarization angle remains constant and equal to 
the angle of the direction of the strike, as the time window moves 
along the fast shear wavelet, until it gets through it giving the 
polarization direction of the fast shear (the leading shear).
When the tail of the moving window reaches the end of the fast 
shear wavelet, the instantaneous polarization angle varies abruptly
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from the direction of the strike to the normal of it giving the
polarization of the slow shear. This is well • illustrated in Figures
5.3 to 5.7. Consequently, those three attributes when combined
together could be a strong tool in monitoring anisotropy, 
particularly EDA-type anisotropy in case of vertically travelling
shear waves, such as VSP data, near-zero offset reflection seismic 
data and even earthquake data, since the three fundamental 
characteristics of anisotropy may be seen on the combined graphs 
of: A differential amplitude given by the instantaneous maximum 
and minimum energy, the time delay and the polarization of the 
leading shear wave.
In case of reflection shear data polarization could be modified 
by interaction with the free surface topography. Also effects of 
internal interfaces have been discussed by Liu & Crampin, 1990. 
The effect of a low velocity layer could only distort the signal if 
the medium is azimuthally anisotropic (Yardley & Crampin, 1991). 
This demonstrates the complexity of trying to extract the 
anisotropy axes from the seismic reflection data. However, the 
energy attributes may be used to monitor subsurface anisotopy.
The technique has demonstrated the ability to separate 
automatically the split shear waves and may attenuate elliptically 
polarized shear waves. So, after applying this technique, a 
conventional processing flow may follow the energy filtering 
process to get two shear seismic sections.
Also, the energy filter is easily computed by using the 
covariance matrix; the eigenvalue attributes can be used to extract 
the time delay between the split shear waves. This increases the 
computation speed by more than 40 times compared to the 
conventional rotation technique when an increment of 5° is used for 
search of maximum energy.
The ability of the technique in dealing with multiple splitting 
can be investigated on simple synthetic seismograms recorded 
using a crossline shear source propagating, for example, within two 
cracked media with different crack orientations.
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With this technique, it is now possible to conduct a three 
component seismic survey using simple source multireceiver 
acquisitipn technique. The source should be a crossline shear 
source, since with this source orientation practically no mode 
conversions are recorded on the inline components. This technique 
should be especially valuable for imaging with shear waves as 
wavelet quality is much improved. Indeed, as demonstrated in the 
next section, it can turn bad data into usuable data.
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Figure 5.1. (a) Model 4 with the thickness of the thin layer being 20 m and (b) the
computed horizontal seismograms at 6m offset. Seismograms 1 and 2 are the radial and
the transverse, respectively; 3 and 4 are their rotated version toward the anisotropy 
axis.
Figure 5.2. The moving window. At position 1, the window enters into the fast shear 
(the motion is highly linear); at position 2, the window reaches the onset of the slower 
one giving a high elliptical motion; at position 3 it gets through the fast but still remains 
within the slower one giving a linear motion. The sample vector positioned at the end of 
the moving window is instantaneously rotated by the angle giving the maximum energy.
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(a) Window=160 msec. Step=4msec.
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(b) Window=160 msec. Step=4msec.
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Figure  5.3. Plots of the three instantaneous attributes computed using a moving 
window of 160 msec, and a step size of 4 msec, (a), (b) and (c) are plots over windows 
1.3-1.6 sec, 2.4-2.8 sec and 3.2-3.6 sec, respectively. The instantaneous maximum 
energy, the instantaneous minimum energy and the instantaneous polarization angle (y- 
axis on the right side), are with increasing dashed lines and solid line, respectively. The 
time delay is given by the onsets of the two energy attributes or their parallel edges. 
The instantaneous polarization angle remains somewhat constant giving the crack strike 
(15°) then jumps to 105° to give the normal of it.
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(a) Window=100 msec. Step=8msec.
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(b) Window=100 msec. Step=32msec.
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(c) Window=100 msec. Step=64msec.
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F igure  5.4. Plots of the three instantaneous attributes computed over the window 
2.4-2.8 sec., using a moving window of 100 msec, and three different step sizes of 8 
msec., 32 msec, and 64 msec, corresponding to plots (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The 
instantaneous maximum energy, the instantaneous m inimum energy and the 
instantaneous polarization angle are with increasing dashed lines and solid line, 
respec tive ly .
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(b) Window=80 msec. Step=4msec.
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(c) Window=60 msec. Step=4msec.
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F igu re  5.5. Plots of the three instantaneous attributes computed over the window 
2.4-2.8 sec., using a step size of 4 msec, and three different windows of 100 msec., 
80 msec, and 60 msec, corresponding to (a), (b) and (c), respective ly. The 
instantaneous maximum energy, the instantaneous m inimum energy and the 
instantaneous polarization angle are with increasing dashed lines and solid line, 
respec tive ly .
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Figure  5.6. Instantaneous attributes computed from model 4 with the thickness of the 
thin layer being 20 m. (a), (b), and (c) are from moving w indow of 100 msec., 50 
msec, and 20 msec., respectively, using a 4 msec. step. The time delay of 8 msec, is 
easily extracted from all Figures. The directions of anisotropy axes are given by the 
polarization angle. It drops from 170°, giving the direction of the strike counter­
clockwise from the original radial axis or survey line, to 80° giving the normal of it.
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(c) Window=20 msec. Step=4msec.
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F igure  5.7. Similar to Figure 5.6, except for the thickness of the thin layer being 10 
m. the time delay, equal to the sample rate, is difficult to be extracted and the constant 
value of the instantaneous polarization angle within the plots of the energy attributes ( 
moving window= 100 msec.) is that of the shear source direction, as this time is not 
enough to allow the two split shear to separate.
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Figure  5.8. (a) Plot of the energy function(solid line) and (b) plot of the rectilinearity 
function (solid line) with the energy attributes. Note the straightforward sim ilarity 
between the energy function and the rectilinearity function.
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Figure 5.9. (a) Plot of the energy ratio (solid line), and (b) the eigenvalue ratio (solid 
line) with the energy and the eigenvalue attributes, respectively. Both ratios are 
equivalent and may be used to pick up the onsets of the split wavelets or to identify 
their presence. The largest and the second largest eigenvalues are with increasing 
dashed lines. Note the similarity between the energy and the eigenvalue attributes.
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F ig u re  5.10. 5 pairs of seismograms, (1, 2); (3, 4); (5, 6); (7, 8); (9, 10), from
right to left. The first trace and the second one of each pair are the filtered radial and 
transverse, respectively. The lengths of the sliding windows used for to compute the 
polarization angles for rotating the original data vary from 40 msec, to 120 msec, by 
an increment of 20 msec., respectively. The split wavelets within the window 2.4-2.6 
sec. separate completely when the length of the sliding window is equal to 100 msec.
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F ig u re  5.11. Sim ilar to Figure 5.10. The lengths of the sliding windows used to 
compute the polarization angles for rotating each pair vary from 140 msec, to 220 
msec, by an increment of 20 msec., respectively, the split wavelets w ithin the two 
windows 2.4-2.6 sec. and 3.2-3.5 sec. are well separated, as the length of the moving 
window is greater than or equal to the length of the two split wavelets.
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F i g u r e  5 .1 2 .  (a) Maximum energy versus first largest e igenvalue; (b) minimum 
energy versus second largest eigenvalue. All the attributes have been computed over 
the window 2.4-2.6 sec with a sliding window of 120 msec.
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(a) Window=160 msec. Step=4msec.
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(b) Window=160 msec. Step=4msec.
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(c) Window=160 msec. Step=4msec.
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F ig u r e  5 .1 3 .  Instantaneous largest and second largest eigenvalues with increasing 
dashed lines and the instantaneous polarization angle ( computed from equations 5.13) 
with solid line, calculated over the three windows: 1.3-1.6 sec, 2.4-2.8 sec, 3.2-3.6 
sec, respectively, using the same input data as for obtaining Figure 5.3. The 
com parison of the two Figures shows a stra ightforw ard sim ilarity between the 
a ttr ib u tes .
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Figure 5.14. Filtered horizontal seismograms, traces 1 and 2 of Figure 2.3, by the 
energy filter computed using the covariance matrix. The length of the moving window 
varies from 60 msec, to 180 msec., by an increment of 20 msec., to get 7 pairs of 
filtered seismograms, (1,2), (3 ,4 )...........  (13,14).
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F igu re  5.15. Filtered horizontal seismograms, traces 1 and 2 of Figure 2.3, by the 
polarization filter. The length of the moving window corresponding to each filtered pair 
of se ism ogram s are 100 msec, 124 msec, 140 msec, 164 msec and 204 msec, 
respectively, from right to left. The polarization filter is not suitable for azimuthal 
anisotropic media
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QUADRANT 1QUADRANT 2
CRACK ST RI KE
QUADRANT 4QUADRANT 3
F ig u re  5 .16 . The plane of the acquisition coordinate fram e (ox.oy) is d ivided into 4 
quadrants.In this example, the crack strike is within the quadrants 1 and 3 at angle 6 from 
the survey line; the normal to it is within the quadrants 3 and 4 at angle from th survey line, 
the angle of rotation is 71— 6 =  (p+ 71 /  2.
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F ig u re  5.17. Application of the energy filte r using equation 5.16, over the horizontal 
seismograms recorded along the survey line 3 at 75 m offset (Figure 4.1) by using an in-line 
shear source. In this case the amplitude of the fast shear is smaller than that of the slower 
one. This Figure shows 14 seismograms which are grouped into 7 pairs, from right to left; (1, 
2); (3, 4) through (13, 14). Each pair represents the rotated radial and the rotated 
transverse, respectively. The length of the moving window used to compute the instantaneous 
polarization angle for rotating the original data varies from 40 msec to 160 msec., 
respectively. It is seen that the separation of the split wavelets is neither dependent on the 
length of the moving window nor on the amplitude of the fast shear.
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CHAPTER 6
Application of energy attributes and Energy Filter 
to BIRPS data
6.1 INTRODUCTION
A three component deep seismic survey was carried out near 
Consett in England by CGG (Compagnie Generale de Geophysique) 
company in September 1988 for BIRPS (British Institution 
Reflection Profile Syndicate). The three hole technique for 
generating shear waves was attempted. Unfortunately, the sidehole 
shots did not generate shear waves with opposite polarization 
directions and normal to the survey line.
Using the energy of the rotated trace it is shown that
i) The sidehole shots are identical and produce the same amount 
of shear energy.
ii) Individual shots at the same shotpoint did produce shear 
energy and polarization varies randomly with offset. This may be 
due to an explosive source producing random shear polarization, 
because of the complexity of an explosion, artd to the complex 
interaction of the earth with seismic shear waves and the free 
surface.
iii) The polarization filter and the energy filter are applied to 
shot records for comparison. Energy attributes computed from 
zero-offset data confirmed the theoretical promises in using those 
attributes to assess anisotropy.
6.2 DATA ACQUISITION
The three hole technique for generating shear waves were 
attempted on the South-North line 1 (Figure 6.1). The three holes 
had been aligned along East-West direction, i.e., perpendicular to
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the survey line.
For most shotpoints three holes with 20kg of dynamite were
detonated. Some shot points used 5 holes oriented West-East-
»
North-South with respect to the centre. The charge of the central 
hole was varied from 10kg to 20kg. The use of 5 holes in some 
shotpoints was an attempt to recover the direction of the 
anisotropy axes using Alford's 1986 or Thomsen's algorithm. In 
some shot points when the central shot was fired the charge in the 
side holes blew simultaneously with it. Shot point numbers 
increase from North to South. Three separate colored parallel 
electrical cables recorded each component of the triphone 
receivers, and connected to the SN 368 LXU recording unit.
Each receiver station comprises 6 triphones connected in series 
and put in-line with a geophone interval of 4 m. Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
show the position of each station and that of each shotpoint for the 
three survey lines, respectively.The survey lines were not quite 
straight lines, however, the orientations of the horizontal 
receivers were fixed with respect to the geographical 
orientations.
The recording unit may record up to 360 traces per shot, i.e. 360 
active channels. Channels 1 to 120 are for cross-line components 
(East-West); channels 121 to 240 for vertical components and 
channels 241 to 360 for in-line components (North-South).
The spread length comprised 120 groups (each group made of 6 
triphones) or 120 stations; the group interval was 50 m; the 
recording sampling rate was 4 ms and the recording length was 32 
sec.
6.3. PROCESSING STEPS
The generation of shear waves with two opposite polarization 
direction from the East and West shot at each shot point proved to 
be unsuccessful. This can simply be demonstrated by subtracting 
two traces, either the transverse or the radial ones, recorded by
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the same receiver from the two opposite shots. If the two shots 
generate shear wave with opposite polarization directions, it is 
expected that shear events will be enhance^ because of their 
opposite polarity; otherwise the two subtracted traces give a 
nearly dead trace.
Another alternative in looking at this problem is by either adding 
or subtracting those traces and computing the variation of the 
energy of the trace versus angle of rotation of the resulting 
horizontal traces. This gives an insight on how much shear energy 
is released and its probable direction of polarization. If the two 
generated shear waves are of opposite polarization direction the 
maximum value of the energy of the trace will be extremely large. 
The angle of rotation for which this value is computed may be 
considered as the direction of polarization of the two shear 
sources as it will be demonstrated in the following.
A composite trace is computed by either adding or subtracting 
the traces recorded from the two opposite shots at the same 
station by the same receiver. Figure 6.3 shows the energy of the 
trace versus angle of rotation of the rotated composite radial 
trace, computed from the two radial traces recorded at offset 250 
m. When the two traces are added the energy of the composite trace 
increases with the angle of rotation until a maximum is attained, 
at 50°. However, when they are subtracted the energy of the rotated 
composite trace is nearly zero for all angles of rotation.
As the two side holes did not generate expected shear waves and 
are similar to the centre shot (as demonstrated below), vertical 
stack of the three shots has been done and the data have been 
sorted in CDP gathers with a CDP interval equal to 25 m. The 
processing sequence carried out by CCG consisted mainly of 
amplitude recovery (spherical divergence), predictive deconvolution 
with operator length 180 ms and a gap of 42 ms, band pass- 
filtering. However, the processed shear data does not match the 
quality of P-wave data.
In contrast to the P-wave data, S-waves are randomly polarized
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(Figure 6.5 & 6.6) within a CDP gather and may not stack properly. 
Besides, shear energy released from an explosive source is far less 
than P-wave energy. The former one may be minimized by applying 
the energy filter (paragraph 6.5) to the data at the first stage of 
the processing, and the latter one may be resolved by using proper 
shear source generators.
6.4. BIRPS DATA ANALYSIS.
Figure 6.4 shows three graphs energy of the rotated radial trace 
versus angle of rotation computed using the horizontal traces 
recorded at 250 m offset, of the three shot holes West, East and 
Centre of shotpoint 11. It is seen that the West and the East are 
identical as it is confirmed by similar plots from other traces and 
produce more shear energy than the central shot, since their charge 
(20kg in each hole) is twice that of the centre. The similarity of 
the three shots is clearly evidenced by observing that the angle of 
rotation giving the maximum value of the energy of the rotated 
trace from all the three shots is 50°.
The variation of the energy percentage with offset for the 
radial, the transverse and the vertical components is seen on 
Tables 5.1 & 5.2 of West shots of shot points 11 'and 14. There is a 
clear evidence that the energy percentage of the transverse 
component decreases with increasing offset until a certain limit 
where it seems to begin to increase again.
Figure 6.5a, b shows the variation of the polarization direction 
with offset computed taking the data length as the window, i.e. 
23.8 sec. These are polar plots of the energy of the rotated radial 
trace versus angle of rotation or azimuth. Polar plots of Figure 6.5a
are from unfiltered data and that of Figure 6.5b is the result after
application of a band pass filter, with the following frequency 
limits: 12-40 Hz for data from 0.0 to 500 ms, and 8-40 Hz for data
from 1.0 to 24 s. The filtering has greatly reduced the effect of
ground roll, which have in general frequencies less than 12 Hz.
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From those two figures, it is seen that the effect of noise on the 
polarization direction is not significant, particularly for strongly 
polarized events fas it is demonstrated by the polar plots of traces 
24 through 120.
The variation of the polarization direction with offset has been 
discussed by Liu & Crampin (1990). However, for near zero offset 
as modelling results in Chapter 4 have demonstrated, if an 
explosive source could create a stable shear source and the 
resulting reflection data could be recorded with high Signal to 
Noise ratio, it is expected that its polarization remains nearly the 
same or its deviation will not be significant at near zero-offset 
traces. This is not the case since polar plots from stations 21, 24 
and 27 show three polarization directions completely different, 
deviating considerably from one another, both for unfiltered and 
filtered data. This demonstrates the real difficulty in trying to 
extract or interpret the polarization direction of the shear energy 
released from an explosive source, since it seems from those 
graphs to be random.
Strong reflected shear events have been identified within the 
windows 13.4-13.6 s. and 15-16 s. Their polar plots may be seen in 
Figure 6.6a, b, respectively. Some of them are well polarized but 
the polarization direction deviates considerably from either the 
axis of the transverse or the radial component (traces 60; 70; 100 
of Figure 6.6a and traces 30; 69; 99 of Figure 6.6b). The others are 
less polarized. The high ellipticity may be due to interference of 
many signals, such as overlap of shear waves resulting from the 
splitting, noise, multiples and scattering.
The degree of ellipticity of the particle motion, may be, as it is 
seen from those examples, exactly described by the energy 
percentage of the maximum and the minimum value of the energy of 
the trace. They may be considered as directly proportional to the 
square root of the major and the minor axes of the ellipse, 
respectively.
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6.5. ENERGY ATTRIBUTES FROM ZERO-OFFSET BIRPS DATA
r
Figure 6.7a, b, represents plots of instantaneous energy attributes 
and the instantaneous energy ratio computed from data recorded at 
250 m and 350 m offsets, respectively, within the window 14-16 
s., to ensure the data used has a vertical raypath and consequently, 
no P-wave energy on the horizontal components. The length of the 
moving window was 140 ms. Although shear energy was produced 
by an explosive source and the earth (Kisslinger et al, 1961; Wright 
& Carpenter, 1962; Geyer & Martner, 1969) some theoretical 
predictions (although based on a horizontally polarized shear 
source) can be seen from the graphs. Those attributes have been 
computed from VSP shear data (Chapter 8) to investigate the 
variation of the time delay between split shear waves.
Figure 6.7a illustrates a higher peak of minimum energy 
attribute within the window 14468-14632 ms, where the energy 
ratio is minimum. The hodogram within this window is shown on 
top left of Figure 6.8, evidencing the existence of two split shear 
wavelets with distinct polarization directions, roughly orthogonal. 
The three remaining hodograms drawn from windows 14000-14180 
ms, 14684-14804 ms and 15000-15224 ms, respectively, chosen 
from Figure 6.7b (receiver offset is 350 m) , where three peaks of 
minimum energy are seen. The last hodogram (bottom right) is more 
complicated, but this is to be expected, as the minimum energy 
attribute within this window is small approximating noise level. 
The others clearly, identify two split shear waves with directions 
of motion roughly orthogonal.
6.6. APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY FILTER TO BIRPS DATA.
It has been shown from synthetic data in Chapter 5 that the energy 
filter may be efficiently used in case of anisotropy due to aligned 
cracks to separate and enhance the two shear waves resulting from
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the splitting. This filter performs well, irrespective of the 
amplitude of the reflected waveform of one of the two shear waves 
when using the instantaneous polarization given by equation 5.15 to 
rotate the horizontal components.
It is commonly thought that crack formation and assymmetric 
camouflets (cavity created in the rock by the expolsion)due to an
explosion are an important source of shear energy. From Figures 6.5
and 6.6 it shown that the directions of polarization of well 
polarized shear waves are neither parallel to the radial nor to the 
transverse axis, even for near-zero offset data. This randomness 
might be due to the complex nature of an explosion, to the 
interaction with the free surface or to the presence of anisotropy. 
In any case, it is thought that rotating the data toward the 
direction of maximum energy, which is a linear process, might 
enhance the Signal to Noise ratio and improve the quality of the 
signal; moreover if there is any splitting, the two split shear 
waves could separate well, as it has been demonstrated on
synthetic data. Consequently, shear data might be well improved, if 
the energy filter is applied.
The energy filter is first applied to a set of data made of 8 
traces (Figure 6.9) from West shot of shotpoint 11, traces 21 to 28, 
recorded at offsets 100 m to 350 m, respectively; the display has 
been confined to the window 14.6- 15.2 s, corresponding to 0.0-0.6 
s in the figure, where some strong shear events have been observed. 
Figure 6.9a, b shows the unrotated radial and transverse
components, respectively; Figure 6.9c, d their rotated versions, the 
instantaneous rotated radial and the instantaneous rotated 
transverse, respectively, using a sliding window of 160 ms length. 
The rotated radial and transverse components have been weighted 
by the energy function and the results are displayed on Figure 
6.10a, b, respectively.
The same set of data is filtered with the polarization filter 
(Montalbetti & Kanasewich 1970) to compare its performance with 
the energy filter. The filtered set of data of the radial and the
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transverse components are shown in figure 6.10c, d, respectively. 
The filtered signals present highly marked distortions. The 
polarization filter is onlyf made to enhance shear waves polarized 
either parallel or normal to the in-line direction. Consequently, 
this filter might be appropriate only in the case of isotropic media 
for near vertical incidence, as polarization direction of shear 
waves changes with offset.
Figure 6.11 shows a portion of a shot gather produced by 
summing three records generated at one shotpoint (shotpoint 11) by 
the multiple hole technique. The in-line traces are shown in Figure 
6.11a and the cross-line traces in Figure 6.11b. Bandpass filtering 
(5-20 Hz) and automatic gain control (AGC) were applied. Attempts 
to improve the quality of these sections by application of rotations 
to the entire trace length, were unsuccessful and actually degraded 
the data.
The instantaneous rotated radial and the instantaneous rotated 
transverse traces (both weighted by the energy function), rotated 
using the instantaneous polarization angle given by equation 5.15, 
are shown in Figure 6.12a, b, respectively. They were computed by 
implementing the energy filter (using the covariance matrix 
method) as a new processor written for Sierra-Seis (Sierra-Seis is 
a trademark of Sierra Geophysics). The processing parameters are 
otherwise identical to those used to produce the sections in Figure 
6.11. The window length were 160 ms. The section in Figure 6.12b 
has events which can be traced nearly across the entire gather, in 
contrast to the pure in-line or the pure cross-line. The events in 
the in-line and the cross-line sections have a curved, discontinuous 
aspect, the events show a little move out as they are from deep 
within the crust, and no attempt has been made to correct for 
statics. Application of the algorithm does result in an improvement 
of the coherency of events on the sections where S-waves are 
recorded.
Application of FK filter before and after application of the 
energy filter is investigated. FK filtering is based on transforming
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data from (x,t) domain into (f,k) domain by a double Fourier 
Transform where f is the frequency and k the wave number, several 
types of filters may be designed by considering the amplitude t 
spectrum of the transformed data, such as low-pass FK filter, 
high-pass FK filter, dip reject filter, etc... The action of an FK 
filter is simply to retain the desired FK components and reject the 
unwanted ones. Such filters are known to possibly enhance 
considerably data quality.
Figure 6.13a shows the amplitude spectrum of the rotated radial 
transverse computed within the window 12.-14.0 sec. A high-pass 
FK filter with the starting and ending k values set to -0.025 and 
0.025, respectively were used to filter the instantaneous rotated 
seismograms. The amplitude spectrum of the FK filtered rotated 
transverse seismograms is shown in Figure 6.13b, where the white 
zone symmetric about the f-axis is rejected. Figure 6.14a, b are the 
instantaneous rotated radial and transverse components, 
respectively, after application of FK filter. Reflections on the FK 
filtered rotated transverse seismograms stands out much more and 
can be followed to longer offset distances, particularly, events at 
approximately 12.5 sec and 12.9 sec, where clear hyperbolic move 
out can be seen. Consequently, a better stacking velocity may be 
determined. ‘
The same high-pass FK filter were applied to:
i) the original data. The resultant sections showed no improvement.
ii) the original data before application of the energy filter, the 
results showed a slight improvement compared to Figure 6.12, but 
the sections showed enhanced broken events with no clear moveout 
as in Figure 6.14b.
6.7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
i) Polarization direction of reflected shear waves generated from 
an explosive source changes randomly with time and offset.
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ii) Although computed from data generated by an explosive source, 
energy attributes confirmed theoretical promises of synthetic data 
and could be of great importance in applying them to data generated 
by horizontal vibrators.
iii) It was found in this case that rotation of entire trace sets did 
not improve the coherency of the data, but rather degraded it. 
However, the application of the energy filter does improve the 
coherency of a shot record. Unfortunately, we have not been 
supplied by static correction values and the velocity functions to 
try to apply it to CDP gathers and consequently derive a seismic 
section to be compared to the one obtained by the application of the 
conventional processing algorithms.
iv) Application of an FK filter on the instantaneously rotated 
seismograms does result in enhancing considerably shear data 
quality. S-waves generated from an explosive source and converted 
PS waves are split when entering an anisotropic medium. Both S- 
waves have different moveout (a non hypebolic moveout for the PS 
waves) and may be recorded by the same receiver. It is thought that 
split shear waves from both S-waves are separated after 
application of the energy filter and some of the separated split 
shear waves of mode converted PS waves may map near the f-axis 
of the FK amplitude spectrum. *
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F igu re  6.1. Three survey lines. Line 1 is oriented N orth-South; firs t receiver 
station is numbered 102 at the top of the line.
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F igure  6.2. Shotpoint positions . Shot point number 1 is positioned at the top of the 
survey line 1. the direction of progress for line 1 is from North to S*outh.
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Figure 6.3
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F igu re  6.3. Energy of the trace of the rotated radial component recorded at offset 
250 m versus angle of rotation. The lines joining the empty circles and the filled 
rectangles are from the horizontal components of the two side shots of shot point 11. 
the lines joining the empty rectangles and the filled circles are from the composite 
traces, obtained by adding and subtracting the horizontal components from the two 
opposite shots, respectively.
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F igure  6.4. Energy of the trace of the rotated radial component recorded at offset 
250 m versus angle of rotation of the three shots, West, Center and East of shot 
point 11. Lines joining the empty circles, filled circles and empty rectangle are that 
of the West, East and the center shots, respectively.
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F igure  6.5. Polar plots Energy of the trace of the rotated radial component computed 
over the whole data length versus angle of rotation at different offsets. 6.5a is from 
unfiltered data; 6.5b that of from filtered data by a bandpass filter (see text).
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Trace 24, offset 250 m.T ra c e  10, o ffse t -1650  m T race  20, o ffse t -1250 m Trace 21, offaet 100 m.
T ra ce  30, o ffse t -850  m Trace  40, o ffse t -450 m
T ra c e  50, o ffse t -50  m Trace 60, o ffset 350 m
Tra ce  70. o ffse t 750 m Trace  80, o ffset 1150 m
T ra ce  90, o ffse t 1550 Trace 100, o ffset 1950
T ra ce  27, o ffse t 400  m.
Trace  34, o ffs e t 7 50  m.
Trace  30, o ffse t 550  m.
Trace  39, o ffse t 1000  m.
T ra c e  54, o ffs e t 1700  m.
T ra ce  84, o ffse t 3200  m
T race  69, o ffse t 245 0  m.
Trace  99, o ffse t 395 0  m.
(a) (b)
F igu re  6.6, Same as Figure 6.5. (a) are polar plots computed over the window 
13.4-13.6 sec; (b) computed over the window 15.0-16.0 sec., respectively.
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F ig u re  6.7. Plots of the instantaneous energy attributes and the energy ratio 
computed from BIRPS data recorded at 250 m (a) and 350 m (b) offsets, respectively, 
using a 140 msec s lid ing w indow. The instan taneous m aximum energy, the 
instantaneous minimum energy and the energy ratio are with increasing dashed lines and 
solide line, respectively.
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F igu re  6.8. First hodogram (a) from window 14464-14644 ms chosen from Figure 6.7a. 
The three other are hodograms (b), (c) and (d) from windows 14000-14180 ms, 14684- 
14804 ms and 15000-15224 ms, respectively, chosen from Figure 6.7b where the energy 
ratio is small and an appreciable minimum energy.
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Figure  6.9. Traces 1 to 8 correspond to traces 21 to 28 (see text), respectively, (a) 
and (b) are the original data (unrotated) of the radial and the transverse components, 
respectively; (c) and (d) are their rotated versions, the rotated radial and rotated 
transverse seismograms, respectively.
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Figure 6.10. Traces 1 to 8 correspond to traces 21 to 28 (see text), respectively, 
(a) and (b) are the filtered versions of the original data of Figure 6.9a, b by the energy 
filter, i.e. rotated radial and rotated transverse seism ogram s, respective ly, then 
weighted by the energy function, (c) and (d) are their filtered counterparts by the 
polarization filter, where the signal is seen to be distorted.
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CHAPTER 7
Testing the energy filter on, vibroseis data
7.1. INTRODUCTION
A three-component seismic reflection profile with offsets of up to 
10 km was shot during April-May 1992 through the Russian Kola 
superdeep well by the Department of Geology & Applied Geology of 
University of Glasgow, working with the Universities of Wyoming, 
USA, Bergen, Norway and several other Russian organizations. The 
problem addressed is the origin of seismic reflector layering in the 
crystalline crust seen almost wherever crustal CDP reflection 
lines are obtained. However, this chapter deals with the application 
of the Energy Filter on some shot files to assess its possible 
contribution in enhancing the quality of shear wave data generated 
from vibroseis source. The data processed shows that the filter 
improves the coherency of a shear shot record and can be used to 
separate split shear waves. The particle motions in the horizontal 
plane of some reflected events, which have been improved after 
application .of the energy filter showed that somd of the hodograms 
look elliptical and others have a more or less crucifix form, due 
probably to the interference of two shear events.
7.1. LOCATION OF THE AREA
The Kola region is located in the North-West of Russia, above the 
Arctic Circle, as shown in Figure 7.1, bounded in the West and in 
South by Norway and Finland, respectively. The star indicates the 
site of the borehole, the superdeep well SG-3, where crustal 
seismic reflection and new VSP data were acquired. The well has 
been drilled to over 12 km and is intended to go to 14 km, after 
which the hole will be converted into a geological observatory.
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7.3. ACQUISITION OF SEISMIC DATA
The location of the main seismic line is shown in Figure 7.2, 
trending NN-SS. The final spread position was the superdeep well, 
as indicated by a star in the Figure. Thin lines in Figure 7.2 are 
geological boundaries and existing seismic and electrical profiles.
The geophones were oriented Up-North-East. The vertical 
component was recorded on strings of 12 geophones spread about 
40 m. The horizontal components were recorded on single three- 
component geophones with the vertical disconnected, buried 
generally 1 m under the snow layer. The group interval was 50 m.
Vibrator points were at 100 m intervals, i.e., every second 
geophone station. Generally 8 vibroseis sweeps were used per 
vibrator (the vibrator vibrates vertically, thus generating only P- 
waves) position with a move up of 5 m per sweep, each sweep being 
20 seconds long extending from 10 to 60 Hz. The recording time for 
each sweep was 40 s. Three vibrators with 20 m between each one 
formed a vibrator array; for the first sweep, the front was at the 
flag. The number of stations increased from South to North.
Three MDS-10's were used to record data at the sample rate of 4 
ms.. Generally two auxiliary traces were used: bne for time_break
and the other for the sweep vibrator. Data were recorded on
channels 1 to 90 in the following order: Vertical, In-line, Cross­
line.
7.4. APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY FILTER.
The data are derived from exabyte tapes created in the field for
quality control. This should be regarded as a preliminary test for
complete shear wave processing after the complete data set has 
been demultiplexed.
The data have been correlated using the sweep trace and, the 
files corresponding to each vibrator position are summed to obtain
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a single shot file. Figure 7.3 is a display of the first 5 shot files 
corresponding to vibrator positions 635, 637, 639, 641 and 643, 
respectively, within the window 4.0 -6 .0  s, representing the
t
seismograms recorded by the transverse component ( the data has 
been band-pass filtered by 10-35 Hz before and after application of 
AGC with a 350 ms window). As it is inferred from this Figure, 
nearly no continuous events are exhibited in files 1, 2 and 3. 
However, some good events are evident within shot files 4 and 5. 
The presence of random continuous events on the transverse 
component for successive shot files has been observed in almost 
all shot files, on which the search for shear events has been 
carried out. Figure 7.4 testify to this, where the transverse 
seismograms of shot files 12 to 17 corresponding to vibrator 
positions 663, 665, 667, 669, 671 and 673, respectively,
resequenced as 1 to 6, are displayed within the window 4.0-6.0 s.
Among the 20 files studied, continuous events on the transverse 
component are almost absent above 7.0 s of recording time, except 
for file 5, shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 (first plot in each figure are 
the recorded radial and the recorded transverse seismograms, 
respectively), where some possible shear events may be seen. The 
records indicate poor to moderate quality data to 5 s, declining 
rapidly below this. *
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 are the result of the application of the 
energy filter on shot file 5 (vibrator position 643) with different 
window lengths. These are the rotated radial and rotated 
transverse seismograms, respectively. The first plot in each 
figure are the original data, i.e., the radial and the transverse 
seismograms of shot file 5 over which the energy filter has been 
tested using window lengths of 40, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 400 ms, 
respectively. It is inferred from both figures that a window length 
comprised between 160 ms and 260 ms might be appropriate to 
improve the coherency of some shear events. For example, reflected 
events in Figure 7.6 within windows 11.0-11.2 s, 11.2-11.4 s and 
window 12.3-12.5 s, have become more apparent. Improved events
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in Figure 7.5 may be seen within windows 11.3-11.4 s and 11.7- 
11.9 s; others have vanished such as events within windows 11.0- 
11.2 s and 12.3-12.5 s. However, those events become apparent in 
Figure 7.6 with improved coherency.
Events which have become less coherent after application of the 
energy filter, and can still be seen on the rotated radial and the 
rotated transverse seismograms, might have either weaker 
amplitudes (data quality problem) or random polarization  
directions, i.e., the polarization direction of reflected events by the 
same reflector recorded along the seismic line changes randomly in 
space within large limits. Noise interference might also contribute 
to that, and it is thought that shear wave interaction with the 
earth is complex.
The application of the energy filter with a 160 ms moving 
window on shot files 12 to 17, resequenced as 1 to 6, respectively 
is shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, representing the rotated radial and 
the rotated transverse seismograms, respectively. Note the 
particular improvement of the coherency for events in shot files 2 
and 3 in Figure 7.8 within the window 4-4.2 s. Those events are 
also apparent in Figure 7.7 but weaker and less coherent. By looking 
at the arrival time of those two events in both Figures, it is clearly 
seen that the events in Figure 7.8 are ahead by approximately _40 ms 
from those two events in in Figure 7.7. To determine if there is any 
time delay between other events in the rotated radial and the 
rotated transverse seismograms is difficult because of the 
weakness or absence of coherency in the rotated seismograms.
Further investigations have been carried out by looking at the 
particle motions in the horizontal and the vertical plane within 
some selected windows. Figure 7.9 shows the particle motion in 
the horizontal and the vertical plane within window 4.54-4.64 s of 
seismograms 37, 40, 46 and 55, respectively of shot file 2 in 
Figure 7.4. The program for plotting hodograms was written for 
BIRPS data which are recorded in a different order compared to 
Kola data. Consequently, the axes (Y, Z, X) in BIRPS case become (Z,
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X, Y) for Kola data. The hodograms within the horizontal plane in 
this Figure are more or less elliptical but show the presence of 
shear motion, particularly the last two ones.
The hodograms in the horizontal plane within the window 4.04- 
4.16 s of shot file 14 (file 3 in Figure 7.4), where two split shear 
waves have identified after application of the energy filter with 
the coherency improved on the rotated transverse are shown in 
Figure 7.10. They are plotted from three-component seismograms 
37, 46, 49, 52, 55 and 64, respectively. Clearly, two distinct 
motions may be seen from each hodogram, but their orthogonality is 
not evident. Figure 7.11 are particle motions plotted over the 
window 4.44-4.6 s of the three component seismogrammes 34, 40, 
49 and 61, respectively of shot file 4 Figure 7.4. Within this 
window the seismic event is apparent, but weak and less coherent 
on the rotated transverse seismograms (Figures 7.8) and vanishes 
on the rotated radial seismograms (Figure 7.7). The hodograms look 
rather elliptical. Hodograms are always difficult to interpret, 
because of the effect of interfering waves.
7.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This simple experiment has demonstrated the*robustness _of the 
energy filter in improving the coherency of shear wave data, and in 
dealing with anisotropy, particularly the possibility of obtaining 
two shear seismic sections. However, for shallow data recorded 
with non zero offset, the filter should be used with care, as it was 
designed for separating split shear waves and enhancing vertically 
reflected shear waves.
It is well known that in an isotropic medium the polarization of 
shear source, which is neither pure SV nor pure SH rotates as 
offset increases (Liu & Crampin, 1990), thus creating SV and SH 
waves travelling with the same velocity. In this case the 
application of the energy filter by rotating the horizontal 
seismograms sample by sample, using the instantaneous
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polarization angle given either by equation 5.13 or equation 5.14 is 
very useful and may lead to an enhanced shear record, as the 
polarization direction of shear waves resulting from an explosive 
or vertical vibroseis source is random in time and space, as 
demonstrated in chapter 5.
By applying the energy filter, split shear waves have been 
separated and identified on shot records, some with improved 
coherency such as events in shot files 13 and 14 ( resequenced as 2 
and 3, respectively) within window 4.00-4.200 s. However, 
identification is not obvious in other shot records, as some events 
become less coherent or vanish from one of the rotated 
seismograms or from both. Bad data quality can contribute to poor 
performance of the technique. Also the method will be affected by 
waves with horizontal component of motion such as ground roll, 
elliptically polarized waves or P-waves with non vertical 
incidence and converted PS waves. It is suggested to use the P- 
Wave Filter (PWF) stated by equation (3.6) in chapter 3 prior to the 
energy filter. Also F-K filter can be used to attenuate ground roll. 
Editing and static correction followed by a broad bandpass filtering 
should be addressed at the early stage of the processing.
The instantaneous rotation angle computed using equation 5.15 
is kept constant until the moving window tjoes through the 
composite split wavelet. Hence, the composite wavelet is rotated 
by this angle. Consequently, if the time delay between two splitting 
wavelets is long enough, say, longer than the length of a wavelet, 
which might be the case for deep reflection data, this technique 
can deal easily and automatically with multiple splitting, a case in 
which techniques published so far fail to do.
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KOLA
SCOTLAND
Figure 7.1. Location of the Kola region. The star indicates the site surveyed.
£ k
Figure 7.2. Location of main seismic reflection line through Kola superdeep well (star). 
Thin lines are geological boundaries and existing seismic and electrical profiles.
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F igu re  7.9 Particle motions in the horizontal and vertical planes plotted over the 
window 4.54-4.64 s of the three-component seismograms, 37, 40, 46 and 55, 
respectively, of shot file 13 (file 2 in Figure 7.4). the axes named Y, Z and X are X, Y and 
Z for Kola data, respectively (see text).
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Figure 7.10. Particle motions in the horizontal plane plotted over the window 4.04- 
4.160 s of the three-component seismograms 37, 46, 52, 55, 64 and 70, respectively, 
of shot file 14 (file 3 in Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.11. Particle motions in the Horizontal and the vertical planes plotted over the 
window 4.44-4.6 s of the three-component seismograms 34, 40, 49 and 61, 
respectively, of shot file 4 in Figure 7.4.
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CHAPTER 8
Processing VSP shear wave data with the energy 
filter and computing seismic anisotropy attributes.
8.1. INTRODUCTION
The energy filter was tested on shear wave VSP data acquired by 
British Petroleum at their test site at Devine, Texas, using the 
multisource multireceiver acquisition technique.
It has been shown in chapter 5 that the polarization angle of the 
fast shear wave may be computed as the moving window slides
down the two horizontal seismograms. Consequently, the radial
component may be rotated to coincide with either the direction of 
polarization of the fast shear wave or the direction of polarization 
of the slow shear wave, depending on whether the fast shear is 
polarized within REGION 1 and REGION 3 (angle of rotation
(p= k -  0, where 0 is the polarization angle of the fast shear wave
relative to in-line direction), or within REGION 2 and REGION 4 
(angle of rotation (p= k / 2 +  0), of the coordinate frame. This 
leads to the separation of the two split shear waves irrespective 
of their amplitudes and the constraint on the length of the moving 
window to contain both split shear wavelets is also removed, as 
the length of the moving window can be as small as 20 ms as 
demonstrated on synthetic data. The two split shear waves were 
assumed to be orthogonally polarized.
The data recorded from each shear source were rotated toward
the anisotropy axes. The result is a two-by-two (2x2) rotated data
matrix. The two elements of the first column of the rotated data
matrix were summed to produce the resultant rotated seismograms. 
The two elements of the second column were subtracted to give the 
resultant rotated transverse seismograms. Both Downgoing and
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Upgoing waves from zero- and offset- VSP S-wave data have been 
processed. In both cases the coherency and the resolution were 
improved on the final processed data, and a mis-tie can be seen 
between the resultant rotated radial and transverse seismograms. 
The energy attributes (or the eigenvalue attributes) and the 
instantaneous polarization angle have been computed to investigate 
the time delay and the direction of anisotropy axes.
8.2. DATA ACQUISITION
8.2.1. Source positions
VSP data were acquired by BP at the Divine Test Site in Texas 
between June 19th and 27th, 1989. The basic survey geometry is 
illustrated in Figure 8.1. An ARIS source, three LRS-1300 three 
component VSP sondes and three wireline trucks, two Mertz model 
12 vibrators and a DFSV recording system were used.
Five source locations (S1 to S5 in Figure 8.1) were occupied by a 
vertical vibroseis source with an additional impulsive source being 
deployed at the zero offset positions S1, S2 and S4. The impulsive 
source was the ARCO ARIS, a powerful inclined weight drop source, 
which is capable of producing P, SV and SH energy. The ARIS source 
was oriented along the line joining the three Wellheads such that 
an SV equivalent source could be produced by subtracting the 
signals generated by blows "backward" (i.e. to the South-East) from 
those recorded for "forward" blows (to the North-West). Similarly, 
subtracting signals for blows to the left from blows to the right 
should generate an SH equivalent source, while source generated 
shear energy is minimized by summing all 4 blows at a given level 
giving a P-wave equivalent source.
8.2.2. Receiver locations
The LRS-1300 three component sondes were deployed  
simultaneously in wells Wilson-4, Wilson-2 and Wilson-9. For each
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source position VSP data were acquired from the bottom of the 
well (2950 ft in Wilson-9, 2850 ft in Wilson-2 and 2800 ft in 
Wilson-4), to a depth fOf 750 ft at 25 ft intervals, with additional 
check-shot levels acquired at 50 to 100 ft intervals between 750 
ft and the surface.
The horizontal components of LRS-1300 three component sonde 
are oriented parallel and perpendicular to the clamping arm, 
respectively, for zero offset data. In each gather trace 1 is the 
vertical; trace 2 parallel to the clamping arm; trace 3 
perpendicular to the clamping arm. For offset S-wave, data were 
rotated using incident P: trace 1 is the vertical; trace 2 the in-line 
horizontal and trace 3 the cross-line horizontal.
8.2.3. Basic acquisition parameters
For the ARIS, 4 pops were shot at each level, and the record length 
was 3 s. Care was taken to note the small time delays between 
blows in different directions at a single level, so that these can be 
corrected for, and optimal P/SV/SH stacks produced. The timing 
differences are generally small (less than 1 ms) but increase as the 
surface beneath the base plate becomes more compacted and the 
wheels of the ARIS start touching the grourtd. All data, were 
recorded at a sample rate of 2 ms, anti-alias filter to 180 Hz and 
the low cut filter out.
8.2.4. Quality control in the field
ARIS timing and general record quality, which was carried out by 
the DFSV operator in the recording truck was carefully controlled. 
When problems were detected, the source was adjusted or the tool 
reclamped as appropriate, and the shot repeated immediately. The 
major problem encountered in quality was the presence of severe 
ringing on the H2 (horizontal perpendicular to the clamping arm) 
component for many levels. A number of attempts were made to
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isolate and remove this resonance, but none met with consistent 
success.
r
8.3. DATA PROCESSING
The zero offset shear data processed was acquired at well Wilson- 
2 (Figure 8.1), with the ARIS source located at point S2, 61 feet 
from the well. The original data were filtered with a bandpass 
filter of 10/24-45/72 Hz. FK filtering have been used to separate 
downgoing waves from upgoing waves. Within (f,k) domain upgoing 
waves, which slope downwards from left to right in (x,t) domain 
map to the negative quadrant in (f,k) domain while the downgoing 
waves sloping upwards in the (x,t) domain map to the positive 
quadrant, by zeroing, say, the negative quadrant to design the 
amplitude spectrum of the filter then transforming back the 
filtered data into (x, t) domain, downgoing waves are obtained. The 
characteristics of shear wave splitting will not be affected after 
Velocity filtering (Campden, 1991), i.e. polarization diagrams are 
found to be similar after FK filtering. Figure 8.2 shows downgoing 
waves recorded from both shear sources. This Figure is a two-by- 
two (2x2) S-wave data matrix, i.e., XX (in-line source in-line 
receiver); XY (in-line source cross-line receiver); YX (cross-line 
source cross-line receiver); YY (cross-line source cross-line 
receiver). The in-line receiver direction is parallel to the clamping 
arm and the cross-line receiver is normal to it. No information is 
available on the position of the clamping arm.
Figure 8.3 shows two horizontal orthogonal shear sources, F1 
and F2, normal and parallel to the in-line direction, respectively. 
Each one when propagating vertically in an azimuthally anisotropic 
medium splits along the anisotropic axes into a fast S-wave and a 
slow S-wave, with the fast one polarized along the direction of 
maximum horizontal compressive stress or crack strike direction. 
Data from each shear source are rotated automatically using 
equation 5.15 toward the direction of principal axes of anisotropy,
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by computing the polarization angle of the fast shear wave (as the 
moving window slides down the horizontal seismograms searching 
for the direction of anisotropy axes relative to the in-line 
direction). The rotation angle is either equal to n -  0 or n!  2 +  d,  
depending on whether the fast shear wave is polarized within 
region 1 and region 3, or within region 2 and region 4 (see Figure 
8.3), of the recording coordinate frame. The in-line component is 
always rotated toward the axis of anisotropy confined to region 1 
and region 3, which can be either the direction of the crack strike 
or the normal to it. Figure 8.4. shows the rotated two-by-two 
(2x2) S-wave data matrix obtained using a moving window of 60 ms 
length, i.e., XRX (in-line source rotated radial); XRY (in-line source 
rotated transverse); YRX (cross-line source rotated radial) and YRY 
(cross-line source rotated transverse), consequently, no rotation is 
applied to the shear sources, only data from each shear source are 
instantaneously rotated toward the direction of anisotropy axes.
It is inferred from Figure 8.3 that summing the rotated radial 
seismograms represented by the vectors FS1 and FS2 or the first 
column of the rotated data matrix, resulting from the splitting of 
both orthogonal shear sources, will give the seismograms of the 
propagating fast shear wave within the anisotropic medium. 
Similarly, subtracting the rotated transvefse seismograms 
represented by the vectors SS1 and SS2 or the second column of the 
rotated data matrix, will give the seismograms of the propagating 
slow shear wave. However, in practice the direction of the crack 
strikes are not known and the seismograms of the rotated radial 
components from both shear sources could be the seismograms of 
the propagating slow shear wave, if the fast shear wave is 
polarized within region 2 and region 4 of the recording coordinate 
frame. Figure 8.5a represents the resultant rotated seismograms 
resulting from the summation (after reversing the polarity of the 
rotated radial traces to confirm with Figure 8.3) of the rotated 
radial seismograms obtained from both orthogonal shear sources, 
similarly, Figure 8.5b is the resultant rotated transverse derived
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from the subtraction of the rotated transverse seismograms 
obtained from both shear sources. Figure 8.5c is the juxtaposition 
of the resultant rotated ifadiai and the resultant rotated 
transverse, respectively. A mis-tie can be clearly seen between the 
seismic horizons. Compared to the original data, both the resolution 
and the coherency have been improved, particularly of the first 
direct waves. The effect of ringing on the original transverse 
seismograms is no longer apparent on the final processed data. This 
noise disappeared after rotating the data from both shear sources 
toward the axes of anisotropy, as shown from the rotated data 
matrix in Figure 8.4.
Figure 8.6 shows the two-by-two (2x2) upgoing S-wave data 
matrix pass-band filtered by 10/24-45/72 Hz. Observe the 
considerable similarity between XY (in-line source crossline 
receiver and YX (cross-line source in-line receiver) elements of the 
data matrix; also, there is a severe ringing on the YY element 
extending down to 2 s. The noise on the upper part of the first 
arrivals has been muted.
The rotated two-by-two upgoing S-wave data matrix is shown 
on Figure 8.7. No ringing can be seen on any element of the rotated 
data matrix; and the coherency of the YRY element (rotated 
transverse-cross-line source) has been improved. Figure 8.8a and 
8 .8b are the resultant rotated radial and the resultant rotated 
transverse seismograms of upgoing waves, respectively, which are 
much more improved compared to the original ones. Figure 8.8c is 
the juxtaposition, showing a miss-tie between them. It would be 
interesting to construct a seismic image from the processed 
upgoing waves. However, the Department of Geology is not equipped 
with a VSP software.
The offset S-wave data to be processed was recorded in wells 
Wilson-2 and Wilson-9 wells with the shear source positioned at 
point S1, i.e. two offsets of 390 ft and 1020 ft, respectively. The 
unprocessed downgoing S-wave data matrix for each offset are 
shown in Figures 8.9 and 8.10, respectively. They are of better
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quality compared to zero offset data.
The data were processed by the energy filter in the same way as 
zero offset data, using a 60 ms window length. The resultant 
rotated radial and transverse for each offset are shown in Figures 
8.11 and 8.12, respectively. When looking at their juxtaposition, 
both Figures show a miss-tie , with the resultant rotated 
transverse (element to the right), representing the seismograms of 
the propagating fast shear wave; and that miss-tie is increasing 
with offset, as a result of increasing traveltime.
8.4. SEISMIC ATTRIBUTES
Seismic attributes were computed from data recorded in well 
Wilson-2, with a cross-line source located at point S2, 390 ft 
from the well. Figure 8.13 shows the eigenvalue attributes of the 
direct arrivals with the plots of the first eigenvalue on top of the 
second eigenvalue, computed using a 60 ms moving window. The 
attributes were calculated from traces recorded at the top of the 
well (750 ft) down to 975 ft with a 25 ft increment, corresponding 
to traces numbered 85 to 76, respectively. In to contrast with 
synthetic attributes those attributes were plotted with the same 
scale using the SierraSeis package. They shovtf nearly the_same 
features as in synthetic examples; particularly, there is a clear 
time delay between the first and the second eigenvalue attributes 
with the first eigenvalue ahead.
It is not evident from these graphs that the time delay increases 
linearly with depth. Statistical work using regression analysis to 
fit lines or curves to the data would be intersting. Through the 
whole data set, from top to bottom of the well the first eigenvalue 
is ahead. Also, the eigenvalue attributes computed from the 
resultant rotated radial and the resultant rotated transverse are 
similar to Figure 8.3. However, the computation of those attributes 
from an in-line source showed smaller time delays.
Figure 8.14 an 8.15 are the color display of the instantaneous
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polarization angle with the color code on the right, computed from 
data generated by a cross-line and an in-line source, respectively, 
r positioned at point S1, 1020 ft from the well Wilson 9. The color 
coded polarization quantifies the polarization direction by 
reference to the color key. The pictures were taken directly from 
the computer screen, as no versatec color plotter adapted to 
SierraSeis package was available, thus reducing the resolution in 
interpreting with precision those two pictures. Nevertheless, it can 
be seen from both figures that at the onset of the fast shear wave 
indicated by arrowheads, the same blue color appears on both 
figures and extending from the top to the bottom of the well, 
indicating a crack strike oriented 20° to 35° from the in-line 
direction, situated within the quadrants 2 and 4 (see Figure 8.3) of 
the coordinate acquisition frame, confirming that the resultant 
rotated seismograms represent the seismograms of the fast shear 
wave.
It is suggested that for an effective investigation of anisotropy 
the three attributes should be plotted together with, for example, 
the first and the second eigenvalues with dashed lines at the same 
scale, and the instantaneous polarization plotted in a color code.
8.5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
By processing multisource multireceiver S-wave VSP data using 
the energy filter to automatically separate the split shear waves 
resulting from each shear source, the data quality of the downgoing 
and the upgoing waves were improved and two new seismic records 
have been produced. These are the resultant rotated radial and the 
resultant rotated transverse, which in this case, represent the 
seismograms of the propagating slow and fast shear wave, 
respectively.
The technique is shown to be robust, even in the presence of 
noise severe ringing. It is computationally very quick, as it uses 
the covariance matrix to compute the direction of polarization of
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the two split shear waves. Consequently, it can be used on single 
shot files of seismic reflection data before stack, as stacking 
degrades shear wave polarization (Li & Qrampin, 1989)
The Alford technique, the most common rotation technique, is 
time consuming, particularly on reflection data, even on stacked 
data and does not take into consideration the fact that polarization 
of shear waves change with offset. From our experience on BIRPS 
and KOLA data, using the energy filter reduces the computation 
time by more than 40 times compared to the rotation techniques 
which maximize the energy to find the polarization directions of 
the shear waves.
With this method it would be interesting to record shear wave VSP 
data using single source multireceiver acquisition technique, with 
the single source being an SH source, i.e. rotating the horizontal 
components so that the axis of one geophone will be parallel to the 
shear source orientation. The use of two orthogonally polarized 
shear sources may not be adequate for any automated technique, as 
an In-line source results in generating mode converted waves with 
high energy.
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F igu re  8.2. Unprocessed two-by-two (2x2) downgoing zero offset S-wave data 
matrix from well Wilson-2. Shear sources positioned at point S2, 61 ft from the well. 
Noise on the upper part of the first direct arrivals has been muted. XX (in-line source 
in-line receiver; XY (in-line source cross-line receiver); YX (cross-line source in-line 
receiver); YY (cross-line source cross-line receiver).
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REGION 1
SS
REGION 2 F S 2
FS1 crack st r ike
tetha F2
REGION 3 REGION 4SS2
F i g u r e  8 .3 .  Splitting of two orthogonal shear sources along the anisotropy axes, with 
the plane of the coordinate frame (ox, oy) divided into four regions or four quadrants.
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F ig u r e  8 .4 .  Rotated two-by-two (2x2) downgoing zero offset S-wave data matrix 
from well Wilson-2, with the energy filter applied using a moving window of 60 ms 
after muting the noise on the upper part. Applying the energy filter before or after 
muting the noise, makes no difference. XRX (in-line source rotated radial); XRY (in-line 
source rotated transverse); YRX (cross-line source rotated radial); YRY (cross-line 
source rotated transverse)
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23
Figure 8.5. The resultant rotated radial (a) and the resultant rotated transverse (b)
computed from the rotated two-by-two zero offset data matrix; (c) is the juxtaposition 
showing the miss-tie between them.
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Figure 8.7. Rotated two-by-two (2x2) upgoing zero offset S-wave data matrix from 
well W ilson-2, with the energy filter applied using a moving window of 60 ms after 
muting the noise on the upper part. Applying the energy filter before or after muting the 
noise, makes no difference.
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F ig u r e  8 .8 .  The resultant rotated radial (a) and the resultant rotated transverse (b) 
computed from the rotated two-by-two upgoing zero offset data matrix; (c) is the 
juxtaposition showing the miss-tie between them.
01
F igure  8.9. Unprocessed two-by-two (2x2) downgoing offset S-wave data matrix 
from well Wilson-2. Shear source positioned at point S2, 390 ft from the well.
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Figure 8.10. Unprocessed two-by-two (2x2) downgoing offset S-wave data matrix 
from well Wilson-9. Shear source positioned at point S2, 1020 ft from the well.
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Figure 8.11. The resultant rotated radial (a) and the resultant rotated transverse (b) 
computed from the rotated two-by-two 390 ft offset data m atrix; (c) is their 
juxtaposition to show the miss-tie between them.
Figure 8.12. The resultant rotated radial (a) and the resultant rotated transverse (b) 
com puted from the rotated two-by-two 1020 ft offset data matrix; (c) is the 
juxtaposition showing the miss-tie between them.
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CHAPTER 9
9.1. CONCLUSIONS
From synthetic data seismic attributes were computed and filters 
designed for processing three component seismic data.
The apparent azimuth angle may be used to determine crack 
orientation.
The eccentricity is useful for controlling the the polarization 
direction whether it is in the horizontal plane or not. Thus possibly 
using it to determine the tilt angle of a non vertical crack 
geometry.
Shear waves from either explosive or vibroseis sources are 
shown to be random within the horizontal plane of the acquisition 
coordinate frame. Consequently, a filter has been designed using 
the eccentricity to attenuate P-wave energy from the horizontal 
components.
The eigenvalue attributes and the instantaneous polarization angle 
have proven to be useful in assessing azimuthal anisotropy.
The comparison of the graphs from synthetic data of the 
apparent azimuth angle and the instantaneous polarization angle 
suggests that the eccentricity and the apparent azimuth be 
computed using the moving window technique, for smoothing the 
values
A filter for separating split S-waves and enhancing S-waves on 
shot records has been designed. It relies on the instantaneous 
rotation angle calculated from a moving window through the 
shifted horizontal traces (by the length of the moving window). It 
was found that the filter did improve the data quality of shear 
waves, although it were generated by single explosive sources with 
complex polarization.
With the design of the energy filter single source multireceiver 
technique is now possible for imaging the subsurface and studying 
anisotropy.
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9,2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
ti
The separation of split shear waves will be affected by waves with 
horizontal component of motions. These include ground roll, 
elliptically polarized P-waves, P-waves with non vertical 
incidence, mode converted waves SP and PS, which can interfere 
with SS-waves.
Attenuating P-waves or elliptically polarized waves in the 
horizontal components is possible through the use of the P-wave 
filter (PW F). The performance of this filter remains to be 
thoroughly demonstrated. This filter was applied on a small set of 
traces and showed good promises.
The energy filter acts as a time varying rotation process along 
the horizontal seismograms. Therefore it has the potential to deal 
with multiple splitting, particularly for reflection data where 
sufficient time delay may exist between the two split S-waves. 
This can be modelled by using two cracked layers with different 
crack orientations. By varying the thickness of the second layer, 
thereby simulating regional splitting, it is possible to investigate 
the performance and the limits of the method on multiple splitting. 
Also, the energy filter should be applied to shear data acquired 
using the multisource multireceiver technique and compared to 
other techniques; specifically Alford's technique.
When using explosive or vibroseis sources, mode conversion 
waves are recorded in addition to SS-wave data. With a multisource 
multireceiver acquisition technique the in-line source generates 
mode conversions. Consequently, the computation of the rotation 
angle might be erroneous. The single source multireceiver 
technique, however with the shear source normal to survey line, 
could be an ideal geometry for minimizing mode conversions.
In addition, single rotation may not improve data quality, as 
shown from BIRPS data, where polarization direction was observed 
to vary with offset.
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The FORTRAN routines written for this project are listed in the 
following order:
1. COVENRG.
2. I NIT- PHASE MENGS20" of two processors COVRAD and.
COVTRN.
3. EXEC. PHASE "ENGA20' of the processor COVRAD.
4. EXEC. PHASE 'ENGA21 "of the processor COVTRN.
210
PR O G R A M  CO VENRG
C - ..........................................................................................................................................
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE ENERGY ATTRIBUTES,THE INSTANTANEOUS 
C POLARIZATION C ANGLE EACH TIME THE MOVING W INDOW  SUDES DOWN BY A 
CSTEP. ALSO, THE PROGRAM IS USED TO  SEPARATE SPLIT SHEAR WAVES BY 
C INSTANTANEOUSLY ROTATING THE ORIGINAL DATA BY THE INSTANTANEOUS 
C ROTATION ANGLE. THE ROTATION IS CARRIED CLOCKWISE.
C ..................................................................................................................................................
REAL TIM E(6000), B(6000)
REAL R O T X (6000 ),R O T Y (6000 ),X (6000 ),Y (6 000 ),Z (6000 )
REAL X1(6000),Y1 (6 00 0 ),Z1 (6000), S X (6000 ), S Y (6000 )
REAL S1X(6000), S1 Y (6000), ALPHA(6000)
REAL M A X (5000), M IN (5000), R A T IO (5000), B E TA (5 000 ),P O L C O (500 0 ) 
REAL C O FF(5000),E N G R (5000), M A X E N G (5000), M IN E N G (5000)
REAL R A D (180),TR N (180),TO TE N E (180),V E R (180)
REAL D 1(6000), D 2(6000), FT N (6000), V X (6000 ), V Y (6000)
C
INTEG ER P(6000), S (6000), G AM M A(6000)
C
CHARACTER*8 OUTNAME1 .OUTNAME2, OUTNAME3, OUTNAME4, OUTNAME5  
CHARACTERS ANS, ANGMAX, ANGMIN, ANSW ER, RESP, COV, ENRG  
C *
REAL S U M 1, SUM2, SUM3, SUM 4, P R O D 1, PR O D2, PRO D3  
REAL AMAX, AM IN, TETHA, NN 
REAL MX, MY, MXBAR, MYBAR
C
INTEGER ANGLE1, ANGLE2, M1, M2, M3, EN G W  
INTEGER I, J, K, L, N 1 , N2, N3, LL 
INTEGER M, BT, ET, DELT, STEP, LENGTH  
INTEGER N, IA, IV, NMAX, I FAIL
C
PARAMETER (N =2,IA =2,IV =2,IFA IL=0,N M A X =4,LE N G TH =3720,D E LT=4,
+ NN=0.5, STEP=4)
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DO UBLE P R E C IS IO N  A(IA,N), E(NM AX), R(N), V(IV ,N )
DO UBLE PR E C IS IO N  D(N)
C f
EXTERN AL F02ABF
C
P l=3 .1415927
C
C S TE P =D E LT  
C
PR IN T*,'W hat kind of data you want to process '
P R IN T *,T y p e  SYNTH if synthetic data or BIRPS if birps data'
C
R E A D (5 ,W )  ANSW ER
C
if (a n s w e r .e q : s y n t h ') t h e n
c
CALL S Y N TH (X 1, Y1, Z1, (LEN G TH /D ELT)+1)
C
W R IT E (6 ,*) X1 (601), Y1 (601), Z1 (601)
C
EN DIF
C '
IF(ANSW ER.EQ .'B IRPS') THEN
C
CALL B IRPS(Y1, Z1, X1, (LEN G TH /D ELT)+1)
C
EN DIF
C
PR IN T*, 'Enter the filename of the instantaneous rotated radial' C O V 00640
READ(5,'(A)')OUTNAME1
O P E N (U N IT =1 , FILE=O UTNAM E1)
C
PR IN T*, 'Enter the filename of the instantaneous rotated transv.' 
READ(5,'(A)')O UTNAM E2
212
0PEN(UNIT=2, FILE=0UTNAME2)
C
PRINT*, 'Enter the beginning and the ending times of the ’ t
i
PR IN T*, 'window to be processed, BT and E T '
C
READ(5, *) BT, ET
C
PRINT*, 'Enter the length of the moving window'
C
READ(5,*) ENG W
C
W R ITE(6,*)BT/D ELT, ET/DELT
C ....................................................................................................................................................
C  SETTING THE W INDOW  LIMITS OVER WHICH THE ATTRIBUTES ARE COMPUTED.
C ......................................................................................................................................
M1=(BT/DELT)+1
C
IF(ET.G T.(LEN G TH -EN G W )) TH EN  
M 2=((ET-EN G W )/D ELT)
ELSE
M 2=(ET/DELT)
ENDIF
C
M 3=STEP/DELT
C ............................................................................  ....................................................................
C SHIFTING THE DATA BY THE LENGTH OF THE MOVING W INDOW
C ........................................................................................................................................
DO 10 1=1, (ENG W /DELT)-1  
X(l)=0.0  
Y(l)=0.0  
10 CO NTINU E  
C
W RITE(6,*) X(10)
C
213
DO 20 1=1 ,(LENGTH/DELT)+1  
X(I+ENG W /DELT)=X1 (I)
Y(I+ENG W /DELT)=Y1 (I)
20 CO N TIN U E  
C
W RITE(6,*)X(1 +ENG W /DELT)
C
PRINT*,'If you want to use the covariance matrix type C O V  ' 
PRINT*,'If you want to use the energy of the trace type E N R G ’
C
READ(5,'(A)’) RESP  
IF(RESP.EQ .'ENRG ')THEN  
G O  TO  777  
ENDIF
C
IF(RESP.EQ .'CO V')THEN  
GO  TO  888 
ENDIF
C
777  PRINT*,'Enter the Min, Max. angle values and the increment' 
PRINT*, 'for rotation'
READ(5,*)N1, N2, N3 '
C
PRINT*,'Enter the output filenam e for instantaneous attributes:' 
PRINT*,'Maxim um , minimum energy and polarization angle'
C
READ(5,'(A)')OUTNAME1  
O PEN (U N IT = 3, FILE = O U TN A M E 1)
C
PRINT*,'Enter the output filename for energy attributes'
PRINT*,'and their ratio’
READ(5,'(A)')OUTNAME2  
O PEN (UN IT = 4, FILE = O U TNA M E2)
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C COMPUTATION OF THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE ENERGY OF THE TRACE OVER A 
C SPECIFIEDC WINDOW. THE WINDOW SLIDES DOWN BY A SAMPLE RATE EACH 
C TIME THE ENERGY IS COMPUfTED. THE COMPUTATION IS REPEATED FOR THE 
C WHOLE TRACE LENGTH.
C ..............................................................................  ....................................................................
C .......................  ...........................................................................................................................
C ROTATING THE DATA WHITHIN THE MOVING WINDOW TO FIND THE 
C MAXIMUM ENERGY AND CORRESPONDING POLARIZATION ANGLE.
C .......................................................................................................................................................
C .......................................................................................................................................................
DO 30 LL = M1, M2, M3
C
DO 40 I = N1, N2, N3
C
TETHA = l*PI/180.0
C
DO 50 J = 1, (ENGW/DELT)+1
ROTX(J)=COS(TETHA)*X(J+LL-1 )+SIN(TETHA)*Y(J+LL-1) 
ROTY(J)=-SIN(TETHA)*X(J+LL-1 )+COS(TETHA)*Y(J+LL-1)
50 CONTINUE 
C
SUM1=0.0 *
SUM2=0.0
SUM3=0.0
SUM4=0.0
C
DO 60 K=1, (ENGW/DELT)+1
C
PROD1 =ROTX(K)*ROTX(K)
SUM1=SUM1+PROD1
C
PROD2=ROTY(K)*ROTY(K)
SUM2=SUM2+PROD2
C
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C PR0D3=Z(K+LL-1 )*Z(K+LL-1)
C SUM3=SUM3+PROD3
SUM4=SUM4+PROD1 +PR 0D 2
C
60 CONTINUE  
C
RAD((I/N3)+1) = SUM1 
TRN((I/N3)+1) = SUM2 
C VER((I/N3)+1) = SUM3
C TOTENE((l/N3)+1) = SUM4
C
40 CONTINUE  
C
CALL MAXPOS(RAD, ((N2-N1)/N3)+1, AMAX, ANGLE1)
C
CALL MINPOS(RAD, ((N2-N1)/N3)+1, AMIN, ANGLE2)
C
MAX(LL) = AMAX 
MIN(LL) = AMIN 
BETA(LL) = ANGLE1 
RATIO(LL) = AM AX/AM IN
POLCO(LL)= 1 - (AMIN/AMAX)**NN *
C
30 CONTINUE
C .......................................................................................................................................................
C NORMALIZING THE ENERGY ATTRIBUTES. THE MAXMIMUM VALUE OF THE 
C MAXIMUM ENERGY ATTRIBUTE IS SET TO FULL SCALE, WITH THE AMPLITUDES 
C OF THE MINIMUM ENERGY ATTRIBUTE PLOTTED RELATIVE TO THIS VALUE.
C .............................................................................................................................. ....................
CALL MAXPOS2(MAX, M2, AMAX)
C
DO 70 l=M1, M2, M3 
MAXENG(I)=MAX(I)/AMAX 
70 CONTINUE
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c
DO 80 l=M1, M2, M3 
MINENG(I)=MIN(I)/AMAX 
80 CONTINUE  
C
CALL MAXPOS2(RATIO, M2, AMAX)
C
DO 90 l=M1, M2, M3 
ENGR(l)=RATIO(l)/AMAX 
90 CONTINUE  
C
DO 100 l=M1, M2, M3
W RITE(3,‘ ) (l-1)*DELT, MAXENG(I), M INENG(I), BETA(I)
100 CONTINUE  
C
DO 110 l=M1, M2, M3
WRITE(4,*) (l-1)*DELT, MAXENG(I), M INENG(I), ENGR(I)
110 CONTINUE 
C
C DO 120 l=M1, M2, M3
C W RITE(7,*) (l-1)*DELT, MAXENG(I), M INENG(I), POLCO(I)
C120 CONTINUE *
C  ................................................................................................................................
C AUTOMATIC SEPARATION OF THE TWO SPLIT SHEAR WAVES.
C ................................................................................................................................................
DO 130 l= M1, M2, M3 
ALPHA(I)=(BETA(I)*PI)/180.0 
130 CONTINUE
C ...................................................................................................................... ............
C ROTATING THE ORIGINAL SEISMOGRAMS THEN MULTIPLYING THE ROTATED 
C SEISMOGRAMS BY THE ENERGY FUNCTION
C ...................................................................................................................................
DO 140 l= M1, M2, M3
S1 X(l)= COS(ALPHA(l))*X1 (l)+SIN(ALPHA(l))*Y1 (I)
217
S1Y(I)=-SIN(ALPHA(I))*X1(I)+C0S(ALPHA(I))*Y1(I)
SX(I)=S1 X(l)*POLCO(l)
SY(I)=S1Y(I)*P0LC 0(I) f
140 CONTINUE  
C
DO 150 l= M1, M2, M3 
WRITE(1 ,*) SX(I)
150 CONTINUE  
C
DO 160 l= M1, M2, M3 
W RITE(2,*) SY(I)
160 CONTINUE  
C
GO TO 999
C ...................................................................................................................................................................
C COMPUTATION OF THE ATTRIBUTES AND AUTOMATIC SEPARATION OF THE SPUT 
C SHEAR WAVES USING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX.
C ...................................................................................................................................................................
888 PRINT*,'Enter the output filename for instantaneous attributes:'
PRINT*,'Largest eigenvalue, 2sd eigenvalue and pi. angle'
C
READ(5,'(A)')OUTNAME3 ’
OPEN(UNIT = 3, FILE = OUTNAME3)
C
PRINT*,'Enter the output filename for the two eigenvalues and'
PRINT*,' their ratio'
READ(5,'(A)')OUTNAME4 
OPEN(UNIT = 4, FILE = OUTNAME4)
C ..................................................................................................................................................................
C COMPUTATION OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX, ITS EIGENV. AND EIGENVA. OVER A 
C SPECIFIED WINDOW. THIS WINDOW SUDES DOWN BY A SAMPLE RATE EACH TIME 
C THE MATRIX IS COMPUTED. THE COMPUTATION IS REPEATED FOR THE WHOLE TRACE 
C LENGTH.
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c
DO 170 l=M1, M2, M3 
A(1,1)=0.0 
A(1,2)=0.0 
A(2,1)=0.0 
A(2,2)=0.0  
MX=0.0 
MY=0.0
DO 180 J=1, (ENGW/DELT) + 1 
MX=MX+X(I+J-1)
MY=MY+Y(I+J-1)
180 CONTINUE  
C
MXBAR = MX/((ENGW /DELT)+1)
MYBAR = MY/((ENGW /DELT)+1)
C
DO 190 K=1, (ENGW/DELT) + 1
A(1,1 )=A(1,1 )+(X(l+K-1 )-MXBAR)**2
A(1,2)=A(1,2)+(X(l+K-1 )-MXBAR)*(Y(l+K-1 )-MYBAR) 
A(2,1)=A(1,2)
A(2,2)=A(2,2)+(Y(I+K-1 )-MYBAR)**2 *
190 CONTINUE  
DO 200 L=1,2 
DO 210 M =1,2 
A(L,M)=A(L,M)/((ENGW/DELT) + 1)
210 CONTINUE  
200 CONTINUE  
C
CALL F02ABF(AfIA,NfR,V,IVIEfIFAIL)
C
R(1)= ABS(R(1))
R(2)= ABS(R(2))
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C FINDING THE LARGEST EIGENVALUE
C ......................................................................
IF(RCV).GT.R(2)) THEN 
D1(I)=R(1)
D2(I)=R(2)
ELSE
D1(I)=R(2)
D2(I)=R(1)
ENDIF
C COMPUTATION OF THE RECTILINEARITY FUNCTION AND THE POLARIZATION ANGLE.
C
RATIO(I) = D1(l)/D2(l)
C
FTN(I) = 1 - (D2(l)/D1 (l))**NN
C
VX(I) = (V(1,1))
VY (I) = (V(2,1))
c
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'SYNTH')THEN
C
IF((VX(I).GT.O.O.AND.VY(I).GT.O.O).OR.(VX(I).LT.O.O.AND.VY(I) 
+ .LT.0.0)) THEN
BETA(I) = PI - ATAN(VX(I)/VY(I))
ELSE
BETA(I) = PI/2 + (ATAN(VX(I)/VY(I)))
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
IF(ANSWER.EQ.’BIRPS’)THEN
C
IF((VX(I).GT.O.O.AND.VY(I).GT.O.O).OR.(VX(I).LT.O.O.AND.VY(I) 
+ .LT.0.0)) THEN
220
BETA(I) = PI - ATAN(VY(I)/VX(I))
ELSE
BETA(I) = PI/2 + ABS(ATAN(VY(I)/VX(I))) f
ENDIF 
ENDIF
C
170 CONTINUE  
C
CALL MAXPOS2(D1, M2, AMAX)
C
DO 220 l=M1, M2, M3 
D1(I)=D1(I)/AMAX 
220 CONTINUE  
C
DO 230 l=M1, M2, M3 
D2(I)=D2(I)/AMAX 
230 CONTINUE  
C
CALL MAXPOS2(RATIO, M2, AMAX)
C
DO 240 l=M1, M2, M3 
RATIO(l)=RATIO(l)/AMAX '
240 CONTINUE  
C
WRITE(6,*)VX(250), VY(250), BETA(250)
WRITE(6,*)D1 (250), D2(250)
C ..................................................................................................................................................................
C AUTOMATIC SEPARATION OF THE SPLIT SHEAR WAVE.
C ..................................................................................................................................................................
DO 250 l= M1, M2, M3 
GAMMA(I)=BETA(I)*180.0/PI 
250 CONTINUE
C ..................................................................................................................................................................
C ROTATING THE ORIGINAL SEISMOGRAMS, THEN MULTIPLYING THE ROTATED
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SEISMOGRAMS BY THE RECTI LINEARITY FUCTION
C ..........................................................................................................................................................
DO 260 l=M 1 , M2, M3
S1X(I)« COS(BETA(l))*X1(l)+SIN(BETA(l))*Y1(l)
S1 Y(l)= -SIN(BETA(I))*X1 (l)+COS(BETA(l))*Y1 (I)
SX(I)=S1X(I)*FTN(I)
SY(I)=S1 Y(I)*FTN(I)
260 CONTINUE  
C
DO 270 l= M1, M2, M3 
WRITE(1,*) SX(I)
270 CONTINUE  
C
DO 280 l= M 1.M 2, M3 
WRITE(2,*) SY(I)
280 CONTINUE  
C
DO 290 l= M1, M2, M3
W RITE(3,*) (l-1)*DELT, D1(l), D2(l), GAMMA(I)
290 CONTINUE  
C
DO 300 l= M1, M2, M3 '
W RITE(4,*) (l-1)*DELT, D1(l), D2(l), FTN(I)
300 CONTINUE  
C
GO TO 999
C
999 STOP  
END
C
SUBROUTINE SYNTH(B, C, D, M)
C ..............................................................................  ......................................................................
C THIS SUBPROGRAM READS ORIGINAL SYNTHETIC DATA AND PUT INTO ARRAYS TO 
C BE USED FOR COMPUTATION.
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DIMENSION TIME(626), A(626)
DIMENSION B(M), C(M), D(M)
INTEGER R(6000), S(6000)
CHARACTERS FNAME 
INTEGER I, M, N
C
PRINTVEnter the input file name'
READ(5,'(A)')FNAME
OPEN(UNIT = 1, FILE = FNAME, STATUS = 'OLD')
C
PRINT*,'Enter the number of samples to be skipped' 
READ(5,*)N
C
DO 10 I = 1, N 
READ(1,*)
10 CONTINUE  
C
DO 20 I = 1, M
READ(1 ,*) R(l), S(l), TIM E(I), A(l), B(l), C(l), D(l) 
20 CONTINUE  
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE BIRPS(A, B, C, N)
C ............................................................................................................
C THIS PROGRAM READ BIRPS DATA.
C ..................................... .................................................................
DIMENSION A(N), B(N), C(N)
INTEGER M(5940)
INTEGER I, N, L
CHARACTERS FNAME, OUTNAME, RESP
PRINT\'Enter the input filename'
READ(5,'(A)')FNAME
OPEN(UNIT = 1, FILE = FNAME, STATUS = 'OLD')
C
PRINT*,'Enter the number of samples to be skipped'
READ(5,*)L
C
DO 10 I = 1, L 
READ(1, *)
10 CONTINUE  
C
DO 20 I = 1, N
READ(1, 25) M(l), A(l), B(l), C(l)
25 F0RM AT(I5,3(E12.4))
20 CONTINUE
C
WRITE(6,*) M(4), A(4), B(4), C(4)
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE MAXPOS(Z,N,AMAX,ANGLE1) *
C ................................................................................................................................................... - - -
C THIS PROGRAM RETURNS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF AN ARRAY AND ITS POSITION
C ..........................................................................................................................................................
DIMENSION Z(N)
INTEGER N, I, ANGLE1 
REAL AMAX
C
AMAX = Z(1)
ANGLE1 = 0
C
DO 10 I = 2, N 
IF(Z(I).GT.AMAX)THEN
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AMAX = Z(l)
ANGLE1 = (1-1 )*5 
ENDIF
C
10 CONTINUE  
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE MAXPOS2(Z, N, AMAX)
C -  - ....................................................................................................................................................
C THIS PROGRAM RETURNS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF AN ARRAY AND ITS POSITION.
C .............................................  ...........................................................................................................
DIMENSION Z(N)
INTEGER N, I 
REAL AMAX
C
AMAX = Z(1)
C
DO 10 I = 2, N 
IF(Z(I).GT.AMAX)THEN  
AMAX = Z(l) •
ENDIF
C
10 CONTINUE  
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE MINPOS(Z, N, AMIN, ANGLE2)
C .........................................................................................................................................  ...............
C THIS PROGRAM RETURNS THE MINIMUM VALUE OF AN ARRAY AND ITS POSITION
C .............................................................................................................................................................
DIMENSION Z(N)
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INTEGER N, I, ANGLE2 
REAL AMIN
C
AMIN = Z(1)
ANGLE2 = 0
C
DO 10 I = 2, N 
IF(Z(I).LT.AMIN)THEN  
AMIN = Z(l) 
ANGLE2 = (1-1 )*5 
ENDIF
C
10 CONTINUE  
C
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ENGS20
O .............
C ENGS20: INIT PHASE FOR COVMAX PROCESSORS. THE INIT PHASE ENGA21 FOR
C THE COVMIN PROCESSOR IS IDENTICAL TO THIS SUBROUTINE.
C ------------
C WINDOW ARGUMENTS:
C NAME TYPE DIM IO DESCRIPTION
C .........v -------
c
C R O T REAL 2 ROTATION MATRIX
C
C R IN C REAL 1 INCREMENT IN DEGREES OF ROTATION
C
C LEN INT 1 LENGTH OF OPERATOR WINDOW
C
c ..........
C
#include 7usr/s ierra /sseis14/inc/S S C O M .IN C "
#include 7usr/s ierra /sse is14/inc /S S C U N I.IN C "
c ..........
C LOCAL DECLARATIONS:
C - : ------- •
DIMENSION NWIN(2)
CHARACTERS PRNAME
CHARACTERS DEC
INTEGER IRETC.NVALS.NHAVE.IPART.KSAM.NWIND.LEN
c ..........
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
c ..........
DEC = 'D E C ' 
PRNAME = 'COVMAX ' 
NHAVE = 0 
NWIN(1) = 0 
NWIN(2) = 0
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LEN = 100
C ...................................................................................................................
C PROCESS PARAMETER
C ...................................................... ........................................................
CALL DRTABL ('WINDOW DEC, NWIN, 1, 2, .FALSE.) 
CALL DRTABL ('LEN WIN '.D E C , LEN, 2, 1, .FALSE.) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL DRPRMS (IRETC, NVALS)
IF (IRETC .EQ. -1) GO TO 20
C ...................................................................................................................
C WINDOWS PARAMETER
C ...................................................................................................................
IF (NWIN(1) .EQ. 0 .AND. NWIN(2) .EQ. 0) THEN  
KSAM=KNSAMP 
NWIND=1 
ELSE
KSAM= IN T((N W IN (2)-N W IN (1 )+1)/(1000*S R ))  
NW IND=INT((NW IN (1 ))/(1000*SR ))
ENDIF
IF (NWIND .EQ. 0) THEN NWIND=1
C
GO TO 10 
20 CONTINUE
NLAB=KGLENI+KGLENR+(2*KGLEN8)+KGLEN4+1
NW=KNSAMP+NLAB
NV=KNSAMP+LEN-1
C SET UP COMMUNICATION WITH EXEC PHASE
C -   ..............................................................................
CALL DRRSEG ('RAN ', I PART, NW, KNTR/3) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF1, KNSAMP, 4)
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF2, KNSAMP, 5)
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF3, NV , 6)
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CALL DRRSRV (BUFF4, NV , 7) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF5, LEN, 8) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF6, LEN, 9) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF7, 2, 10) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF8, LEN, 11) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF9, LEN, 12) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF10, LEN, 13) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF11, KNSAMP, 14) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF12, KNSAMP, 15) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF13, KNSAMP, 16) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF14, KNSAMP, 17) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF15, KNSAMP, 18) 
CALL DRRSRV (BUFF16, KNSAMP, 19) 
CALL DRRSRV (NHAVE , 1, 20)
CALL DRSAVE (A , 3, 21)
CALL DRSAVE (NWIND , 1, 22)
CALL DRSAVE (KSAM , 1, 23)
CALL DRSAVE (LEN , 1, 24)
CALL DRGNCL (PRNAME, NW, NW)
C ...............................................................................
C END OF SUBROUTINE ENGS20.F:
C - - .................................................................
9000 RETURN  
END
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SUBROUTINE ENGA20(JP,GLTRC,WORK,WORK1 ,W ORK2,W ORK3,W ORK4, 
&W ORK5,W ORK6,W ORK7>W ORK8,W ORK9,W ORK10IW ORK11 ,W ORK12,W ORK13, 
&WORK14, WORK15, W ORK16fNHAVEfA fNW INDfKSAM,LEN)
C .............................................................................................................................................................
C ENGA20: EXEC PHASE FOR COVMAX PROCESSOR
C .............................................................................................................................................................
C THIS ROUTINE IS THE EXECUTION PHASE OF THE COVMAX PROCESSOR. THIS 
C PROCESSOR IS THE APPUCATION OF THE ENERGY FILTER. IT COMPUTES 
C THE ROTATED RADIAL SEISMOGRAMS (CLOKWISE ROTATION)USING THE 
C INSTANTANEOUS POLARIZATION ANGLE GIVEN BY EQUATION 5.15. DATA ARE 
C READ FROM A THREE COMPONENT RECORD ORDERED:
C CROSS-LINE, VERTICAL, IN-LINE (Y, Z, X). FOR EVERY THREE TRACES INPUT,
C ONE IS OUTPUT.
C WINDOW ARGUMENTS:
C NAME TYPE DIM IO
C
C JP INT SCA I
C
CGLTRC REAL ARY IO
C
C WORK REAL ARY I
C
DESCRIPTION
DUMMY ARGUMENT NOT USED.
BUFFER CONTAINING TRACE SAMPLE VALUES. 
WORKSPACE ARRAY USED IN THIS ROUTINE.
C GLOBAL DECLARATIONS:
C .......................................................................................................................................................
#include 7usr/s ierra /sseis14/inc/SS C O M .IN C "
#include 7usr/s ierra /sse is14/inc /S S C U N I.IN C "
INTEGER JP.NHAVE.ISTAT.NWIND.KSAM,LEN 
REAL GLTRC(1),W ORK(1),W ORK1 (1),W ORK2(1 ),W O R K 3(1),W O R K 4(1) 
REAL W O R K 5(1)W O R K 6(1),W O R K 7(1),W O R K 8(1),W O R K 9(1),W O R K 10(1) 
REAL W O R K 11(1)W O R K 12(1),W O R K 13(1),W O R K 14(1),W O R K 15(1)
REAL WORK16(1)A(1)
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COM M ON A R (2,2)>V(2,2),N SIZE,NP,D (2),NRO T
C .............................................................................................
C LOCAL DECLARATIONS: t
INTEGER NGET,NSIZEfNPfNROT 
REAL AR(2,2),V(2l2 )fD(2)
NSIZE = 2 
NP = 2
ROT = 1/SQRT(2.)
PI = 3.1415927
C
C ...................................................................................................................................
C START OF ENGA20
C ...................................................................................................................................
C IF NO DATA PASSED THEN RETURN
C ...................................................................................................................................
c
IF (KSTATE .NE. 2) GO TO 9000 
IF (KTRC .EQ. 1) NHAVE=0
C
NHAVE=NHAVE+1 
C ‘
IF (NHAVE .LE. KNTR/3) THEN  
CALL RAOU(RAN,1 .NHAVE,GLTRC.KNSAMP.ISTAT)
KSTATE=1
RETURN
ENDIF
C ...................................................................................................................................
C PASSTHROUGH VERTICAL TRACES
C ...................................................................................................................................
IF (NHAVE.GE.((KNTR/3))+1.AND.NHAVE.LE.(KNTR*2)/3) THEN  
KSTATE=1 
RETURN 
ENDIF
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C ................................................
C CAPTURE INLINE TRACES
NGET=KTRC - (KNTR*2)/3 
CALL MPCVMV(GLTRC,W0RK1 .KNSAMP)
CALL RAIN (RAN.1 .NGET.W0RK2.KNSAMP.ISTAT)
C .........................................................................................................................................
C CALCULATE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF SHIFTED DATA BY THE LENGTH OF 
C MOVING WINDOW
C ..........................................................................................................................................
KNLEN=KNSAMP+LEN-1
C
CALL VPVCLR (WORK3.1,1 .KNLEN)
CALL VPVCLR (WORK4.1,1 .KNLEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK1,1,1 .WORK3.LEN.1 .KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMOV (W ORK2.1.1.W ORK4,LEN,1,KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK3.1 .WORK3,KNLEN)
CALL VPOUT (WORK4.1 .WORK4.KNLEN)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C .............................................................................................  .....................................
C START CALCULATION
C  .................................................................................................................................................- • .........................
DO 20 K = 1, KNSAMP
C
CALL VPVCLR (WORK5, 1, 1,  LEN)
CALL VPVCLR (WORK6, 1, 1,  LEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK3, K, 1, WORK5,1,1, LEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK4, K, 1, WORK6,1,1, LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK5, 1 , 1 ,  W ORK7(1), LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK6, 1, 1 ,  W ORK7(2), LEN)
CALL VPOUT (WORK7, 1, WORK7, 2)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C
XBAR = -WORK7(1)/LEN
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YBAR = -WORK7(2)/LEN
C
CALL VPSADD (W0RK3,K,1 ,XBAR, W 0RK3.K.1 ,LEN)
CALL VPSADD (W0RK4.K.1 ,YBAR, W 0RK4,K,1,LEN)
CALL VPVMUL (W ORK3,K,1,W ORK3,K,1,W ORK8,1,1,LEN) 
CALL VPVMUL (WORK4,Kf1,W ORK4IK,1fW ORK9f1f1,LEN) 
CALL VPVMUL (W ORK3,K,1,W ORK4,K,1,W ORK10,1,1,LEN) 
CALL VPSVE (W ORK8.1,1 ,A(1),LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK9.1,1 ,A(2),LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK10,1,1 ,A(3),LEN)
CALL VPOUT (A,1,A,3)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C ...........................................................................................................................
C DEFINE THE COVARIENCE MATRIX
AR(1,1) = (A(1)/LEN)
AR(2,2) = (A(2)/LEN)
A R (1,2) = (A(3)/LEN)
AR(2,1) = (A(3)/LEN)
C
CALL JACOBI(AR,NSIZE,NP,D,V,NROT)
CALL EIGSRT(D,V,NSIZE,NP) *
C WORK11(K) = SQRT((D(1 )-D (2 ))/D (1 ))
C
IF ((V(1,1).GT.0.0 .AND. V(2,1).G T.0.0) .OR. (V(1,1).LT.0.0  
& .AND. V(2,1).LT.0.0)) THEN
WORK12(K) = PI - ATAN(V(2,1)/V (1,1))
ELSE
WORK12(K) = PI/2 + ABS(ATAN(V(2,1 )/V (1 ,1)))
ENDIF
C
20 CONTINUE
C
CALL VPVCOS (WORK12,1,1, WORK13,1,1, KNSAMP)
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CALL VPVSIN (W 0RK12,1,1, W 0RK14.1.1, KNSAMP)
C CALL VPVMUL (W 0RK13.1.1, W 0R K 11,1,1, WORK15.1.1, KNSAMP)
C CALL VPVMUL (W 0R K 14,1,1, WORKJ 1,1,1, WORK16,1,1, KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMUL (W ORK1, 1,1, W ORK13.1.1, WORK15.1.1, KNSAMP) 
CALL VPVMUL (WORK2, 1,1, WORK14.1.1, W ORK16,1,1, KNSAMP)
C
CALL VPVMOV (WORK15,1,1,W ORK15,1,1,KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK16,1,1 ,WORK16,1,1,KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK15,1, WORK15,KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK16.1, WORK16,KNSAMP)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C
CALL VPVADD (WORK15,1,1, W ORK16,1,1, W ORK,1,1, KNSAMP) 
CALL VPOUT (WORK.1, GLTRC,KNSAMP)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
K N SH O T= 1 
KNTR = KNTR/3 
KTRC = NGET 
KTRECS = (N HAVE/3)
KTRTYP = 1
CALL MPMVCM (1 ,GLTRC(KNSAMP+1))
KSTATE = 2 *
C
C ...............................................................................................................................................
C END OF SUBPROGRAM ENGA20.F
C ............................................................................................  .............................................
c
9000 RETURN  
END
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SUBROUTINE ENGA21(JP,GLTRC,WORK,WORK1 fW ORK2,W ORK3fW ORK4f 
&W ORK5,WORK6,WORK7,W ORK8, WORK9.WORK1O.WORK11 ,W ORK12.W ORK13, 
&W ORK14.WORK15.WORK16.NHAVE ,A,NWIND,KSAM,LEN)
C .............................................................................................................................................................
C ENGA21: EXEC PHASE FOR COVMIN PROCESSOR
C .............................................................................................................................................................
C THIS ROUTINE IS THE EXECUTION PHASE OF THE COVMIN PROCESSOR. THIS 
C PROCESSOR IS THE APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY FILTER. IT COMPUTES THE 
C ROTATED TRANSVERSE SEISMOGRAMS (CLOCKWISE ROTATION)USING THE 
C INSTANTANEOUS POLARIZATION ANGLE GIVEN BY EQUATION 5.15. DATA ARE READ 
C FROM A THREE COMPONENT RECORD ORDERED: CROSS-LINE, VERTICAL, IN-LINE. 
C FOR EVERY THREE TRACES INPUT, ONE IS OUTPUT.
C WINDOW ARGUMENTS:
C NAME TYPE DIM IO 
C
C JP INT SCA I
C
CGLTRC REAL ARY IO
C
C WORK REAL ARY I
C
C
DESCRIPTION
DUMMY ARGUMENT NOT USED.
BUFFER CONTAINING TRACE SAMPLE VALUES.
WORKSPACE ARRAY US£b IN THIS ROUTINE.
C GLOBAL DECLARATIONS:
C ....................................................................................  .......................... .............................
#include 7usr/s ierra /sse is14/inc /S S C O M .IN C "
#include 7u sr/s ierra /sseis14/inc /S S C U N I.IN C "
INTEGER JP,NHAVE,ISTAT,NWIND,KSAM,LEN
REAL G LTR C (1),W O R K (1),W O R K 1 (1 ),W ORK2(1 ),W ORK3(1 ),W O R K 4(1) 
REAL W ORK5(1 )W ORK6(1 ),W O R K 7(1),W O R K 8(1 ),W ORK9(1 ),W O R K 10(1) 
REAL W O R K 11 (1 )W O R K 12(1 ),W O R K 13(1 ),W O R K 14(1  ),W O R K 15(1)
REAL W ORK16(1)A(1)
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CO M M O N A R (2l2 ),V (2 l2 ),N S IZE ,N P >D(2),NR O T  
C ..................................................................................................................................
C LOCAL DECLARATIONS:
*
C ....................................................................................................................................
INTEGER NGET,NSIZE,NP,NROT 
REAL AR(2,2),V(2,2),D(2)
NSIZE = 2 
NP = 2
ROT = 1/SQRT(2.)
PI = 3.1415927
C ....................................................................................................................................
C START OF ENGA21
C ....................................................................................................................................
C IF NO DATA PASSED THEN RETURN
C ....................................................................................................................................
IF (KSTATE .NE. 2) GO TO 9000 
IF (KTRC .EQ. 1) NHAVE=0
C
NHAVE=NHAVE+1
C
IF (NHAVE .LE. KNTR/3) THEN
CALL RAOU(RAN,1, NHAVE, GLTRC.KNSAMP.ISTAT) f
KSTATE=1
RETURN
ENDIF
C ....................................................................................................................................
C PASS THROUGH VERTICAL TRACES
C ....................................................................................................................................
IF (NHAVE.GE.((KNTR/3))+1.AND.NHAVE.LE.(KNTR*2)/3) THEN  
KSTATE=1 
RETURN 
ENDIF
C ...................................................................  .......................  .............................
C CAPTURE INLINE TRACES
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C ................................................................. ..........................................................................................
NGET = KTRC - (KNTFT2)/3 
CALL MPCVMV(GLTRC,W0RK1 .KNSAMP) f
CALL RAIN (RAN,1 .NGET,W0RK2.KNSAMP.ISTAT)
C   ............................................................................................................................................
C CALCULATE COVARIENCE MATRIX OF SHIFTED DATA BY LENGTH OFMOVING WINDOW
C ................................................................................................................................................................
KNLEN = KNSAMP+LEN-1
C
CALL VPVCLR (WORK3.1,1 .KNLEN)
CALL VPVCLR (WORK4.1,1 .KNLEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK1,1,1 .WORK3.LEN.1 .KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK2.1,1 .WORK4.LEN.1 .KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK3.1 .WORK3,KNLEN)
CALL VPOUT (WORK4.1 .WORK4,KNLEN)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C ................................................................................................................................. ..........................
C START CALCULATION
C ...................................................- .............................................................................. - ........................
DO 20 K = 1, KNSAMP
C
CALL VPVCLR (WORK5, 1,1,  LEN) *
CALL VPVCLR (WORK6, 1,1,  LEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK3, K, 1, WORK5,1,1, LEN)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK4, K, 1, WORK6,1,1, LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK5, 1, 1,  WORK7(1), LEN)
CALL VPSVE (WORK6, 1, 1, WORK7(2), LEN)
CALL VPOUT (WORK7, 1, WORK7, 2)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C
XBAR = -WORK7(1)/LEN
C
CALL VPSADD (WORK3,K,1 ,XBAR, WORK3,K,1 ,LEN)
CALL VPSADD (WORK4,K,1 ,YBAR, WORK4,K,1,LEN)
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CALL VPVMUL (W ORK3fK,1,W ORK3,Kf1fW ORK8f1f1,LEN) 
CALL VPVMUL (W 0RK4,K,1 ,W 0R K 4,K t1 .W 0R K 9.1,1 ,LEN) 
CALL VPVMUL (W ORK3,K,1,W ORK4,K,1,W ORK10,1,1,LEN) 
CALL VPSVE (W 0R K 8.1 ,1 ,A(1 ) fLEN)
CALL VPSVE (W 0R K 9.1 ,1 ,A(2),LEN)
CALL VPSVE (W 0R K 10,1,1 ,A(3),LEN)
CALL VPOUT (Af1,A,3)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C ...........................................................................................................................
C DEFINE THE COVARIENCE MATRIX
A R (1,1) = (A(1)/LEN)
AR(2,2) = (A(2)/LEN)
A R (1,2) = (A(3)/LEN)
AR(2,1) = (A(3)/LEN)
C
CALL JACOBI(AR,NSIZE,NP,D,V,NROT)
CALL EIGSRT(D,V,NSIZE,NP)
C WORK11(K) = SQRT((D(1 )-D (2 ))/D (1 ))
C
IF ((V(1,1).GT.0.0 .AND. V(2,1).G T.0.0) .OR. (V(1,1).LT.0.0  
& .AND. V(2,1).LT.0.0)) THEN *
WORK12(K) = PI - ATAN(V(2,1 )/V (1 ,1))
ELSE
WORK12(K) = PI/2 + ABS(ATAN(V(2,1 )/V (1 ,1)))
ENDIF
C
20 CONTINUE 
C
CALL VPVCOS (WORK12,1,1, WORK13,1,1, KNSAMP)
CALL VPVSIN (W ORK12,1,1, W ORK14,1,1, KNSAMP)
C CALL VPVMUL (WORK13,1,1, W ORK11,1,1, WORK15,1,1, KNSAMP)
C CALL VPVMUL (WORK14,1,1, W ORK11,1,1, W ORK16,1,1, KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMUL (WORK1.1.1, W ORK14.1.1, W ORK16,1,1, KNSAMP)
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CALL VPVMUL (W0RK2,1,1, W0RK13.1.1, W0RK15.1.1, KNSAMP)
C
CALL VPVMOV (W O R K )5,1,1 ,WORK15,1,1 .KNSAMP)
CALL VPVMOV (WORK16,1,1 ,WORK16,1,1 .KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK15.1, WORK15.KNSAMP)
CALL VPOUT (WORK16.1, WORK16,KNSAMP)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C
CALL VPVSUB (WORK15.1.1, W ORK16,1,1, W O RK,1,1, KNSAMP) 
CALL VPOUT (WORK.1 ,GLTRC,KNSAMP)
CALL VPSTAT (STATUS,HARDST)
C
KNSHOT = 1 
KNTR = KNTR/3 
KTRC = NGET 
KTRECS = (N HAVE/3)
KTRTYP = 1
CALL MPMVCM (1 ,GLTRC(KNSAMP+1))
KSTATE = 2
C .........................................................................................................................................
C END OF SUBPROGRAM ENGA21 .F
9000 RETURN  
END
